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Technology as a challenge for the future –
some introductory remarks

With this issue we will present a discussion about the crossroads between,
on the one hand, technology in its traditional sense, which has its roots in
the moderniszation process, in industrialization and the development of
delimited things and processes based on the science of technology, and, on
the other hand, a wider understanding of technology in its post-modern ap-
pearance as ways of designing and creating the environments, including the
consequences for the future of our societies. Technology is no longer seen
only as a hope for the future; it is also seen as a threat in itself because of
pollution and environmental problems.

Sjöberg shows in his article how young boys and girls from many countries
around the world distrust science and technology. Many of them seem to
identify the roots of environmental problems in technology itself. Large-
scale technologies result in large- scale consequences. Thus technology
enters the field of ethical matters – where it also challenges traditional ethi-
cal solutions. A wider understanding of technology also embraces the very
acts of creating, designing and forming – the constructional fantasy seen
both in relation to physical and virtual artefacts and in relation to new mo-
dels of thinking and understanding.

Technology in this wider sense is of utmost significance for all members
of our societies since it embraces questions concerning ethical matters in a
world of large-scale technologies. It includes not only technological cons-
ciousness but also historical, cultural and social consciousness. Evoking an
interest in technology in basic education is therefore not, as we see it, the
same as introducing mathematical modelling models for the solution of tech-
nical problems.

Blomdahl & Rogala present a model for the learning of technology in
the (Swedish) school context based on the humanities and the creative
aspects of technology. Skogh follows along this line in discussing a “theory
of action.” Sjögren places a more explicit emphasis on the creative aspects
of technology and discusses technology in relation to artistic aspects. Gra-
nath focuses on the design aspect of technology, and Lindström adds a discu-
ssion of how to assess creative processes.

Furmanek & Walat highlight technical thinking as a psychological cate-
gory. Franus follows up by presenting the idea of the dual nature of techni-
cal thinking. Walat relates these discussions to the technical education sys-
tem in Poland, and Furmanek suggests a new general model for technical
education.
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Finally, Kjölberg’s article on serendipity and technology as a school sub-
ject can be seen as a conclusion to the discussions covering a wide and
partly disparate field, albeit a central field in the education of future genera-
tions.

All the aspects presented are important. However, there seems to be a
huge distance between the culture of technology and the culture of design
(for instance at universities), between the culture of “science” and the cul-
tures of “the social sciences and humanities.” Will it at all be possible to
establish a dialogue between such extreme positions? Or is it actually the
case that we now, after the industrial epoch, indeed have the tools to over-
come old categories and lines of demarcations, to invent and design new
models for the learning and understanding of technology? We would be
happy to see the discussion continue!

Stockholm January 2003

Staffan Selander
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Svein Sjöberg

 Pupils’ experiences and interests relating to
science and technology:

Some results from a comparative study in 21 countries

Abstract

By comparing your national or local situation with the state of affairs
in other countries, you come to see your own choices and priorities
with new eyes. There are, however, many different approaches to in-
ternational and comparative studies. Some studies rank countries by
level of achievement, and may indirectly define norms and universal
standards. Other studies may focus on cultural variation and provide
options for different choices. This paper presents a study of the latter
category.

The study is called Science and Scientists (SAS). The SAS study
explores cultural and gender differences on issues that are of relevan-
ce for the teaching and learning of science and technology (S&T).
More than 40 researchers from 21 countries have collected informa-
tion from some 10,000 13-year-old pupils from every continent. This
paper presents selected results from three different items in this stu-
dy. The three (out of seven) items that are considered here are related
to the pupils’ prior experiences, their profile of interests and their
expressed plans and motivations for their own future. The results in-
dicate some rather universal trends in the gender profile of children’s
experiences as well as their interests in S&T topics. Gender differen-
ces are particularly (and surprisingly) high in some of the Northern
European countries and in Japan. These findings are discussed in some
detail.

The SAS study provides empirical evidence for informed delibera-
tion about priorities in the S&T school curriculum. The purpose of
the study is to stimulate the debate on how S&T curricula can be
made more relevant and suited to fit the experiences and the needs
and interests of different learners in different countries. The SAS stu-
dy was meant to be only a modest and exploratory study but has beco-
me a rather large undertaking. Plans for a more detailed and carefully
planned study of a similar nature are also presented.
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Large-scale comparative studies – Limitations and side-
effects

S&T curricula and textbooks in different countries have striking similariti-
es. Some consider this fact to be a reflection of the cultural neutrality and
universality of science, while others see it as an unwarranted consequence
of the cultural domination of some countries over others. Large-scale com-
parative studies like the IEA TIMSS (Third International Mathematics and
Science Study) (see e.g. TIMSS 1998) may have as a (possibly unintended)
side effect pressure to harmonise or universalise science curricula across
nations. Test formats as well as S&T contents may provide standards, ’bench-
marks’ or norms for participating countries as well as for other countries.
Furthermore, the international and cross-cultural nature of TIMSS-like studies
has necessarily implied the development of items that can be used indepen-
dent of educational or social context to avoid cultural bias. Hence, test items
tend to become decontextualised and therefore rather abstract. This deve-
lopment runs contrary to recent thinking in teaching, learning and curricu-
lum development, where key concepts are ’situated learning’, ’context-de-
pendence’, ’relevance’ etc. The publication and availability of TIMSS items
in many countries provide an ’incentive’ to use tests that both in their closed
multiple choice format and lack of social context run contrary to national or
local traditions.

Comparative research in education is important, but there is an obvious
need to complement the valuable data from TIMSS-like studies with more
open and culturally sensitive information and perspectives (Atkin and Black
1997). The recent OECD PISA study (Programme for International Student
Assessment) is an ongoing attempt to widen the scope of such large-scale
studies, and the underlying framework for PISA is, in contrast to TIMSS,
not bound to the school curricula, but focuses on competencies that are
considered important for participation in modern society. The publication
of the first results from PISA (OECD 2001) indicates that the PISA studies
will meet some of the criticism raised against IEA-based studies like TIMSS.

But TIMSS and PISA still have some common characteristics, and PISA
still has assessment as the key concept. They are both high-level initiatives
’from the top’ to monitor scholastic achievement, and the main results are
various rankings on league-like tables. The studies are also (with some ex-
ceptions) confined to the rich countries in the OECD. In most countries
these studies are initiated and (rather heavily!) funded by governments and
ministries of education. Such studies stem from the decision-makers’ and
politicians’ (legitimate!) need to have comparable data on the scholastic
achievement of their pupils and to have some measures of efficiency and
cost-benefit aspects of their national educational system. In an age of glo-
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balisation and economic competition, the national authorities are increa-
singly concerned about how their own system compares with other sys-
tems, measured against common standards or ’benchmarks’. Similarly, na-
tional authorities have a legitimate need to get international comparable
data on unit costs, the effects of teacher training, class size, effects of re-
source usage etc. One may, of course with some exaggeration, characterise
projects like TIMSS and PISA as the educational parallel to what is known
as Big Science. The scale and costs of these studies are considerably higher
than those of the kind of research that most educators are involved in. The
institutions that perform these studies are often government agencies for
research and development, or research institutions from which the govern-
ment may expect a certain degree of loyalty. Such research does not emerge
from an independent and critical academic research perspective.

The SAS study: a small-scale comparative study

The comparative study reported here is very different from the large TIMSS
and PISA studies. It is low-cost, it emerges from the ’bottom’ instead of
from governments and ministries, it includes not only the wealthy nations
but also developing countries, and its prime purpose is to generate critical
discussions and deliberations about priorities and local variation in the S&T
curricula. The concern is not any ranking from good to bad, or comparisons
with given standards or benchmarks. The purpose is to stimulate critical
discussions abut priorities, based on empirical evidence gathered in diverse
cultures.

In many countries, mainly industrial ones, there is currently a kind of
disenchantment with science and technology. There is a fall in the recruit-
ment to (some) S&T-related studies and careers, although the situation
shows interesting variations between countries. The SAS study emerges
partly as an attempt to understand and to address these trends, but also from
the perspectives of critical pedagogy, with a critical perspective on the role
and function of S&T curricula. There is today widespread concern to try to
make S&T curricula meaningful, relevant and adapted to different groups
and different cultures, with an underlying concern that the culture of school
S&T is alien to many learners (Cobern and Aikenhead 1998, Ogawa 1995).
The lack of relevance of the S&T curriculum is probably one of the greatest
barriers to good learning as well as to an interest in the subject. In any
discussion about relevance, it becomes important to know more about the
views, experiences and perspectives of the learners.

The present study is a modest attempt to shed light on differences as well
as similarities in what pupils bring to school, what perspectives and plans
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they have and what kind of interests they have. The study is called Science
and Scientists, the SAS study. The prime concern is diversity due to diffe-
rent cultures and gender. The intention is to provide data and perspectives
that may give an empirical foundation for an informed discussion about the
relationship that the learner has to the S&T curriculum and teaching. The
development of the SAS project is a joint undertaking, involving science
educators from very different cultures.

Methods and Samples

The SAS project used a questionnaire that was drafted, piloted and finali-
sed in a co-operative effort between this author (from Norway), Jane Mu-
lemwa from Uganda and Jayshree Mehta from India. We met on several
occasions through our joint engagement in organisations like GASAT (Gen-
der and Science and Technology) and IOSTE (International Organisation
for Science and Technology Education), and we were also jointly involved
in FEMSA (Female Education in Mathematics and Science in Africa), a
large African project that addresses gender equality in science education in
Africa.

The SAS questionnaire consisted of 7 groups of items. The aspects that
were studied were the following: The pupils’ S&T-related out-of-school
experiences, their interests in learning about different S&T topics, their
perceptions of science as an activity and images of scientists as persons –
and their priorities for future life or work. The questionnaire also consisted
of some open-ended questions, like ”What would you like to do if you were
a scientist?” The ”draw-a-scientist- task” was also included, and the pupils
were asked to comment on their drawing in writing.

The final instrument was made available to researchers from other
countries through various S&T education networks like IOSTE and NARST
(National Association for Research in Science Teaching). The participating
researchers collected national data, following common procedures for samp-
ling, administration, data collection and coding. Empty data files in SPSS
and Excel were provided by the project, which also covered some costs, in
particular for researchers in developing countries. Data files were returned
to this author, merged into a larger file and recoded for analysis. Details of
procedures, sampling etc are given in Sjöberg 2000a.

Some 40 researchers from 21 countries provided data from about 10,000
pupils at the age of 13. The countries are, in alphabetical order: Australia,
Chile, England, Ghana, Hungary, Iceland, India, Japan, Korea, Lesotho,
Mozambique, Nigeria, Norway, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Russia,
Spain, Sudan, Sweden, Trinidad, Uganda and the US.
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Several national reports have been published; the participating research-
ers and the list of publications are given in the SAS report (Sjöberg 2000a).
A brief report is also available as a chapter in a recent book (Sjöberg 2000b).
The data files for the SAS project are now available from the author for
further analysis by the participants.

Results: General observations

The data document details about the (rather obvious!) fact that children in
different parts of the world come to school with a variety of different S&T-
related experiences. Their interests in learning about different S&T topics
show great variations, and their plans and priorities for their future life dif-
fer. If one wants to build on children’s experiences and meet their interests
and perceived needs – a ’given’ for most educators—such information is of
crucial importance. In spite of the variations within each country, the aver-
age values for participating countries seem to come out in clusters on many
aspects, often reflecting the country’s level of development. Children from
African countries seem to share many background experiences, and they
also seem to have the same interests, similar priorities for future job and
they have the same (very positive) image of science and scientists etc. The-
re also seem to be gender-related differences that follow similar cultural
patterns. This means, among other things, that the definition of feminine
and masculine behaviours and attitudes seem to follow cultural patterns.
Also developed countries have some likenesses with each other, and the
Nordic countries come out as a group with strong similarities. In the follow-
ing, some more detailed results are given, although the available space does
not permit much detail.

Results: Prior experiences

One group of items is called Out of school experiences: What I have done.
This is an inventory of 80 activities that may have bearing on the teaching
and learning of S&T. This item has also been used in previous research in a
slightly different form. (Sjöberg and Imsen 1987, Whyte, Kelly and Smail
1987). Attempts were made to sample activities that might be of relevance
for the learning of S&T, and to try to make the list balanced concerning
gender and cultural differences. The calculated overall score (Sjöberg
2000a) showed that we had been successful in this respect; most countries
had similar averages and most countries had only small differences in the
overall activity score for girls and boys.

On this item, we often observed what we might call a traditional gender-
ing pattern. Boys in nearly all countries have considerably more experience
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with activities such as these: Using guns, bows and arrows, using new tech-
nologies, car-related activities, (using car jack, charging batteries etc.), mecha-
nical activities (using pulleys and levers) electrical activities (fixing leads, using
batteries, motors, bulbs) using tools (saw, hammer etc.), mend-ing bikes.

Girls had in general more experience with nature-oriented (and more
peaceful) activities like collecting gems, flowers, mushrooms, observing
the sky, the moon and the stars. Girls also had more experience in house-
hold-related activities like preparing food. On the other hand (and maybe
surprisingly?) boys had, in most countries more experience than girls in
preserving and storing food (salting, smoking, drying etc)

Some sorts of experience had different gendering patterns in industriali-
zed and developing countries. Caring for animals and other farming activi-
ties are boys’ activities in developing countries, while the same activities
are typical girls’ activities in industrial countries. The underlying reason
may be that agricultural activities are basic economical, life-sustaining ac-
tivities in developing countries, while they are more related to leisure and
hobby in industrialized countries.

Some typical experiences among the Nordic (here: Norway, Sweden and
Iceland) children seem to be strongly related to outdoor life. Nordic child-
ren (girls and boys) have more experience than others in activities like set-
ting up tents, making fire, using binoculars, making flute of straw or wood,
collecting mushrooms and edible berries. We also note that Norwegian child-
ren (in particular boys) have the highest score of all on ”using air-gun and
rifle” – possibly a reminiscent of an old hunting (and fishing) tradition, still
surviving as a leisure activity?

The results can be presented item-by-item, or grouped in larger categories.
An example of each of these is shown in Figure 1.
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Experience: "Used ropes and pulleys for lifting heavy things"
SAS-data, sorted by total frequency 
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Figure 1 shows the results on ”Using rope and pulley to lift heavy things” –
an activity that gives background experience to learn about classical ’simp-
le’ mechanics. As one can see, this activity is strongly gendered in all
countries, with boys’ score in some countries three times higher than the
girls’. It is also interesting to note that children in developing countries
score relatively high on this item, probably because such activities are clo-
sely related to technologies in common use in their societies.

Figure 1. Results for the activity ”Used ropes and pulleys for lifting heavy things”
Means in percent are given for girls (black) and boys in each country. The countries
are sorted by increasing frequency of total.

Figure 2. The average value of five Electricity-related experiences. Means in per-
cent for girls (black) and boys in each country. The countries are sorted by incre-
asing frequency of total.
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Figure 2 shows the results for a composite variable (a ’construct’) that is the
mean of several activities relating to electricity. The activities are the follo-
wing:
• Played with electric batteries, bulbs and motors
• Used electric toys (cars, torches etc)
• Changed a fuse or attached electric lead to plug
• Charged a car battery or other battery
• Studied the inside of a radio, TV, video or similar

As one can see from Fig 2, electricity-related experiences are strongly male-
dominated in all countries. In some countries, boys seem to have twice as
much experience in this field than the girls. One also notes that children in
richer countries in general have more experience than children in poorer
countries (Japan is, as often in the SAS study, an exception to this pattern).
Given that these activities do require resources like bulbs, motors, batte-
ries, electric leads etc., this is no surprise. But it may be a surprise that boys
in even the poorest countries have more experience with electricity than
girls in industrialized countries?

Results: Interesting S&T topics to learn about

This group of items is called Things to learn about and is a similar list to the
one about experiences. It is an inventory of possible topics for inclusion in the
S&T curriculum. 60 topics are listed. Some results from the analysis of interests
in these topics have been published elsewhere (Sjöberg 2000a and 2000b).
Figure 3 gives one example of the results taken from this list of 60 items:

Figure 3. Learn about: ”Latest development in technology”. Means are given for
girls (in black) and boys in each country. The countries are sorted by increasing
frequency of total

Learn: "Latest development in technology"
SAS-data, sorted by total frequency 
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We note from Fig 3 that children in developing countries are much more
interested in learning about new technologies than children in more wealt-
hy countries. We note (again) that the results for Japan are extremely low.
The gendered pattern is obvious, and mostly so in the Nordic countries,
Japan and Korea.

This leads us to comment on some general trends. Children in develo-
ping countries are interested in learning about nearly everything! This is
possibly a reflection of the fact that for them, education is a luxury and a
privilege, and not seen as a painful duty, as is often the case in more weal-
thy nations! Japanese children are less interested in S&T than children in
other countries — in particular about the car, new technologies and com-
munication! We return briefly to this at the end of the paper. The Nordic
countries (and Japan) are more gendered in children’s interests than other
countries! We also comment on this observation at the end of the paper.

This item provides a wealth of data that may be of value for a discussion
on how to construct a S&T curriculum that meets the interests of different
learners in different cultures. To illustrate this point, we give one example;
see table 1, where some of the data for two selected countries are contrasted
– based on the gender difference.

Table 1. ”What I want to learn about” – (part of the list) sorted based on the diffe-
rence between girls and boys. The list shows data from Norway and Japan. For
each country, the topics with the most female gender difference are shown (on top)
and (at the bottom) the topics with the strongest boys’ profile are shown. (Note
that this list should be read ’from the bottom’.) The number is the difference in
percent between boys and girls who have indicated that are interested in the topic.
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”What I want to learn about” Data from Norway and Japan.
The list is sorted by the difference between boys and girls.

”Girls’ S&T” Norway M-F ”Girls’ S&T” Japan
AIDS: What it is and how it spreads -24 How to heat and cook food the best way -26
The rainbow, what it is andwhy The rainbow, what it is and why
we can see it -22 we can see it -26
Why people in different parts of the
 world look  different and have Why the sky is blue and
 different colours of the skin -19 why the stars twinkle -18
What we should eat to be healthy -18 What are colours and how

do we see different colours? -17
Why the sky is blue and
 why the stars twinkle -17 Music, instruments and sounds -16
Birth control and contraceptives -16 Sounds and music from birds and other

 animals -15
What are colours and how do we
see different colours? -15 Plants and animals in my neighbourhood  -13
Sounds and music from birds
and other animals -12 How birds and animals communicate -12
How birds and animals communicate -12 How science and technology may help

disabled persons (blind, deaph, physically
handicapped etc.) -11

How we can protect air, water
and the environgment -11 What we should eat to be healthy -9

          ”Boys’ S&T” Norway           ”Boys’ S&T” Japan
How radioactivity affects life and How science and technology may
my own body 11 help us to get a better life 13
The possible dangers of science
and technology 12 Satellites and modern communication 13
New sources of energy: from
the sun, from the wind.  15 The possibility of life outside earth 13
Important inventions and discoveries 17 The origin and evolution of the human being  15
How science and technology may New sources of energy: from the sun,
help us to get a better life 18 from the wind etc. 16
Light and optiks 20 Rockets and space travel 17
How things like telephone, The possible dangers of science and
radio and television work 20 technology 17
Acoustics and sound 21 How things like telephone, radio and

television work 17
Atoms and molecules 22  Important inventions and discoveries 18
Computers, PCs and what Computers, PCs and what
we can do with them 23 we can do with them 19
What an atomic bomb consists of and What an atomic bomb consists of and
 how they are made 24 how they are made 19
Chemicals and their properties 25 Atoms and molecules 20
Rockets and space travel 26 How a nuclear power plant funktions 21
Electricity, how it is produced
and used in the home 27 Lightning and tunder 24
How a nuclear power plant funktions 27 X-rays and ultrasound in medicine 24
Satellites and modern communication 29 Electricity, how it is produced and used 24
Latest development in technology 37 Latest development in technology 27
The car and how it works 43 The car and how it works 30

M-F
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The list of possible S&T topics in this item consists of 60 items, and only
the top and bottom parts of the list are shown in table 1. In this table, only
the difference between girls’ and boys’ score is shown. We note that the
actual gendered differences at the ends of ’the spectrum’ are extreme. This
means that in both countries there are topics in S&T that stand out as excep-
tionally gendered in the favour of girls (the top of the list), and even more
topics with a very strong boys’ profile (the bottom of the list). We also note
that there are strong similarities between the lists for the two countries, in
spite of the large cultural difference between these countries. For both
countries, girls show a greater interest than boys in aspects of biology, health
and nutrition. They are also more interested in aspects with a possible aes-
thetic dimension (colours, sound, music, blue sky, twinkling stars etc.) Boys
in both countries, however, express much greater interest than girls do in
cars, technology, PCs, rockets, nuclear power plant, electricity etc.

Some of these results are hardly surprising; they actually fit well with
what one stereotypically calls girls’ and boys’ interests. The surprise is,
however, that the actual difference is so extreme. Take learning about ”The
car and how it works” as an example. In Norway, 76 % of the boys and 33
% of the girls are interested. Japan is even more extreme, although the actu-
al numbers are much smaller: 36 % of the boys, and only 6 % of the girls are
interested! Similar details can be noted at the other extreme of the spec-
trum.

What we can learn from this is that the ’ideal’ S&T curriculum for girls
and boys are indeed very different – although they may both be considered
good and valid S&T contents! Data like these should be kept in mind when
curricula are written and textbooks produced. If one puts early emphasis on
the technological aspects of science, one will definitely turn off the potenti-
al interests that girls might have in the subject!

The data also contains some surprises compared with what one might
stereotypically expect. Boys are in most countries more interested than girls
on topics like
• The possible dangers of science and technology
• How science and technology may help us to get a better life
• How science and technology may help handicapped
• New sources of energy, from the sun, from wind etc.
• How radioactivity affects life and my own body
• Famous scientists and their lives

These results run contrary to what is often assumed, e.g. that girls are more
interested in the possible misuses of S&T, that they are interested in the
human and historical aspects of science and that they are interested in how
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science and technology may improve life and help people. The SAS data do
not give support to these claims, at least not as general claims.

In spite of the great gender disparities, some topics seem to be high on
the list for girls as well as boys in most countries. (Then we focus on actual
percentages, and not on differences in score!)

Most popular among girls and boys in most countries are the following
topics:
• The possibility of life outside earth
• Computers, PC, and what we can do with them
• Dinosaurs and why they died out
• Earthquakes and volcanoes
• Music, instruments and sounds
• The moon, the sun and the planets

Similarly, one can identify a list of the least popular (for girls and boys) in
most (mainly the rich) countries:
• How to improve the harvest in gardens and farms
• How plants grow and what they need
• Plants and animals in my neighbourhood,
• Detergents, soap and how they work
• Food processing, conservation and storage
• Famous scientists and their lives

From this list we see that the concern to make S&T more relevant by con-
centrating on what is ”concrete, near and familiar” is not necessarily meet-
ing the interests of the children. They may, in fact, be more interested in
learning about the possibility of life in the universe, extinct dinosaurs, pla-
nets, earthquakes and volcanoes!

Results: Important for future job

This item is called Important for a future job and consists of a list of 15
factors that might be important for the choice of a future job (if such a
choice exists!). The pupils are invited to judge the personal relevance of
each of these factors. An example of the data is provided by Table 2.
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Figure 4. Factors of importance for future job. Norwegian SAS-data. Data are
given for girls (black) and boys. The factors are sorted by increasing importance,
based on the total score. (The maximum possible score is 1,0, details of scoring are
given in Sjöberg 2000a)

We see from Fig 4 that although there is general agreement between girls
and boys on the importance on some of the factors, there are also remarka-
ble differences on other aspect between the priorities of girls and boys. We
see that the difference is ’in favour’ of boys on factors like ”Make and
invent new things”, ”Become famous”, Control other people”, ”Earn lots of
money”, while the girls put considerably more emphasis on ”Working with
people instead of things” and ”Helping other people”.

In order to simplify these matters, a factor analysis was performed. We
identified the following four components. (The suggested name is ’invent-
ed’ as a label that seems to fit with the contents.)

1.  Ego-orientation (famous, rich, controlling others, easy job)
2.  Time and security (time for friends, family, myself – and a secure

job)
3.  Self-development (using talents and abilities, developing knowledge

and skills, taking decisions, exciting job)
4.  Others-orientation (Helping others, working with people)

Of importance for choice of job, sorted by importance
SAS-data, Norway
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When applying this to the participating countries, we find that factors 2 and
3 (”Time and security” and ”Self-development”) are rather gender neutral
in practically all countries. The other two factors are strongly gendered.

In all but 2 countries, boys seem to be ”Ego-oriented”, with Iceland,
Sweden, England and Norway as the most extreme! Details are given in Fig
5. On the other hand, in all but two countries girls seem to be much more
”Others-oriented” than boys. Also on this aspect, Norway and Sweden are
the most strongly gendered.

Fgure 5. ”Ego-orientation” (famous, rich, controlling others, easy job) in the SAS-
countries. Data are given for girls (in black) and boys. The countries are sorted by
total frequency. Maximum score is 1.0.

Discussion: Some paradoxes and surprises

Many findings in the SAS-study are hardly surprising. The overall gender
profile follows a pattern that is well documented. But some results are rat-
her unexpected (at least for this author). Two such examples will be briefly
discussed here: (1) The low interests in science and technology among Ja-
panese children and (2) the seemingly paradoxical situation regarding gen-
der equity in the Nordic countries.

Job-priorities: "Ego-orientation"
SAS-data, sorted by total frequency 
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Japan: Top in score – lowest in attitudes and interests!

Many results from Japan call for attention, in particular when they are seen
in connection with other kinds of information. Let us look at some of the
paradoxes: Japan tends to be on top on most international tests on pupils’
achievement in science and mathematics (SISS, TIMSS etc.). Even on the
recent PISA (2001) study, Japan comes out on the international top on ac-
hievement in mathematics and as number 2 in mathematics (right behind
Korea). In spite of the high scores on achievement testing, the TIMSS data
(TIMSS 1996 p 121 ff.) also indicate that Japanese children have more
negative attitudes to both mathematics and science than pupils have in any
other (of the nearly 50) TIMSS countries.

The data presented in this paper and in the other SAS-reports (Sjöberg
2000a and b) support and give more detail to this observation. Item by item,
we find similar results: Japanese children are much less likely than others
to be interested in most S&T items – in particular those related to modern
advances in technology – an area where Japan is among the world leaders,
and an area of prime economical importance for Japan.

Gender differences are in many aspects large in Japan. According to
our study, Japanese girls are at the lowest place when it comes to interest in
S&T, both when the question is a global one like ”Is science interesting?”
and on the very specific topics briefly mentioned in this paper. Japanese
girls also state that they find science more difficult to understand than any
other group in this study. (Sjöberg 2000a) (In spite of this, they actually
score higher than girls in most other countries!)

S&T educators in Japan have recently become very interested in these
matters, since the low interest in science and technology and the lack of
interests to pursue studies and careers in these fields may create serious
problems for Japanese economy. The low birth rate in Japan and the highest
life expectancy in the world further exacerbate the problem. Possible ex-
planations as well as possible policies and remedies are debated. It falls
beyond the scope of this paper to explore this issue, but it is expected to be
an area of interesting debate and an area where one can learn from cross-
cultural research. Professor Masakata Ogawa has recently initiated an in-
ternational comparative research to shed light on science education and the
importance of gender, language and culture. He was also the Japanese part-
ner in the SAS-project. Perspectives and results from the SAS study and the
planned ROSE-project (see the last paragraph) will be an important input in
the ongoing Japanese project.
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 Norway and the Nordic countries: What about the gender equity?
The SAS-study has shown that the Nordic countries (here represented by
Norway, Sweden and Iceland) on many aspects come out with greater dif-
ferences between girls and boys than most other countries. In particular, we
have documented large differences in the interest to learn S&T (Sjöberg
2000a). The data presented in this paper about priorities for a future job
also indicate a very strongly gendered value profile among Nordic child-
ren: Girls as ”others- oriented”; they want to help other people and work
with people instead of things. Boys, on the other hand, are ”ego-oriented”;
they are more oriented towards making money and getting personal bene-
fits. The analysis of children’s drawings and their free writing on ”Me as a
scientist” (both reported in Sjöberg 2000a) also documents large gender
differences in values and perspectives among the Nordic children. Data from
TIMSS and PISA provides similar evidence on large gender differences in
achievements as well as attitudes to science.

The Nordic countries are often considered ”world champions” in gender
equity. Gender equity has been a major political concern since the mid 70-
s. Much has been accomplished, and the overall picture is undoubtedly rat-
her positive. Legal barriers have been removed a long time ago; laws against
discrimination and unequal pay are in operation. Female participation in
politics and the labour market is among the highest in the world. In the
education system, girls and women dominate the overall picture, with some
56% of tertiary students being female.

Official statistics and international reports confirm the leading position
of the Nordic countries regarding gender equity. UNDP (United Nations’
Development Program) publishes an annual Human Development Report.
The analysis and conceptual development behind these reports is well re-
spected. The main indicator that is developed by UNDP is the

Human Development Index that is used to describe and monitor progress
in this complicated area. All the 5 Nordic countries are among the 15 on the
top of this list, which includes nearly 200 countries. In 2001 Norway was
no 1 on the list.

The UNDP report has also developed indices that describe the situation
of particular social sectors. In 1995 the focus was on gender, and from that
year, UNDP has also reported on a so-called Gender Empowerment Measu-
re. This index measures the degree of achieved equity regarding aspects
like health, education, salaries, participation in politics and on the labour
market etc. In the 2001 report, the Nordic countries have the following ranks
on this list: 1 Norway, 2 Iceland, 3 Sweden, 4 Finland and 12 Denmark
(UNDP 2001). As one can see, the overall picture seems to be positive, and
the three Nordic countries taking part in SAS are actually the first three on
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this list of gender empowerment. But equity does not exist in the field of
science. The percentage of women in science and engineering is very low –
lower than in most other parts of the world. The enrolment of women into
these fields has actually gone down the last years. And the gender differen-
ce in achievement and attitudes are large, also in the TIMSS and PISA
studies.

The issue is of great political concern in these countries, where the gen-
der equity is considered a pride. The reason for the observed differences in
career choice does not seem to be the girls’ lack of ability or lack of self-
confidence! Even very able girls turn their backs to science and enginee-
ring. The girls’ choices seem to be rather deliberate, based on value-orien-
tations and emotional, personal factors. Some of the underlying values for
girls are indicated above: The girls’ high person-orientation and relatively
low ego-orientation towards money, career and things.

If this is correct, it shows that we should pay more attention to the under-
lying values, ideals and ideologies in S&T education. Textbooks as well as
classroom teaching carry implicit (sometimes also explicit) messages about
the nature of the subject and the underlying values. If we believe that these
values are not strictly determined and logically deduced from the nature of
science per se, we should analyse, discuss and possibly reconsider these
aspects.

We have through the SAS-study documented large differences between
the experiences, values and interests of girls and boys. It is very likely that
girls encounter a S&T curriculum that neither builds on their prior expe-
riences or fits well with their profile of interests. We hope to use the SAS
data to argue for a reorientation of the Norwegian science curriculum.

Some conclusions and implications

It is evident from this study that children come to school with a rich variety
of relevant experiences that could and should be utilized in the teaching and
learning science at school. This study does not indicate whether this resour-
ce is actually used in a systematic way or not, but it may indicate how this
might be done.

The interest in learning seems to be much higher in developing countries
than in the rich and technologically developed countries. An explanation
for this may be that education in developing countries is largely seen as a
privilege that everybody strive for, while many pupils in the rich countries
see school as a tedious duty that is imposed on them. The same perspective
may explain the strong interest in S&T expressed by girls in developing
countries: Girls in these countries often have less access to all sorts of edu-
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cation than boys have, therefore learning S&T may be seen as a very posi-
tive option.

The profile of the experiences and interests does, however, vary strongly
between countries. This fact should call for caution when it comes to ”im-
porting” foreign curricula and it should indicate a need for some scepticism
against the pressure to ”harmonise” science curricula against universal com-
mon standards or benchmarks. Although science per se may be universal (a
debate that is not pursued here!), S&T curricula for children should reflect
the needs and priorities for children in each country. Data from projects like
SAS may provide a basis for deliberations about curricular priorities.

It is also evident that the profile of experiences as well as interests is
rather different for girls and boys in most countries. In general, the gender
differences in interests are greater in rich countries than in developing
countries, both when summed over all topics and when these are studies
separately. Gender differences are very high in some North-European
countries and in Japan, an aspect that is discussed a little above. If gender
equity in science education is a national concern, one should go in some
detail in analysing possible biases in the curricula, textbooks and classroom
teaching. A study like SAS may be one approach to such issues, because it
can shift the debate from a general theoretical level to a more concrete le-
vel, based on empirical evidence.

The image of science and scientists is more positive among children in
developing countries than in the rich countries. Children in the developing
countries seem to be eager to learn science, and for them, the scientists and
engineers are the heroes. This is in marked contrast to at least a significant
part of the children in the rich countries, who often express sceptical and
negative attitudes and perceptions in their responses to several of the SAS
items. The notion of the crazy or mad scientist is often found in rich
countries. Very few children in the rich countries envisage the scientist as a
kind, human and helpful person, whereas this is often the image of scientist
in developing countries. (Details are given in Sjöberg 2000a)

This study does not tell which image is closer to ”reality”. But many of
the data indicate that science and (even more?) technology has a problem
with its public image in many developed countries. Most OECD countries
are currently worried about the falling recruitment to science and technolo-
gy studies. Why do children develop these critical attitudes to S&T, alt-
hough they live in societies based on such knowledge and its applications?
One possibility is that this is a result of low public understanding of sci-
ence, caused by bad teaching as well as a low or negative profile in the
media. Many scientists hold on to explanations like these. But there is an-
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other possibility: It may be seen as an indication that many young people
have a rather well informed sceptical attitude towards certain aspects of
modern society. Maybe their doubts are based on real fears about an unk-
nown future that scientists may lead them into?

Comparative research is important, and it is important for science educa-
tors to get involved in cross-cultural research. It often helps you see your
own culture from outside, and it may open up for new insights and new
alternatives. Data from the large-scale studies like TIMSS and PISA are
valuable and important, but should be complemented by less ambitious and
more explorative studies like the one presented here. Together, they may
provide a foundation for informed debates about priorities and alternatives
in S&T education.

Future plans: The ROSE project

The SAS-study was planned as a modest and exploratory study. The over-
whelming international interest in joining the study took us by surprise. As
it stands today, the study has several weaknesses stemming from its some-
what ad hoc development. But the results have received great attention, and
there is a widespread interest in the further development of a joint study
like this, catering for participation from all sorts of cultures.
Plans for a more systematic follow-up study of the SAS-project have been
developed under the acronym of ROSE: The Relevance Of Science Educa-
tion. The target population will be 15-16 year old pupils, i.e. towards the
end of the compulsory school in many countries, and before streaming usu-
ally takes place. (A description is given at http://folk.uio.no/sveinsj/) Re-
searchers and research institution in more that 30 countries have expressed
their interest in participating in this project. The Research Council of Nor-
way will fund this project for a period of three years, and other funding
sources are now approached. An international workshop with participants
from all continents took place in Oslo in October 2001. Here the research
hypotheses, the research instruments and the logistics were discussed. Pil-
oting and finalizing of instruments and logistics is (May 2002) nearly ac-
complished. Data collection will start in 2002, and researchers with an inte-
rest in the project should contact this author.
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In search of a didactic model for teaching
technology in the compulsory school

”Reflective thinking does not begin until a person is confronted with
a problem and has to solve it.”  John Dewey

Introduction

Over the 30 years that we have worked with teaching technology in ele-
mentary schools, secondary schools and teacher training programs, the na-
ture of the subject of technology has changed considerably. The pendulum
has swung in tandem with advances in technology, with the subject moving
from a purely optional workshop course in the 1960s and 1970s to some
kind of applied natural science in the 1980s that was a required course for
everyone.  Not until the current national curriculum, Lpo 94, was designed
was the subject given a separate curriculum. However, there are still weak-
nesses in terms of the identity of the subject, its content and methods of
working. Reports from the field also indicate that teaching in technology is
provided to only a limited extent in schools today (see CETIS’  survey,
1998/1999. Rapport från skolinspektörerna i Stockholms kommun, Utbild-
ningsförvaltningens rapportserie, 2002 [Report from the School Inspectors
of the Municipality of Stockholm, Educational Administration Reports,
2002]).

In this article, we will try to formulate our thoughts on the identity, con-
tent and goals of technology as a school subject. The model we present is
the result of extensive practical experience, experimentation and studies of
technical education in other countries as well as literature on the subject.
The most important resource, however, has been our work with students,
who have impressed us with their inexhaustible inventiveness in the creati-
ve, constructive teaching of technology. Questions that we will try to answer
in the presentation of our model are why should we have technical educa-
tion in Sweden and, in that case, what should it result in, what should be
dealt with in technical education and how should this be carried out.

Eva Blomdahl & Witold Rogola
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Foundation for a didactic model

View of knowledge and of learning

Knowledge can be defined as generally accepted truth. This is neutral, and
when knowledge becomes established it holds authority. The pedagogical
consequence of this view is that knowledge is something that can be con-
veyed and transferred. Knowledge can also be seen in a context where this
knowledge can not be understood isolated from its context. By working in a
context, students participate in the knowledge that is part of the context.
The pedagogical consequence is that knowledge must be studied in such a
way that it includes the context and the interaction of students with that
context (Carlgren & Marton, 2000).

Technological knowledge is based on experience. This experience-
based knowledge is specific and linked to various applications and concrete
situations. It is an amalgam and cross-disciplinary in nature, and the con-
tent of knowledge seldom fits within the boundaries of academic subjects.

John Dewey (1998) has made a significant contribution in teaching the-
ory giving his view on thinking and the role of thinking in the learning
process. He bases his theories on his conviction that knowledge is directly
related to people’s interaction with the world around them and stresses the
importance of practicing thinking. Skrøvset and Lund (2000) write that
Dewey has determined the following principles to be important to teaching.
These are also central foundations for our model.
• Knowledge should be useful.
• Teaching should be based on experience and create experience.
• Students should set their own goals in their work.
• Students should be active (“learning by doing”).
• Work must start with tasks, not with school subjects. (p. 20)

By useful knowledge Dewey (1969) means, as we understand it, that learn-
ing is to be carried out in conditions that are similar to the actual conditions
that students will then apply that knowledge in. Otherwise, there is a risk
that knowledge which is gained in school will be an abstraction that can not
be used anywhere else except in a school context. Teaching is to be based
on experience and create experience, according to Dewey. It is the teacher’s
task to discover the experiences of students early on and identify how these
can be used in teaching. Experience is the mainspring in the development
of students and will thus also be a prerequisite for students to be active.
Students who do not recognise their experiences in teaching or understand
how knowledge is to be used in reality will easily think school is boring.

Students should set their own goals in their work. We interpret Dewey to
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mean that students’ work will only be meaningful when students experience
the task as their own. It is the task of the teacher to first determine what
abilities, needs and previous experience students have; based on these, the
teacher will let the task develop into an assignment with the help of sugges-
tions from the students in the class.

Dewey recommends that empirical methods be used in teaching to sti-
mulate students to be active. In his view, empirical methods are not special-
ised techniques but ways of working that allow us to grasp the import of our
everyday experiences of the world we live in. According to Dewey, teach-
ing should transcend school subjects and be interdisciplinary. The different
subjects each reflect one and the same world and can thus not be separated
from one another.

In the national curriculum for compulsory school, Lpo 94, a view of
learning is expressed in which the goal is that:

“Schools should work so that all students develop curiosity and a desi-
re to learn,
– develop their own way of learning,
– establish a habit of expressing points of view on their own /…/
– develop an understanding of their own way of learning and an abi-

lity to evaluate their own learning
– develop the ability to work both independently and with others.” (p.

29).

We have developed our model based on Dewey’s philosophy and on the
approach of the national curriculum and its goals. This means that students
are not to learn a number of separate items, but that the basis of education is
to be tasks in which students work toward goals that they determine to-
gether with their teacher. Active students who plan and carry out tasks that
transcend subject boundaries – this is the foundation of all work with tech-
nology in the schools.

The term technology

Technology is a term that is used in a variety of contexts and has been given
different meanings. It is important to know how teachers understand the
term technology when technical education is to be designed in the schools.
Waldemar Furmanek (1998) defines technology in a loose translation be-
low:

“The term technology covers a specific history-creating, civilisatory
phenomenon. Technology is seen  – through its results – in its support
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of all kinds of human activity. By using their potential opportunities,
people work to change and improve their own life quality and that of
others.”(p.70)

This definition is the basis of our model of technical education.

The national curriculum in technology

Technology is a required school subject in the national curriculum for com-
pulsory school (Lpo 94). The reasons given for this are:

• We are required as citizens in a democracy to try to understand and
evaluate technology and technological systems. Many of the important
social issues today concern different choices of technology. Schools are
to work to ensure that students develop this understanding of the tradi-
tions of what knowledge is in our technological culture and that they
develop an ability to reflect on, criticise and evaluate the consequences
of how technology impacts people, society and nature.

• By letting students test and develop technical solutions on their own,
they will become familiar with the technology that permeates their every-
day world.

• Our society is dependent to a large degree on our educating enlightened
natural scientists and engineers in a growing number of professional ca-
tegories, and the schools should work to ensure that, through teaching,
students develop an interest in technology and gain confidence in their
ability to solve technical problems.

The new national curriculum covers grades 1 to 9. Technology is thus no
longer simply a subject for older students but is to be taught from the very
first year of school.

Lpo 94 entailed major changes in the teaching profession. Teaching is to
be carried out on the basis of set goals, and students are to work toward
these goals. The curriculum in technology emphasises the goals that are to
be reached and stresses that technical education is to be carried out on the
basis of five perspectives with the aim of putting technology in a context.
• development

• technology, nature and society

• components and systems

• what technology does

• construction and operation
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The national curriculum essentially presents only a structure that provides
direction and basic perspectives. The rest is left to teachers, who themselves
develop the content and working methods so that the goals are reached.
There is no single approach or way of working with technology in the
schools. Responsibility for developing knowledge about what subject ma-
terial is relevant and important for achieving the goals that have been set is
thus given to teachers.

The essence of technology

In the introduction to the national curriculum, which describes the aim and
role of education, it is stated that:

“Education in the subject of technology develops familiarity with the
essence of technology.”

The philosopher Martin Heidegger (1977) addressed the subject of the es-
sence of technology by analysing the derivation and meaning of the term.
He describes technology as a bringing-forth, a way of revealing.

“Techné is a mode of  aletheuéin [revealing]. It reveals whatever does
not bring itself forth and does not yet lie here before us, what-ever can
look and turn out now one way and now another. Whoever builds a
house or a ship or forges a sacrificial chalice reveals what is to be
brought forth ... This revealing gathers together in advance the aspect
and the matter of the ship or house, with a view to a finished thing
envisioned as completed, and from this gathering determines the man-
ner of its construction. Thus what is decisive in techné does not lie at
all in the making and manipulating nor in the using of  means, but
rather in the revealing mentioned before. It is as revealing, and not as
manufacturing, that techné is a bringing-forth.” (p.295)

We interpret Heidegger to mean that creativity in technology occurs in two
stages. The first stage extends from the idea to a model and a technical
drawing. The second stage involves the transformation of the technical draw-
ing into a technological process that results in a finished good. The first
stage can be illustrated by the creation of an architect which results in a
model and technical drawing of a house. In the next stage, the construc-
tional engineer, using his specialist knowledge, transforms the architect’s
idea from a drawing into the production and building of a house.
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Creative process Construction process

idea construction
sketch product
innovation blueprints
model prototype

With regard to technology as a school subject, it is the first stage that is of
interest, that is, the creative process. To put it simply, the student is the
architect or designer and not the engineer. We have chosen to call this tech-
nological creative process ‘the shaping of technology.’

The prototype for the kind of technical education we are talking about is
the way architects and designers work by shaping, where experiences with
all the senses and training in shaping and thinking in three dimensions prov-
ide a foundation for an understanding of volume, space, artifacts, technical
systems and time. An example of knowledge that shapes is taken from Do-
nald Schön (1987), who describes “project-based teaching” in an architec-
tural school, which is characteristic of educational programs in architecture
the world over. What is typical of this type of education is that the role of
the teacher is to create a teaching situation that resembles a work situation
in reality as much as possible. Thus reality, according to Schön, is a source
of knowledge and understanding. This means that the most important thing
to study is our way of thinking about reality. We act and we reflect. And
how we reflect is a result of the conceptions we have.

“A designer makes things. Sometimes he makes the final product;
more often, he makes a representation – a plan, program,or image of
an artifact to be constructed by others.

“He shapes the situation, in accordance with his initial apprecia-
tion of it, the situation ´talks back´, and he responds to the situation´s
back-talk”. (p.78)

The shaping process is a process of developing knowledge where theory
and practice are interwoven. The shaping process in technical education is
similar to the design methods of engineers, industrial designers and in par-
ticular architects. However, unlike them, students will not discover, create
or develop useful technical products but will instead gain insight and know-
ledge about the origin and function of technology and its importance to
people, nature and society. It links school subjects together and places them
in an everyday context. Education in technology, according to our model,
should largely be oriented toward the shaping of technical products. We
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consider the shaping of technology to be the visualization/clarification of
an artifact or technical system.

Shaping technology is learning.

Heidegger (1974) further writes about the essence of technology:

“Likewise, the essence of technology is by no means anything tech-
nological. Thus we shall never experience our relationship to the es-
sence of technology so long as we merely conceive and push forward
the technological, put up with it, or evade it. Everywhere we remain
unfree and chained to technology, whether we passionately affirm or
deny it. But we are delivered over to it in the worst possible way
when we regard it as something neutral; for this conception if it, to
which we are particularly like to do homage, makes us utterly blind to
the essence of technology.” (pp. 287-8)

It is stated in the national curriculum that school subjects are to broaden
minds and help students to develop as individuals who can participate in
our democratic society in such a way that they are independent and reflec-
tive. With regard to the subject of technology, we will introduce the term
‘technical literacy,’ which provides a clearer and more explicit link to the
intentions of the national curriculum, that students are to understand and
evaluate technology, have an understanding of the tradition and develop-
ment of technological culture, and assess and critically examine the conse-
quences of how technology affects people, society and the environment.
Jan Sjögren (1997) describes technical literacy below:

“Technical literacy is among other things a term for what we consider
to be an important collection of knowledge and attitudes enabling in-
dividuals to lead a rich, active and responsible life in society.

The term technical literacy differs from other educational terms in
that it emphasizes the technology that people come into contact with
in some way. We are dealing here with an educational term that includes
knowledge about evaluating and critically examining technology in
many guises and an ability to do so.

Technical literacy means both teaching, in the sense of actively
working to ensure that people have the opportunity to learn, and lear-
ning, that is, acquiring knowledge about technology and various ways
of evaluating technology.” (p.328)
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The place for learning

Technology constitutes a rich, multifaceted landscape for learning. Schools
must remain open to the environment around them. It is here in this expan-
sive learning landscape that students come into contact with technological,
economic and social issues. In our opinion, technical education should take
place in the interaction between reality and the everyday world both at
school and beyond it. In order to illustrate this shifting between the class-
room and society, we would like to introduce the term ‘place’ as an arena
for learning. ‘Place’ is a concrete term for environment. What do we then
mean by ‘place’?

A typical use of the word is in the sense of actions and events ‘taking
place.’ It is meaningless to imagine an event without referring to a location.
Place is clearly an integrated part of our existence. Belonging to a place
means having an existential foothold in a concrete, everyday sense.

Once again, we need to look to philosophy for guidance. Christian Nor-
berg-Schulz (Arkitekturteorier, 1999) analyses ‘place’ based on Heidegger’s
philosophy. The author writes that Heidegger labels what is found between
heaven and earth ‘the world’ and states that “the world is the house that
mortals dwell in.” The parts of the environment that are made by man con-
sist first and foremost of “residences” of various sizes, ranging from houses
and farms to villages and cities, but also “paths” which connect these resi-
dences, as well as different elements that transform nature into a “cultural
landscape.” Man-made environments include artefacts or “things” which
together determine the character of the environment, which is the essence
of the place. In order to gain an existential foothold, people must be able to
identify with their environment; they have to know how they are in a given
place. Heidegger thus writes that our environment is not only a spatial struc-
ture that facilitates orientation; it also consists of concrete objects of identi-
fication. Human identity presupposes the identity of place. Identification
and orientation are primary aspects of man’s existence in the world.

Place is the students’ surroundings, their immediate environment, their
neighbouhood and the surrounding landscape, their home, the district, people,
infrastructure, social organisations, culture, politics, leisure activities, sys-
tems in society – in other words “everything between heaven and earth” as
Heidegger formulates it. Place, with its technological environment consisting
of systems and artefacts, is the students’ existential foothold – an identifi-
cation, an instrument for navigating reality. Place becomes the object and
the content of technology as it is to be taught in schools. In order for stu-
dents to understand the processes that form and reform the growth, deve-
lopment and use of technology in society, they must be able to relate to this
‘place.’ By dealing with place in school, students find larger pieces that
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they can fit into the puzzle, and as more pieces are fitted, students learn to
recognise and understand in a more nuanced way increasingly larger pieces
of the complex puzzle that is the technological landscape.

Construction of a model

Some key terms in technical education that we present here are ‘place’ with
its technological systems and artefacts which are objects of study, and ‘sha-
ping’ as a method, with the result being technical literacy. In schematic
terms, the model can be illustrated as below:

The routine for performing a task can be summarized as below:

1. Work proceeds from the notion of ‘place,’ that is, the students’ reality,
where important human needs are the basis for choosing a technological
system, like a system linked to housing.

2. The shaping process begins with the teacher and students together for-
mulating the “task,” for instance, shaping a house of their own.

Students learn general knowledge about the current technological sys-
tem, like the history of houses, the different systems in houses, the con-
struction of houses and knowledge directly linked to the design process,
like a sketch/drawing/model.

The last stage of the shaping process is documentation of the task with
the help of sketches, descriptions, models and simulations, which show
the students’ work.

3. The work is then presented and finally evaluated.

Below we will explain each stage in this didactic model.

PLACE

1
Tech n o -
l ogica l
system

3
Evaluation

Curriculum´s perspectives
2

Shaping of technology

Resources for shaping

Experiences for next task
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1. Technological systems

Technology is needed, not just for the modern, high-tech society we live in
but for all human life – everything from stone axes to today’s advanced
energy systems and the Internet. The Internet has been called one of the
world’s greatest machines and highlights how our existence is increasingly
dependent on major technological systems.

Both technology and society have become increasingly “systematic”. To
the same extent, people have become more and more dependent on the
smooth functioning of these technological systems and on the notion that
these systems are there for the benefit of people.

Technology should not be seen as individual artifacts but should instead
be seen as parts of systems. Jane Summerton (Blomqvist & Kaijser eds.,
1998) writes:

“What constitutes the foundation of a systems perspective, however,
is that all technology can be seen as consisting of closely or loosely
linked parts or components, which together form an integrated whole.
In order for this whole to work, the different parts have to be coordi-
nated with one another. A system is thus characterized by the strong
interdependence of its components.” (p. 21)

Summerton claims that all technological systems are sociotechnological in
nature, that is, they consist of both technological and social (political, eco-
nomic, organisational, cultural) components that are woven together in a
complex interplay with each other. Different kinds of knowledge and arte-
facts are combined without giving consideration to the strict boundaries of
school subjects.

We have chosen to structure ‘place’ based on the needs of people. This
can serve as support in the choice of technological systems and tasks.

People’s needs

Food Housing Health Communication Education, Culture,  Transport
care work leisure
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2. Shaping of technology

The shaping process in technical education can be illustrated by a series of
stages that in principle are included in every student task: need – formula-
tion of the task – analysis – visualisation/shaping – result – evaluation/
reflection. In theory, this series constitutes the basis for all design methods.
It is on the basis of this process that students are to plan their work.

a. Formulation of the task
Students are to carry out a defined task or meet an explicit need; this might
include improvements in existing systems or products, innovative creativi-
ty, new ways of thinking or simply a given technological development.
Planning for every task begins with a background description explaining
and justifying the planned shaping activity. Students are to summarise the
information that has been given out in their background description in such
a way that they can show they have understood the task.

It is common in educational contexts to use the term ‘problem’ or ‘pro-
blem-based task.’ We use the word ‘task’ instead because ‘problem’ is as-
sociated with a mental state, with difficulties or worries. Problem solving
can also be translated as meaning that there is only one solution. ‘Task,’ in
contrast, is a formulation, an aspect that defines a way or a course of action
that allows for different solutions.

The teacher’s role is important when the task is introduced. Creating an
exciting task is perhaps the most important thing and at the same time the
hardest. Tasks should always be formulated together in a conversation with
the students. Important sources when a task is introduced can include news-
papers filled with up-to-date technological ideas, children’s books for
younger students, events in the local environment, and studies of products
that can be improved.

Teachers, together with the students, draw up a plan – an overview of
materials available, tools, time allowed, reporting forms and criteria for
evaluation.

b. Analysis
Each task presupposes a detailed analysis of the development, function and
construction of the product or system as well as an analysis of the advanta-
ges and disadvantages in terms of the object’s impact on nature, society and
the living conditions of individuals.

The analysis is based on all of the object’s (the system’s or product’s)
anticipated functions. This often involves extensive investigative and re-
search work, which frequently constitutes the hardest part of the task and
takes the most time; it is therefore important to plan and justify the task.
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The idea of function analysis is to get us to learn to think and express our-
selves in functions and not in ready-made solutions — learning to think
first and act later.

c. Sketch
The sketch helps students to specify the problem, and it provides material
to generate conversation and discussions about problem solving. We belie-
ve sketches should be used extensively in compulsoryeducation, particular-
ly at the lower levels. A legible sketch can be used as documentation in the
form of a technical report.

d. Model making
Models are a very powerful tool in the creative process. Models give think-
ing material form: it is a case of thinking in action. A simple model made of
paper is easier to understand than the most advanced two-dimensional il-
lustration, and it immediately reveals what does not work in practice. The
pedagogical value of models makes them suitable for use in the shaping
process.

Model making requires certain knowledge about materials, assembly and
tools. In making models, students should gain some knowledge about ma-
terials, tools, production methods and other aspects, which is needed to
transform the model into a real construction. In other words, being able to
build a model quickly and using simple means is an extremely valuable
method for reflecting on our three-dimensional reality.

e. Technological principles
Technological principles are characterised as being applicable in a number
of technological constructions. Some technological principles are laws and
rules in the natural sciences, some are mathematical, others are mechanisms,
structures, automatic systems etc. Layton (1993) likens the laws and rules
of the natural sciences to tools on a factory’s stockroom shelves. The shel-
ves are well-stocked and the tools are arranged in an orderly manner, but
the items are intended for practical purposes and for use outside the area
they were created for.  They are to be used as instruments to achieve given
targeted goals, which are outside the subject they are categorised under.
The aim is to search among this knowledge material to find what is useful
and applicable to the task at hand.

The choice of technological principles depends on what task students
are to carry out, and it is important that the teacher is aware that teaching in
technology is not aimed at producing engineers but is intended to give stu-
dents certain knowledge about technology.
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What students need above all are: practice exercises, sketching techniques,
knowledge about colour and form, techniques for building models and know-
ledge about materials used in model making.

f.  Documentation – presentation
Documentation is also a part of the task. This documentation has several
functions. Documentation provides an opportunity to develop in different
ways the students’ ability to express themselves, both in language and in
pictures.

After the work with shaping is completed, a technical report is to be
written based on sketches made, notes about ideas, potential solutions, re-
flections etc. Included in the technical report are both technical drawings/
sketches and written documentation including an analysis based on the five
perspectives specified in the curriculum. The requirements for the technical
report of course vary, depending on the age and individual qualifications of
the students, but an important aspect is having students analyse their own
work in language and in pictures.

3. Evaluation – follow-up

Evaluation is aimed at, among other things, stimulating and developing stu-
dents’ learning and encouraging them to take responsibility for learning,
giving the teacher feedback on instruction and providing the teacher with
material that can be discussed in parent-teacher conferences.

Assessing and supervising the students in their task is a central tool for
achieving results. Students are evaluated during the shaping process and
when the task is completed. It is important that the students’ development is
mapped out in the shaping process in relation to the goals that have been set
for the task. The teacher will then assess and supervise the students’ conti-
nuing work on the basis of this.

Evaluations that focus on learning and development entail to a large ex-
tent motivating students, creating interest in the task and developing their
confidence in their ability to solve problems as well as assurance that the
results will be good.

Also included in the final evaluation, along with an assessment of the
process, are the students’ technical report, their oral presentation of their
report and their model.

Evaluating students is a central problem in the schools. Someone who
has provided knowledge about process evaluation is Lars Lindström (2002).
In his research, he has developed criteria and developmental stages for art
as a school subject.
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IT as a tool in technical education

We see four different ways of using computers in the teaching of technology.

1. Strategy and simulation programs

With respect to technology, there are only a few programs designed for
presenting a particular concept or technological area. We would also inclu-
de strategy games available in the general market, like Sims and Civiliza-
tion, which were not developed for school use but can be used, from a tech-
nical education perspective, in instruction involving social planning, city
planning and the historical development of such planning. This type of stra-
tegy game is constructed so that users develop their own society, which
requires a great deal of strategic and creative thinking.

2. Tool programs

Tool programs are generally very flexible and thus require more from their
users. There are often special rules that must be known in order for some-
one to use the tool, and the more a person knows about the rules, the better
the tool can be used. An example of a tool program that is relevant in the
teaching of technology is CAD. This computer program is intended as sup-
port in the shaping process. The program, which uses three dimensions,
offers various perspectives for presentation and is quite useful for people
who are not good at drawing in visualising their ideas; moreover, the pro-
gram saves time compared to working with pen and paper. The question is
whether this is a useful tool if it makes things so easy. Will students un-
derstand the underlying principles in order to interpret a picture? These
questions are open to discussion. Hopefully, there will be considerable re-
search devoted to these issues in the next few years.

3. The search for facts

All creative work in technical education requires the acquisition of fact-
based knowledge. With the help of modern computer technology, its com-
munications systems and databases,  students have access to all conceiva-
ble kinds of information, as well as scientific and technical articles from
around the world. This aggregate of information and knowledge requires
both an ability to get an overview of the flow of information and an ability
to structure this in order to understand it. It also requires an ability to sort
out and critically examine the information. These are abilities that every
teacher, no matter what subject is being taught, should develop in their stu-
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dents so that they can work independently in their investigation in a way
that resembles the methods researchers use. Perhaps this can be compared
with the technique of studying that was taught previously, but now in a new
version.

4. Documentation of work

Technical tools can also help students today to document their technical
work, visualise and illustrate it and finally communicate their work in pre-
sentations of different kinds, for instance, via e-mail.

In our view the use of IT holds potential and opportunities in Technolo-
gy Education for students to work with problem solving and modeling.

Shaping bridges – a practical example

One example from Grade 8, Högalid School in Stockholm, shows how a
change in the environment that is of interest to students is used as a task. A
new bridge, the Årsta bridge, was to be built and would have an impact on
the school’s surroundings. The press was full of relevant articles, describ-
ing among other things, the appearance and construction of the new bridge.
Below is a description of the different stages of the project:

a. Formulation of the task
The task is designed with the help of students concerning a question (pro-
blem): shape your own vision of a new Årsta bridge.

In this stage of the work, students developed an enormous interest in the
task by asking questions, noting similarities and difference, discussing
views, defending arguments and being open to the views of others in for-
mulating the task.

b. Analysis
We started with a visit to study the construction, function and shortcomings
of the bridge that is currently there. Students also watched a movie showing
the history of bridge construction.   The movie was supplemented with a
tour of Stockholm’s bridges led by staff from the Swedish Museum of Ar-
chitecture. By studying different bridges from different eras, students col-
lected information about their construction, form, size, function etc. Maps
of railroad and road networks in Stockholm were studied and classtime was
used to discuss costs involved in the construction of bridges, alternative
solutions etc.

In this stage of the work, students developed their ability to look for
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information from different sources (library, Internet, city architect), they
learned to reconnoiter the planned building site etc.

c. Ideas, sketches
Students divided themselves into groups, with two to four people in a group.
Two students chose to work alone. The requirements were set for a model,
documentation, presentation and evaluation, as were the timeframe, mate-
rials available, scale of the model and content of the technical report.

The groups began drawing different proposals for solutions before even-
tually choosing the most suitable solution.

In this stage of the work, students developed their inventiveness, the
ability to present and evaluate different ideas, proficiency in drawing, and
an ability to think about the advantages and disadvantages involved in the
impact of the new bridge on the environment and the city.

d. Making models
The models were constructed according to earlier sketches. While the work
was being done, students discovered new opportunities for working out the
construction of the bridge in a different way.

In this stage of the work, students developed their ability to: use the right
tools, choose and use the right materials for the model, use scale, construct
the model, think three-dimensionally.

The completed models were discussed first in the individual groups to-
gether with the teacher. After this, students simulated a local government
council meeting discussing the construction of the bridge. Students were
given certain roles: city architect, builder, politicians from different parties,
representatives of Greenpeace and of local residents. The model was discussed
in terms of construction, function, appearance, finance, environmental im-
pact, local residents, traffic, safety, accessibility for disabled persons, po-
tential improvements etc.

In this stage of the work, students developed their ability to: argue, ex-
press critical opinions, respect the views of others, participate in a demo-
cratic decision-making process, evaluate a technical construction from a
number of different perspectives.

e. Documentation — presentation
Each student had to document all the work involved in the task by produ-
cing a technical report.

In this stage of the work, students developed the ability to sort out, struc-
ture, supplement and combine the material, write, make drawings and tables,
use the computer, reflect on their work and suggest potential improvements.
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f. Evaluation – follow-up
Evaluation was done together with the students after the work was complet-
ed. They gained an understanding of the importance of bridges as a part of
various technological systems, of their importance to people and of how they
have developed over time. Students gained an understanding of and familia-
rity with concepts such as construction, framework, humpback bridge, sus-
pension bridge, and bascule bridge, as well as concepts like social planning
and the democratic decision-making process.

Students were very proud of their work but were critical of their own
work in making constructions. They were aware of what changes they would
make if they were to do the task again.

Students also developed an ability to plan, organise, work systematical-
ly, work together and be persistent.

g. Presentation
The groups gave oral presentations of their solutions to the class and a de-
monstration of the models they made.

The models were exhibited at the school together with the technical re-
ports. Students demonstrated their own models and their visions and ideas
to other students in the school, as well as to teachers and parents.

In this stage of the work, students showed pride in their work and strong
confidence in their ability to argue in favor of their version of the Årsta
bridge construction.

Technology as a school subject – a tool for thought

Technical literacy

Technology is influencing our lives and society to an increasing extent. No
matter what people may think about this development, it is important that
students gain a basic understanding of technology and knowledge about
how technology, people and society are interdependent. It is a question of
being able to use the technology we meet in our everyday lives, of master-
ing it in a confident and effective way, and of understanding that technolo-
gy is more than simply facts and information.

It is to a large degree a question of being able to understand, use and
integrate different technical systems. Insights and knowledge about the tech-
nological systems we use and are surrounded by are necessary so that indi-
viduals can manage their jobs, function as citizens in a democracy and help
to achieve ecologically sustainable development.

Technology as a school subject starts out with what is concrete and obvi-
ous, and we see four important reasons for technical education in the schools:
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1. Technology is culture.

2. Democracy is a central issue.

3. Giving children and young people the chance to speak is an important
aspect of democracy but is also a matter of letting young people inspire
the adult world. They function as feelers for the future. The needs of
children and their dreams for their own environment are a key founda-
tion of technical education.

4. Agenda 21 is the challenge to everyone to create a just planet that is
sustainable over the long term. It is predicated on the involvement of
everyone, especially the younger generation, in the environment we live in.

Technical thinking

Thinking is developed in the shaping process. If this notion serves as the
basis of teaching, the goal of technical education will be to develop techni-
cal thinking. Edward Franus (1978) argues that technical thinking consists
of four types of thinking:

Practical thinking
• Simple routine activities – governed by thought, like handling tools,

simple production

• Manipulative thinking – assembly and disassembly of technical devices

• Investigative thinking – diagnostics, investigation of new products

Visual thinking

• Reproductive thinking – like in the reading of technical drawings

• Creative thinking – in planning, construction work from a simple sketch
to drawings, models

Intuitive thinking

• Improvement of existing or creation of new constructions as well as
well-thought-out construction forms in the world of ideas

Conceptual thinking

• Mainly based on thinking operations involving words and descriptions

• Built on systems of concepts or technical categories, occurring in expla-
nations, justifications and in the shaping of actions. An analytical and
synthetic way of thinking.

Franus emphasises that these types of thinking do not take place in any
chronological order but rather occur simultaneously. In symbolical terms,
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it could be said that students have four cups to fill in developing their tech-
nical thinking. The cups are gradually filled, and sometimes one cup may
be fuller than the others, but it is reasonable to assume that conceptual think-
ing, an ability to analyse and synthesise, is the kind of thinking that is filled
mostly towards the end of elementary school.

Robert Sternberg (2000) analyzes the processes of thinking based on
three aspects that work together with our actions – our inner qualities, our
previous experiences and the situation we are in.

In Sternberg’s view, intelligence includes an analytic ability (strategies
for solving known problems), a creative ability (strategies for new problems,
creating and discovering) and a practical ability (strategies for applying and
acting).

Gustaf Rosell (1990) distinguishes three types of thinking in engineer-
ing which are all needed to achieve the goal: rational thinking, innovative
thinking and artistic thinking. The author writes that artistic or intuitive
thinking is what is least accepted in engineering, but that there is an aesthetic
dimension in technical creativity – an intuitive feeling for the whole, the
interplay with people, with function etc. This originates in art, not science.
This kind of thinking is closely linked to non-verbal and therefore in parti-
cular to visual thinking.

Rosell writes that visual thinking includes, along with thinking in terms
of pictures and an ability to draw, an ability to find new ways of seeing
problems. There is a Swedish expression, “you think with your pen.” By
sketching, both possible and impossible concepts can be investigated, a kind
of visual brainstorming.

Sketching is a way of working that is comparable to formulating one’s
thoughts in words. As with writing, reworking drafts is an important stage
in sketching. Visual language is universal in nature; it can be understood no
matter what a person’s nationality is.

We are convinced that in teaching technology as a school subject, the
thinking of children is developed by working with the shaping process.

Developing abilities

It is the duty of the schools to develop the students’ ability to continually
learn and develop their skills so that they can successfully handle situations
they will face in the future. In their publication Företagsamma skolan, SAF
[Entrepreneurial Schools](1997), the Confederation of Swedish Enterprise,
a confederation of business interests, gives examples of what abilities they
feel are important to develop in students:
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– an ability to reflect on their own experiences and impressions, draw con-
clusions and test these with practical experiments

– confidence in their own thinking, daring to trust their own conclusions
while at the same time being open to the views of others and gaining
knowledge from research, from different sources of knowledge and tra-
ditions

– an ability to communicate, assimilate, study and analyse information
from different sources using different means

– an ability to work in groups and take advantage of one another’s resour-
ces in development and problem solving

– an ability to work with complex problem solving, that is, identifying,
interpreting and solving actual problems both on their own and in groups

– an ability to reflect on their own way of learning, recognizing their own
style of learning (meta-learning) and being able to evaluate their real
skills and abilities and benefit from their own way of learning

– an appetite for learning (p. 19)

We believe that working with the shaping process in technology in the
schools develops these abilities.

Technical self-confidence

By working with different tasks, students gradually develop technical self-
confidence: I CAN! Perhaps the most important effect is having a personal
conviction that, if I confront a problem or am given a task, I have the tools
to address the problem or task and an inner conviction that I will fix it in
some way. An example of this is Lisa, in Grade 2, who is sitting next to her
teacher Berit in early December watching the traditional Swedish Lucia
procession pass by. One of the participants is wearing a top with a star on
the front with a blinking light-emitting diode. Lisa whispers to the teacher:
”Berit, we could easily make a Lucia top like that.” This is relevant because
the week before, the class had made Christmas decorations using diodes.

Inga-Britt Skogh (2001) shows in her study Teknikens värld – flickors
värld [The world of technology – a girls’ world] that girls, with few excep-
tions, express great interest in technology and technological tasks and that
technical education in school is an effective way to give girls an opportun-
ity to develop a technical identity through experiences with technology.
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Summary of a didactic model for technical education in the
compulsory school

In this article, we have tried to describe our didactic model for technology
as a school subject as we see it today. The model described is aimed at
giving students technical literacy and developing their technical thinking.
A further goal is developing their technical self-confidence.

We would like to accomplish these goals through the students’ own work
with shaping, completing tasks taken from the society around them (their
place). From the formulation of the task to completion (shaping) of the
model, documentation and evaluation, learning is focused on technical lite-
racy, on technical thinking and technical self-confidence.

We would like to end this article with a quotation from a report from a
UNESCO international symposium held in Beijing in 1989 on Qualities
Required of Education Today to Meet Foreseeable Demands in the Twenty-
first Century. We think the quote reflects our search for a didactic model, a
search that we have described in this article. At the same time, these words
also reflect the essential development in technology:

”The future is not some place we are going to, it is one we are creat-
ing. The paths to it are not found but made, and the making of these
pathways changes both the maker and the destination.” (UNESCO,
1989, p. 9)
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Technology in the Swedish curriculum

Syllabuses for compulsory education

Aim of the subject and its role in education

Human beings have always striven to safeguard and improve their living
conditions by changing their physical environment in various ways. The
methods used are technological in the broadest sense. Technology as a
school subject develops a familiarity with the essential features of techno-
logy. The aim is to increase understanding of how conditions of production,
society and the physical environment, and thus our living conditions, are
changing. Technological activities have a substantial impact on man, society
and nature. This becomes particularly evident when technology is undergo-
ing rapid development.

Society and our ways of living are increasingly influenced by the use of
technical components, which in their turn are often included in larger tech-
nical systems. Making everyday technology as understandable as possible
is thus an additional aim. This covers everything from the simplest domes-
tic devices in the home to modem equipment and complicated transport
systems. Technical knowledge is increasingly becoming a prerequisite for
mastering and using the technology around us. Citizens in a modem society
need basic competence in technology, and this competence must also be
continuously expanded and adapted. This competence covers not only
knowledge about the role of technological development from a historical
perspective, but on experience in reflecting over and solving technical pro-
blems in practical terms. In addition, it is necessary to be able to analyse
and evaluate the interaction between people, technology and the conditions
under which we will exist in the future. Exploitation of technology raises a
number of intricate issues which affect fundamental values, for example,
the impact of technology on the environment. In addition, many other
aspects of our existence, such as working life, housing and recreation, are
influenced by technology. Opportunities for the group and for individuals
to exercise influence and power are largely dependent on how technology
is designed and used in society.

The attitudes of girls and boys to technology differ somewhat – as do
traditional views on the role of girls as opposed to boys in technological
contexts. One aim is to give everyone the opportunity to consciously acqu-
ire all-round knowledge in the subject.

Supplement
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Goals to aim for

In its teaching of technology the school should aim to ensure that pupils
– develop their insights into the traditions of knowledge and the develop-

ment of the culture of technology and how technology in the past and the
present influences people, society and nature,

– develop a familiarity in the home and workplace with commonplace
devices and working methods of different kinds, as well as knowledge
about the technology which is a part of our surroundings,

– develop the ability to reflect on, assess and evaluate the consequences of
different technological choices,

– develop the ability to incorporate their technical knowledge in their own
personal views of the world and practical actions,

– develop an interest in technology and their ability and judgement when
handling technical issues.

The structure and nature of the subject

For thousands of years human technical abilities have been nurtured and
developed by women and men in practical activities. This process rests on
tradition and praxis, the ability to observe, curiosity, wealth of ideas, initi-
ative, influence from other cultures – and learning from failures. Simple
and often ingenious technologies are important features of our lives and
thus make up an important part of the teaching in technology. An increa-
singly larger share of new technology is the result of scientific research and
systematic development work.

The culture of technology is largely based on the traditions of knowledge
found in practical work. These have been developed in the home and hous-
eholds, handcrafts and industry, as well as in a number of other contexts.
By following the historical development of technology, the subject increases
the scope for understanding today’s complicated technological phenomena
and contexts. In practical activities, being able to test, observe and design is
a productive way of becoming more familiar with the primary questions
concerning the goals and opportunities provided by technology and of ac-
quiring an understanding which is difficult to achieve in any other way.

Such activities also provide an emotional dimension, which link to other
forms of creative activity.

To understand technology and its importance, these must be related to
knowledge from other areas, such as the natural and social sciences. Howe-
ver, there are clear differences between these areas. The driving force of the
scientist is curiosity in nature, and for the social scientist curiosity in society,
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whilst the challenge for technology is the set of unsolved practical pro-
blems confronting people . The history of technology enables us not only to
gain a deeper understanding of the conditions of technology, sometimes
very clearly, but also an understanding of many events in other areas of
history. Technology is developed in interaction with the fine arts. In gene-
ral, technology is a meeting place for ideas and knowledge of the most
varied origins, and this has characterised its development since the very
earliest times.

Practical and investigatory work provides illustrations of the develop-
ment process of technology, its identification of problems, ideas, planning,
construction, testing and modification, and also shows how the technology
around us is linked to different and often interdependent systems.

Some of the central issues and perspectives in the subject focus on what
is specific to technology.

Development

Technological development has a number of different driving forces. Chan-
ges in nature, such as droughts and floods, and the often unpredictable ef-
fects of technology have often  presented humans with challenges to sur-
mount. In the same way, societal transformations and needs of different
kinds have influenced technological development. This may apply  to such
things as changes in the population structure, values, economics, politics
and environmental requirements. But technological development is driven
not only by the effort to innovate, but also by human curiosity and creativity.

What technology does
 Technological problems and solutions can be categorised in different ways.
How this is done depends on what one wants to accomplish. The following
fundamental functions can be identified: transforming, storing, transpor-
ting and controlling. By means of clarification and systematisation, pupils
acquire their own tools, enabling them to analyse the role and function of
technology.

Examples of the transformation functions of technology are the process-
ing of stone into axes, fibres into materials, erection of brick buildings, and
the encoding of secret messages. Early examples of ways of storing were
earthenware jars with hieroglyphics; significantly later come the refrigera-
tor and the computer hard disk. The technology of transport can be illustra-
ted by vehicles, as well as by power cables and fibre optics. Locks, pacema-
kers and thermostats are examples of how technology can be used for diffe-
rent kinds of control processes.
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Construction and operation
The subject covers the study of different technologies and their solutions in
order to build up a technological repertoire, both practically and conceptu-
ally. Some examples of fundamental and common solutions in central areas
are materials and design, moving parts, electricity and control, which are
given special attention.

Components and systems
Objects with technical functions linked to each other in different ways are
almost always components in larger systems. Examples of large systems
are networks transporting goods, energy or information, whilst engines,
power cables and computers are components in these systems. Sometimes
it is also meaningful to define sub-systems, i.e. intermediate levels in a
hierarchical system. By studying individual technological solutions and their
incorporation into larger systems, pupils can obtain important insights into
the special character and conditions of technology.

Technology, nature and society
In order to understand the role and importance of technology, the interplay
between human needs and technology must be considered. This perspective
highlights the consequences and effects on the individual, society and natu-
re of using different technologies. The subject also takes up issues concer-
ning values, conflicts of interest, changing life conditions and economic
consequences, which can arise in connection with different types of techno-
logical applications.

Goals that pupils should have attained by the end of the fifth year
in school

Pupils should
– be able to describe in some areas of technology they are familiar with

important aspects of the development and importance of technology for
nature, society and the individual,

– be able to use common devices and technical aids and describe their
functions,

– be able with assistance to plan and build simple constructions.
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Goals that pupils should have attained by the end of their ninth
year in school

Pupils should
– be able to describe important factors in technological development, both

in the past and present, and give some of the possible driving forces
behind this,

– be able to analyse the advantages and disadvantages of the impact of
technology on nature, society and the living conditions of individuals,

– be able to build a technical construction using their own sketches, draw-
ings or similar support, and describe how the construction is built up and
operates,

– be able to identify, investigate and explain in their own words some
technical systems by describing the functions of their components and
their relationships.
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Why do they do what they do?

The theory of action in practice – using the example of
teaching technology

When children (or adults) are faced with a technical task or a technical
problem, the actions that follow – what the individual does – are of great
importance. The way the person acts – how the individual approaches and
deals with the task – leads to consequences for her/his personal experience
(the feeling of success or failure) as well as for the concrete result of the
action taken (the result is achieved or not). To learn in different ways how
to understand why pupils do what they do is, in other words, an especially
important task for teachers and educators who teach technology.

How then can we as teachers and educators proceed to attain this know-
ledge? In social science research there are a number of different examples
of explanatory models of the actions of both children and adults. One of
many examples in the theoretical field of social psychology is called sym-
bolic interactionism, where the interaction between the individual and the
environment is the main focus.

The explanatory model that is presented in this article – a pedagogical
application of Georg Henrik von Wright’s theory of the logic of action (von
Wright, 1983) – also considers the interaction of the individual with the
environment. But von Wright adds a further aspect, namely, the action of
the individual in connection with a particular event or situation – e.g. the
actions of pupils in “technical” situations.

The rapid development of technology puts demands on schools in teach-
ing this subject. If we want more pupils to be interested in technology then
the teaching has to be changed and adjusted to both the individual’s and
society’s needs of technical competence. Using analyses of one’s own pu-
pils’ actions as a starting point for obtaining knowledge (and understan-
ding) as to why they “do what they do” could be a way for teachers and
educators who teach technology to find ways of adapting their teaching to
the pupils situation and environment. Meeting the pupils where they actual-
ly “are”, and not where the teacher/educator wants, believes or hopes them
to be, should be an important prerequisite when it comes to capturing the
pupils’ interest in technology.

After an introductory presentation of von Wright’s theory of the logic of

Inga-Britt Skogh
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events and the pedagogical application of this theory, upon which the analy-
sis model is built, I will give examples of how I have used the model as a
basis for analysing girls’ actions when faced with technical tasks. The ex-
amples are from my dissertation on young girls’ encounters with technolo-
gy at home and in school (Skogh, 2001).

 Logic of events – a way to understand and explain the
actions of individuals

In his paperDeterminism and the study of man (1983) Georg Henrik von
Wright formulates his theory about the logic of events. According to this
theory there is a logical connection between, on the one hand, the individual’s
internal determinants, that is to say the individual’s intentions and her/his
conception about the demands of the situation in relation to the intention
(epistemic attitude) and, on the other hand, how the individual reacts.

Von Wright also points out the possibility of explaining an action by
seeing it as a result of how the individual perceives external factors (rules,
expectations from other people and so on). von Wright calls these factors
external determinants. The internal and external determinants together con-
stitute the internal logic1 of the action taken by the individual.

Von Wright introduces yet another element in his explanatory model,
namely, the need to describe and explain the situation in which the action
takes place – the background for the appearance of the internal and external
determinants, that is, the event’s historical context. An objective and tho-
rough examination of the situation at hand – the external logic – offers a
deeper understanding of the individual’s actions. This examination also
makes it possible to understand and explain the actors’ internal and external
determinants.

Logic-of-events interpretations of the actions of individuals can thus be
described as an amalgamation of internal and external determinants (the
internal logic) and by the underlying reasons for these determinants (the
external logic).

Logic of events as a point of departure in a pedagogical study

Logic of events as an explanatory model is not limited to a special scientific
situation but can be seen as a general model of analysis for explaining and
understanding the actions of individuals, in circumstances and situations
that are characterised by a certain stability.2

Schools and education have for many years been an established part of
society and, in spite of the fact that Swedish school policies are continuous-
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ly reviewed3, the school as an institution is a permanent element in society.
Using the logic-of-events explanatory model in studies about school and
education could therefore be said to meet the prerequisites that von Wright
lays out in his theoretical model.

According to von Wright there are combinations of determinants that
appear with certain regularity, depending on the situation at hand.4 If we
apply this reasoning to a pedagogical situation, it should be possible for a
teacher in a given teaching situation to be able to predict, understand and
explain with relative certainty the actions of pupils, provided the teacher
knows the intentions of the pupils (their needs and wishes, their ability,
etc.).

For most active educators this thesis reflects a well-known phenome-
non. The teachers’ mission to convey knowledge and experiences can to a
large extent be influenced by how well they are able to analyse the teaching
situation and identify the conceptual schemata that the pupils, based on
their qualifications and intentions, use and act upon.5 By putting the pupils
in a particular situation (during a lesson in technology, for example, letting
the pupils build towers that are as high and stable as possible), under certain
circumstances and with the help of a number of methodical methods (supp-
lying the pupils with material, inspiring and arousing their curiosity) the
pupils will almost certainly act in a predictable way (they start building
their towers).

The internal logic of the actions of pupils in a technical
teaching situation

The concept of intention
Logic-of-events interpretations are based on the fact that we learn to identi-
fy the intentions of individuals (see above). In order to do that, we need to
create a picture of the individual. By observing individuals and situations,
we can then learn to determine connections between the conditions and the
consequences of their intention. However, it should be pointed out that the
reliability of such predictions and explanations is to a great extent depen-
dent on the time factor. The longer the time that elapses from the moment
an intention is initiated and the longer it takes for the individual to realise
the intention, the greater the risk that the individual will have changed his/
her intention, which naturally leads to the result that the action the original
intention could have been expected to lead to is not fulfilled. Von Wright
identifies four intentions; wants, duty, ability and opportunity. Each of these
intentions could be described in the following ways:
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The intention wants

With the intention wants von Wright describes that which the individual
(here the pupil) wants and/or considers him/herself in need of. Since the
aim of achieving health, well-being and joy is common to all people, our
needs and wishes will in one way or another relate to these feelings. Conse-
quently, it is not surprising that the aim of every pupil is to be liked and
appreciated by teachers. The pupil then has to act according to this aim.
How he/she succeeds is of vital importance not only in the current educat-
ional situation but also in different and future educational situations. The
pupil’s action is ruled both by the pupil’s wish to succeed (in his/her own
eyes and in the eyes of the teacher) and by the pupil’s desire to avoid un-
pleasantness (e.g. bad marks, disapproval from teachers, parents and fellow
pupils). In the teaching context, the teacher has to convince the pupils that
the knowledge and experience the teaching is aiming for is in accordance
with the needs and wishes of the pupil. Pupils’ needs and wishes in the
teaching context can be labelled as motivation. The motivation of the pupil
can be of decisive importance as to how the pupil will act in the teaching
situation.

The intention duty

The intention duty should, according to von Wright, be seen as a conse-
quence that the individual is expected to act in accordance with a defined
role – behaviour that does not necessarily need to agree with the personal
will of the individual. For the pupil this means that he/she is expected to
behave in a certain way. This expectation is not a consequence of explicit
rules, but instead this expectation is “internalised” – it is so well established
in society and in the individual that it is not questioned.

The role as a pupil is not static but changes in relation to the circumstan-
ces (and the time) of which it is a part. On a micro level this could mean that
a pupil could change his/her interpretation of the pupil role several times a
day, for instance with a different teacher and/or subject or because of the
pupils around him/her. On a macro level the pupil role is continuously be-
ing re-evaluated according to the rules and norms of the surrounding society.

In order to succeed in behaving according to the pupil role, the pupil
must be aware of the internalised rules that surround the role. If a pupil
lacks this awareness or if he/she diverges for any other reason from the
expected pupil role, this will lead to obvious consequences for the pupil
(reprisals in the form of bad marks, angry teachers/friends, disappointed
parents, etc.). For many pupils these consequences are sufficient reason to
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behave in accordance with the intention wants mentioned above, that is, to
behave so as to ensure the greatest possible well-being.

The intention ability

When pupils are in a classroom situation, the concept ability could be inter-
preted as an term for the pupil’s individual characteristics in the classroom
situation. A pupil’s ability is limited both by inherited (intelligence, memo-
ry, health, physical strength) and by acquired (learnt) qualities. If the cul-
tural situation permits, the pupil can improve his/her ability by training and
learning.

The possibility to increase one’s ability within a certain area can in cer-
tain cases, however, be hindered or limited by different circumstances.
Access to equipment and technology is one such limiting circumstance.6

Another such circumstance is to what degree the individual is given occa-
sion and the opportunity to be engaged in the field in question.7 The desire
to do something is not the same as being able to do it. To try to do somet-
hing that you do not yet know how to do requires both that you believe that
you can do it and that you undertake such measures that in the end you can
do what you want. The pupil’s ability changes with time and the question as
to what a pupil can achieve can, and should, be connected to the other in-
tentions.

The intention opportunity

The possibility of an individual to act is not limited only by his or her abili-
ty, but also by whether the individual is given the opportunity to act, as has
been mentioned above.8 The ability is tied to the individual while the inten-
tion opportunity is highly dependent on the situation at hand.9 Von Wright
believes that we, by our actions, are both open to and prevent the opportun-
ity to new action. In a teaching situation, the choice by the teacher/educator
regarding method, subject content and way of working should make the
pupils open to acting in different ways. Strict teaching that is controlled by
the teacher leads, not unexpectedly, to a situation where the pupils react in
one way, while pupils who are asked to work independently will more than
likely act in a different way. What a pupil can achieve in the classroom
situation depends on the conditions governing the situation – expectations,
resources and the balance of authority. If these conditions change, then opp-
ortunities for new actions open up for both the pupil and the teacher. This
does not automatically lead to those involved changing their actions. The
process of altering a person’s pattern of behaviour is a thorough change for
the individual that requires varying amounts of time, depending on the type
of change, circumstances and personal disposition.
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An extension of von Wright’s concept of intention

The fact that von Wright’s model of thought concerns the behaviour of
individuals in general and not the behaviour of pupils in a pedagogical learn-
ing situation leads, in my opinion, to a need of extending von Wright’s
concept of intention. In addition to the four intentions that von Wright iden-
tifies (wants, duty, ability and opportunity) I add two “new” pupil-specific
intentions in my pedagogical application of the logic of events. With the
help of these intentions it becomes possible to describe and emphasise
aspects that influence the behaviour of the pupil (but not that of the teacher)
in the school situation. The first of these “new” intentions is concessivity.

The intention concessivity

Concessivity10 is an intention tied to the subordinate position of the pupil in
the school situation. It is meant to describe to what degree the pupil con-
forms to and subordinates him/herself (“opens up”) to the teaching – the
degree of concession on the part of the pupil.

Being a pupil means in concrete terms conforming to a situation that is
not (always) one’s own choice. The will to go to school can be more or less
expressed by the pupil, but regardless of the pupil’s view, society orders the
pupil to go to school for a minimum of 9 years (in practice, often up to 12
years). Being a pupil means being in a subordinate position in other aspects
as well:
–   Pupils often know (for obvious reasons) less than their teachers.11

–   The teacher (school/society) decides the subject matter, contents of  sub-
     jects as well as where, when and how the teaching should be done.12

– The teacher (school/society) judges the pupil, which influences evalua-
tions/marks, treatment and prospects for the future, etc.

From his/her subordinate position, the pupil will behave in different ways
in the classroom situation. A high degree of concessivity means that the
pupil chooses to “be receptive to” the teaching. Showing a high degree of
concessivity does not preclude the pupil from questioning the teaching.
There might be a number of different motives and considerations behind a
pupil’s decision to “play along” and it is not always the case that the pupil is
actively aware of these reasons. A low degree of concessivity means that
the pupil withdraws from the teaching situation, that is, he/she is not lear-
ning what the teacher is trying to convey.

R.S. Peters 13 (1967) describes this phenomenon in part when he elabo-
rates on the concept of teaching:
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As an activity, education must fulfil three conditions – intentionality,
voluntariness, and comprehension – for it involves the intentional
transmission of something worthwhile, an element of voluntariness
on the part of the learner, and some comprehension by the learner
both of what is being learned and of the standards the learner is ex-
pected to attain.

Peters means that the teaching situation includes a will on the part of the
pupil to let him/herself be taught – a voluntariness in the teaching situation.

The concepts of concessivity and voluntariness affect an important part
of the teaching process and here I would like to explain their relation to
each other. Concessivity describes the pupil’s intention (will/ability) to con-
form and subordinate him/herself to the teaching situation – to what degree
the pupil is capable of calling forth “voluntariness”. Voluntariness thus con-
stitutes, in those cases where it does not exist “from the beginning”, a con-
sequence of a high degree of concessivity on the part of the pupil.

For pupils who are interested from the beginning, voluntariness is a “na-
tural consequence” of this interest. For the uninterested pupil (from the be-
ginning), the degree of concessivity constitutes the ability to overcome the
pupil’s own resistance – “to deal with” the teaching situation.

Pierre Bourdieu14 (1984) sheds light on this aspect:

In order for the teacher’s normal discourse to work, presented and
received as a matter of fact, a certain authority-belief connection is
required. A relationship between an authorised sender and a receiver
is required in order for the receiver to take in what is said, prepared to
believe that what is being said is worth saying. The creation of a re-
ceiver who is willing to receive is required, and it is not the pedagogi-
cal situation that creates this person.

The word concessivity means the pupil’s will/ability to get ready – the way
Bourdieu expresses it “to receive” the teaching. The following example
from a lesson in technology shows these combined intentions.

Pupil A comes to the day’s last lesson, which is technology. The teach-
er introduces the content and activities of the lesson – the pupils are
going to make a simple electrical switch. Different degrees of conces-
sivity (concession) make the pupils act in different ways (solidarity,
self-assertion, dissociation).

When the teacher looks at the class after a while, he/she sees either
A busy working or A not working at all, arguing with a friend, look-
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ing out the window or something similar. What the teacher does not
see is what is going on inside A’s head. Let us “have a look” in there:

The teaching situation for pupil A means that he/she must decide
what attitude to take to the given task. A chooses consciously or un-
consciously whether to listen to or just hear what the teacher has to
say. The degree of concession in the teaching situation (concessivity)
is connected to the pupil’s own will/ability to conquer his/her inner
resistance and ability to adapt.

What motives and considerations underlies the pupil’s decision to “play
along” with the teaching is something that the pupil is not always aware of.
In the example above, the pupil’s behaviour could be derived from one or
several background factors.

A, who is tired and hungry, initially has no inclination to do what the
teacher says. Besides, A thinks it seems difficult to try to make an
electrical switch. At the same time A wants to make a good impressi-
on on the teacher (out of solidarity or to get praise) and A is also
curious to know how the whole thing works. Inwardly, A also sees
how he/she could use the electrical switch in his/her newly built play-
house (Intentions such as wants, duty, curiosity, etc).

If pupil A decides to accept the work and starts making the electrical switch,
then A shows a great degree of concessivity – A accepts the situation, adapts
and “allows him/herself” to be taught. A pupil who participates in the teach-
ing has, by doing this, “opened up” to the teacher and is willing to accept
the knowledge or experience that the teacher presents.

The fact that the teacher and the pupil are “working in unison” in the
teaching situation does not mean that the two participants share the same
reason for doing so, but both of them think that the teaching serves their
individual aims. As mentioned before, a high degree of concessivity does
not preclude the possibility that the pupil will question the teaching – what
the pupil does is to conform to and subordinate him/herself to the present
teaching situation.

A can also choose not to do what the teacher says and instead question
and dissociate him/herself from the teacher and/or the teaching situation.
The pupil does not want to/can’t for various reasons conform to and sub-
ordinate him/herself. The trouble and effort that this would mean to the
pupil does not correspond to the usefulness that the pupil sees.

In this situation the teacher could try to force the pupil to do what he/she
says. This could possibly lead to the pupil making a half-hearted attempt to
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please the teacher. However, the degree of concessivity is nothing the teach-
er can influence. A pupil who experiences force will distance him/herself
from the situation and when the teacher’s sanctions cease, the pupil will
stop doing the activity in question.

The intention concessivity is thus not connected to the external demands
that rule the teaching situation – instead it is formed within the individual.

A pupil (as well as an employee) who is very ambitious is often willing
to conform to and subordinate him/herself in order to get, eventually, good
marks (appreciation) that could lead to a desirable position/education (pro-
motion). Concessivity is a combined intention that develops as a synthesis
of other intentions (wants, pupil role and ability). This inclination (and abi-
lity) to conform to and subordinate him/herself consciously or unconscious-
ly to the teaching situation will have serious consequences for the pupil at
the time of the teaching occasion and also in the longer perspective.

The intention curiosity

The other of the two “new” intentions that I have added is the intention
curiosity. Curiosity constitutes an important pedagogical force in the teach-
ing situation. Björn Andersson (1996)15 sees curiosity and thirst for know-
ledge as an important element in the learning process – as a driving force to
make people act in different ways in order to extend their own knowledge
and their own world. The inclination to examine and discover one’s own
surroundings is a fundamental and untaught ability that all children pos-
sess. Already as an infant the child examines its surroundings and the incli-
nation to discover and conquer the world around it follows the child during
its growth. The manner in which the child is treated in these matters may
affect the way it handles its thirst for knowledge and curiosity in later life.

Children who grow up in environments that are positive to curiosity and
encourage the child to explore and find out how things work, or that leave
the child “alone” to develop based on its own pleasure in discovery, should
react according to this experience. On the other hand, children who are told
by people around them not to be so inquisitive, and are told, “You don’t
understand that,” could possibly remain more passive. The result of this
could be that the child starts doubting its own ability.

Using children’s natural curiosity in teaching situations is a common
pedagogical “practice”. It is well known to most people who teach younger
pupils that younger children can often be led to read books on their own if
the teacher/educator first arouses their curiosity by beginning to read the
book aloud and finishing at the most exciting moment. In a similar way,
pupils faced with an everyday problem in their technology classes, for
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example how a pedal bin works mechanically, usually try to find out from
curiosity. In the case of the pedal bin, the pupils usually try different mecha-
nical solutions with the help of models that they make themselves. Few
pupils stop before they have discovered how it works – the secret behind
such an everyday phenomenon “simply must” be discovered.

According to this reasoning, pupils who are curious will react according
to their curiosity. The intention curiosity is introduced now as an intention
of its own and not as a part of the intention wants in order to emphasise the
fact that the inclination to examine and discover “in itself” leads the indivi-
dual (here the pupil) to act.16

To sum up, we can thus identify a total of six different intentions among
the pupils in a teaching situation:17

1. Wants 4. Opportunity
2. Duty 5. Concessivity
3. Ability 6. Curiosity

In addition to the intentions mentioned above, the pupils’ perceptions of the
demands of the situation – their epistemic attitude – is also included as an
internal determinant, as mentioned previously. The pupil has to decide in
what way to handle a situation or a presented task. It is not the formal rules
that may exist for the situation at hand that decide how the pupil is going to
act. Instead, it is the pupil’s own evaluation of the situation (and the rules)
that are the basis for how he/she will act in the end. The way the pupil
perceives and handles the “demands of the situation” and his/her role as a
pupil are of decisive importance as to how the pupil will “succeed” in the
teaching situation.

In connection with the intention duty, von Wright says that individuals
are presumed to behave according to the expectations of the people around
them. For pupils this means that they are expected by people around them
to behave the way a pupil “should”. Since there is no uniform description or
set of rules that dictate how the pupils “should” behave, the pupils them-
selves must form an interpretation of the pupil role, based on their own
experiences and perceptions. The way the pupil interprets the pupil role is
based on several factors – the pupil’s cultural and social situation and his/
her own experiences and personal abilities.18
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About concessivity and epistemic attitude

It is interesting that the intention concessivity, the individual’s ability to
conform to and to subordinate to the situation, is not among the intentions
mentioned by von Wright. Parts of this aspect, namely the individual’s abi-
lity to conform, are mentioned by von Wright when he introduces the con-
cept epistemic attitude. There is, however, a distinction between the two
concepts.

A pupil in a teaching situation could have the perception of demands
from the environment to behave in a certain way – for example,  “do what
the teacher says”. The pupil then acts according to his/her epistemic attitu-
de. The epistemic attitude is connected to (and dependent on) external sti-
muli or demands.

Acting according to the intention concessivity means that the pupil with-
in him/herself decides on the teaching situation, whether to “play along”
with the teaching, conform and “switch on reception”. Thus, the degree of
concessivity does not depend on the external demands that surround the
situation; the intention concessivity is formed instead within the individual.

In simple terms, concessivity can be seen as a quality/skill and epistemic
attitude as the individual’s perception of reality.

External determinants in a teaching situation

Deviating to a great extent from current norms has consequences for the
individual. Within all systems there are various means of coming to grips
with this. For the pupil, school is one such institutionalised practice with
similar demands for adaptation. According to von Wright, the institutiona-
lised practice has a social function. The citizens see the demands that socie-
ty puts on the individual as necessary and for “the benefit of all”. What is
beneficial for the collective is also beneficial for the individual. School is
an important part of the institutionalised practice and it constitutes “in it-
self” an institutionalised practice, with its activities controlled in many ways
by regulations and rules on both a micro and macro level. In every school/
unity there is continuous interplay and reciprocal action between all the
different factors in and outside the school that influence the activities of the
school.

What external determinants a pupil is going to be exposed to (and conse-
quently affect the way the pupil will act) are dependent on external factors
(regulations, social, economic and cultural conditions, the tradition of the
school and how it is equipped) and expectations that surround the activities
of the institution in question.
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In order for an external determinant to be of relevance to a child, the
child must have been made aware of the determinant. This means that an
expressed expectation of the pupil in the school situation is, in certain ca-
ses, of importance for the behaviour of the teacher but not for that of the
pupil. We can see this, for example, in the so-called “goals to be reached”
in the curriculum. In all curricula there are goals to be reached regarding
knowledge and skills that the pupils “should have reached” after the fifth
and the ninth year. This must, of course, be seen as an expectation not only
on the part of the teacher but also for the pupils. In practice, however, the
pupils do not see these goals as real, since few of them are aware of the
formulation of the goals. How the pupil then perceives and handles the
external determinant is dependent on the pupil’s epistemic attitude.

External logic – explanations for why the determinants appear

A logic-of-events interpretation of an individual’s behaviour requires, apart
from knowledge about the situation (the internal logic) experienced by the
individual, that we also know as much as possible about the current situa-
tion – about the external circumstances that in different ways affect the
individual and his/her ability to act.

The more we know about “the world around” the current event – about
the conditions of the event – the more accurate our conclusions are in ass-
essing the external logic of an individual’s behaviour, that is, how to ex-
plain and understand the presence of the internal and external determinants
that are indicative of the individual’s actions.

In order to understand the external logic of a pupil’s behaviour in “tech-
nical” situations, we need to know as much as possible about the conditions
of the current events – the current “technical climate” (which manifests
itself in political decisions, regulations at different levels, the labour mar-
ket, educational statistics, public debate on problems of modern society and
the media, etc.) as well as how people handle the traditionally male image
of the subject.

A logic-of-events interpretation can thus be described as the interpreta-
tion resulting from putting together our assessment of both the internal and
external logic. (Figure 1 shows schematically the different parts and con-
nections of the interpretation process.)

That brings me to the end of my presentation of the structure of the analy-
sis model and the theoretical starting points, and it is time to show how
theory can be put into practice.
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Figure 1. Overview model of the pedagogical adaptation of von Wright’s logic of
events.

Figure 1 shows that a logic of events interpretation/explanation is based on know-
ledge of both the individual’s ”inner life” (internal determinants) and the condi-
tions and circumstances that affect the individual in different ways in the current
situation (external  determinants). In Figure 1 these are combined under ”internal
logic” as well as under knowledge of the underlying reasons for the determinants
(the event’s historical context) – the external logic.

Examples of logic-of-events analyses and interpretations

Event  – Ulla, Nina and the pedal bin

In my first example of a practical adaptation of the analysis model, we meet
Ulla and Nina in class 4 who, during a technology lesson, are faced with the
task of finding out how a pedal bin works. The task is to make a simple
paper model of a pedal bin, where the lid opens when a “pedal” is pressed.
The girls get their material (cardboard, scissors, paper fasteners and punch
pliers) and then they go back to their desks and start working. Those pupils
who want help gather around the teacher after a while for a common “brain-
storming”.

INTERNAL DETERMINANTS

� Girls' intentions
(wants, duties,abilities, opportunities,
concessivity, curiosity)

� Girls' epistemicattitude
(understanding of situation demands)

EXTERNAL

DETERMINANTS

Relevant circumstances  and
conditions ingirls' home and

school environments

INTERIOR LOGIC

Result of intentions,epistemicattitude and
external determinants

EXTERIOR LOGIC

Reasons for appearance of
determinants

"Situation inwhich actionoccurs"

Logic of events
interpretation

Individual'sexperience Description of exterior
circumstances
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ULLA NINA
Ulla gets going quickly. She works in a When Nina has sat down, she starts by check-
very concentrated manner and doesn’t ing that she has the “correct” material, that is
seem to care what’s going on around her. to say, that she has the material that those sitt-
From time to time she comments on her ing around her have – the right number of
own work. Initially she doesn’t think it paper fasteners, the same size of card-board,
is a particularly difficult task.“I know etc. She looks carefully at how her friends are
exactly what to do,” she says happily. working and tries to emulate them.When the
After a while it becomes increasingly group gathers to work out how to  tackle the
difficult – it turns out not to be as easy problem, Nina wants to be included.She doesn’t
as she had assumed. Ulla tries and tries offer any suggestions but listens to her friends’
– cuts new pieces and tries again. Ulla arguments. Back in her place she continues,
declines all help and doesn’t want to following the advice that has come out of the
participate at the whiteboard. “I want discussion. She keeps looking around to see
to work it out myself!” she says. When if her friends are doing as she is. When the class
the class is over, the girls tidy away is over and she is about to go the teacher asks
their things – except for Ulla. She her if the task is too difficult. She then answers:
remains in her seat and when she finally “No, I think it’s easy.”
notices that the othershave left, she
exclaims. “I refuse. I can’t go until I’ve
understood how to do it!”

”Ulla’s actions show signs of the
following intentions:
wants (she seems to be interested, sees

the value and wants to solve the problem)
duty (she acts according to her role as

“ambitious, clever pupil”)
ability (expresses confidence in her

technical ability)
opportunity (she has regular opportunities

to spend time on technology)
concessivity (apparent – she plays an

active part and thinks positively from
the start)

curiosity (highly developed – she
has to find out how it all works)

Ulla’s actions – in the fact that she gets
going so enthusiastically with the existing
task but chooses to remain in the class-
room when the bell for break rings (in
opposition to the well-established rule
that pupils should go out for a break) –
could be explained and understood as a
result of – the epistemic attitude she
shows (primarily as an ambitious, in-
terested pupil) and – the above shown
 intentions – with particular emphasis on
the intention  curiosity

”Nina’s actions show signs of the follow-ing
intentions:
wants (she wants to do the “right” thing –
because at school, one should do the

“right” thing; she also has a strong need
to “fit in” within the school situation and
amongst her friends)
duty (she acts in accordance with her pupil
role [as pupil who does the “right” thing]
– does what she thinks the teacher  wants
and does not diverge from her friends)
ability (good faith in her own ability – the

task itself is secondary for Nina so she feels
it is not important that she does not
know/what/how she should do)

opportunity (she has regular opportunities
to spend time on technology)

concessivity (not apparent – she seems never
to understand the task itself)

curiosity (absent – Nina is here uninterested in
solving the problem)

Nina’s actions in the present situation – her
seeking support from her friends and lack of
involvement in the actual technological task
– could be explained and understood as a re
sult of – the epistemic attitude that she shows
in different ways(a pupil who does the“right”
thing – which in Nina’s case means to do what
the teacher wants and deviate as little as pos-
sible from friends) and – the above-shown
intentions with particular emphasis on duty
(desire to behave according to the pupil role
she has chosen).
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Commentary

If we look at the epistemic attitude and what intentions Ulla’s and Nina’s
actions express in the current situation, we can establish both similarities
and dissimilarities.

Ulla could be said to express the role of an “ambitious and interested”
pupil while Nina expresses the role of “schoolgirl who wants to do the right
thing”. In spite of the fact that the girls’ choices of pupil role (epistemic
attitude) differ from each other, the expression (in the form of behaviour)
that results from their respective pupil roles will, in the eyes of an onlooker,
seem very similar. Both girls will appear both interested and attentive in the
teaching situation – albeit for different reasons.

The interpretations shown here indicate that both girls in the current si-
tuation express four of the intentions in the explanatory model (wants, duty,
ability and opportunity). These intentions are common to both of them.
When it comes to the intentions wants and duty, Ulla’s and Nina’s state-
ments show that they have different motives as far as these intentions are
concerned; however, just as in the case of the epistemic attitude, the beha-
viour that results from these two intentions is similar – the impression of
interest and attention is strengthened.

When it comes to the other two common intentions (opportunity and
ability) the girls differ very little. The intention opportunity is the same
(they have regular lessons of technology at school) and with the intention
ability it turns out that both Ulla and Nina see their technical skills as good19.
To an outsider it could possibly seem that Ulla’s perception of her own
ability in this case is nearer to reality, compared to Nina’s perception (con-
sidering the fact that Ulla works constructively in different ways with the
problem, which Nina does not do at all). But for Nina (and Ulla) the inter-
nal experience of technical self-esteem should be seen as equally tangible
and relevant.

Based on the available information, it has been possible to show the
intention concessivity in Ulla but not in Nina. I build my assessment in
Ulla’s case on the fact that she shows at an early stage that she  “is playing
along” with the teaching – she gets going quickly and is then absorbed in
her task.

With Nina on the other hand, we do not see a similar “opening” in rela-
tion to the task/teaching. It is true that on a “superficial” level she works
with the same task as Ulla – she cuts and makes holes in her cardboard – but
to Nina the task itself and the question of how to solve it still does not seem
to occupy her. Instead there are other aspects that attract her attention – for
example, the importance of having the “right” tools and material and to “fit
in”, not to deviate from her friends.
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The fact that Ulla and Nina show great similarities in both external (con-
ditions and circumstances) and internal determinants (their epistemic atti-
tude expresses itself in similar ways and the fact that they have four inten-
tions in common) lead to clear similarities in their actions. They both work
(albeit in different ways) with their given task; they handle the same mate-
rial and tools and they listen to the instructions given. In spite of this, their
behaviour differs a great deal in reality. We find the reason for this in the
intention that Ulla, but not Nina, expresses – that is the intention curiosity.
The intention curiosity characterises Ulla’s behaviour throughout. Not only
does curiosity propel her forward in her work, but it also makes her nearly
forget time and place. Moreover, it nearly makes her ignore the rule that
says you have to be outside during breaks (which contradicts her self-image
as a “proper” and attentive pupil).. In the case of Ulla and Nina we can thus
see similarities in the “general” behaviour in the teaching situation, but dif-
ferences in their “specific” behaviour” – that is, their behaviour in relation
to the current task

The question of what this difference in the “specific” behaviour depends
on is interesting. In the example of Ulla and Nina, it seems that the inten-
tion that was judged in the interpretation as having especially great signifi-
cance had controlled the girls’ actions in relation to the task. From here on
I have chosen to call this particularly significant intention in relation to the
task the dominant intention. In Nina’s case the intention duty is the domi-
nant one, and in Ulla’s case it is the intention curiosity. What then do we as
teachers and educators gain in trying to identify and reflect about the inten-
tions of the pupils?

In the current example there are a number of possibilities for the teacher/
educator. Now that we have increased our knowledge about what is going
on “inside the heads” of both girls, it is important when teaching to connect
in different ways with what each of the girls considers important.

In light of this knowledge, it would appear unreasonable that a teacher/
educator would use a single strategy to reach the teaching target – to re-
cognise and be able to use the current technological solution.20 In the case
of Ulla, who is driven by her curiosity, the ability of the teacher/educator to
take advantage in different ways of the power that the intention curiosity
offers (support, challenge, encourage) could be of the greatest importance.

In the case of Nina, who is busy “doing  the right thing” (what the teach-
er wants and what her friends do) and who has not taken in the task itself,
will probably not be helped by encouragement, new challenges or more
general support. If we want to make it easier for Nina to reach the teaching
goal, we have to work with and not against her determinants (for example
by giving her the possibility to work close to one or several friends and
supplying her with firm and concrete guidance).
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If we can do this then the prospects are good that both Ulla and Nina can
in different ways (and possibly on different “intellectual levels”) achieve
the current teaching goal – to succeed in achieving satisfactory functionali-
ty (the pedal bin works) and to develop their personal “repertoire” of prac-
tical technological solutions (i.e., to learn to recognise this technological
solution so as to be able to make use of it in other situations).

Event 2 – Lena and the room (class 5)

The pupils in class 5 have been given the task of building a model of a room
or a house. The task is not particularly specific and the only “must” is a
staircase in connection to (or inside) the room/house and a working light
(with a switch constructed by the pupils). An extra bonus is given for a light
upstairs that can be turned on/off from the ground floor (a so-called stair-
case switch). Lena is sitting with Nils and Sven. Beata is normally also
there but today she is ill. Nils and Sven decide to build a garage but Lena
does not want to, so the boys start on their own.

Analysis and logic-of-events interpretation of Lena’s actions

LENA
Lena stares for a long time at Sven and Nils while they work. From time to time she com-
ments on their work but she doesn’t get going herself. When the teacher asks if she needs
anything, she seems tired and sighs, “I know, I will fetch the things!” She makes her way
unwillingly to the material cupboard. She doesn’t make it all the way however, but instead
gets into conversations with several friends, goes to the toilet and even makes a few more
small “trips” in the classroom before she and the teacher together gather what she feels she
needs. When the teacher leaves her, she is still passive. Some time passes before she is
observ-ed again. Now she is working hard! She has temporarily got the room itself to-
gether, but has not made a stairway as yet. Instead, it is the lighting that intrigues her. She
is eagerly busy trying to figure out how to connect the electric wires to make a functional
switch for the stairs. Towards the end of the period, she lets out a triumphant shout: “You
see! It can be done!”
Lena’s actions show traces of the following intentions
wants (“take it easy”, show independence)
duty (she acts in accordance with her pupil role – the uninterested, independent pupil who

wants to decide herself)
ability (she can – if she wants to)21

opportunity (she has regular lessons in technology at school)
concessivity (high degree of concessivity – in spite of the fact that Lena does not really

want to change her actions and conform to and subordinate herself in the situation, she
gets on with (and solves) the task.

curiosity (certain amount of curiosity)

Lena’s actions in the situation itself – the fact that, in spite of her expressed lack of interest
in the task and in “ doing technology”, she becomes active and gets on (successfully) with
the task itself – could be understood and explained as a result of – the epistemic attitude
which she expresses in different ways (independent pupil, careful about her high status
among friends)and – the above-mentioned intentions, of which the intention concessivity
has been judged as being dominant. (She conforms and subordinates herself to the teaching
situation, overcomes her “inner” resistance and gets on with the task in hand).
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 Commentary

The term concessivity refers to the individual’s ability to conform and sub-
ordinate him/herself to the teaching – to “take in” the teaching that is being
offered. One might think it would be easy to detect the presence of this
intention – of course we notice if pupils are “playing along” with the teach-
ing and want to learn.

A complication in this situation could be the fact that when we as teach-
ers and educators presume a pupil is interested and receptive, this in fact
means only that the pupil is acting in accordance with our conception of
how an “interested pupil” should act. Whether the pupil in question is actu-
ally as interested and “open” to the teaching as he/she appears is not some-
thing we can be sure of without studying the pupil carefully (by observing
the pupil’s verbal and/or body language, for example).

In my study of girls’ actions when faced with technical tasks, judge-
ments of the presence of the intention concessivity are based mainly on the
body language the girls expressed in the situations that I analysed – looks,
gestures, motions that in different ways show that the girl in question is
“playing along”.

In order to verify the presence of the intention concessivity based on the
pupil’s verbal statements, it is necessary for the observed individual to ver-
bally express this. In a study that focuses on young girls at an early school
age, the chances are slim of finding a girl whose actions show traces of this
intention and who has also reached the intellectual and verbal maturity to
analyse and reflect on her own actions. Fortunately, Lena in this example
fulfils all of these criteria.

Lena is one of the girls who succeeds best in her school when faced with
technical tasks. For everyone who observes her during her lesson in techno-
logy, it is obvious that she has a talent for this subject. At the same time she
is the girl who expresses the most displeasure in having to “do technology”.
In the current situation she is obviously disturbed by having to get on with
the given task, but for some reason she changes her mind and becomes very
active. After the lesson, when I get the opportunity to ask her why she ful-
filled her task in spite of it not being interesting, she answers:

I suppose you can get something out of it and besides it is fun to fight
with Nils and Sven – that is, argue for fun. For example, if we [she
and Beata] get our thing to work first, then the boys try to find fault
with it and complain about it. And if they finish first, we try to find
fault with theirs and then we try to make ours better.
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Her reasons for getting on with the task (the chance to outsmart her good
friends Sven and Nils) do not agree at all with the reasons that the teacher
puts forward, but the end result (that she learns to make the correct wire
connections) is, of course, completely in line with the teacher’s ambition.

Pupils are in every teaching situation faced with a conscious or uncons-
cious choice of strategy when it comes to handling the situation in hand. A
pupil who perceives that the action expected of him/her is in line with the
pupil’s own interest will act according to this interest – the pupil conforms
to and subordinates him/herself since he/she is (for different reasons) al-
ready interested.

In those cases where a pupil is not interested in the teaching presented by
the teacher/educator, the intention concessivity could have decisive influ-
ence and power. In Lena’s case we know that she tries to avoid being con-
fronted by the given task for as long as she can. Dealing with this task
means that she has to act contrary to the intentions she expresses initially.
Then, at a particular moment, Lena overcomes/disregards her internal re-
sistance; she “opens up” and “deals” with the current task – the most diffi-
cult part of the task – the so-called staircase switch.

It should be noted that it is not the teacher who makes Lena deal with the
task. All attempts by the teacher to influence Lena fail. It is not until the
moment that Lena has made up her mind that the situation changes. The
intention concessivity is thus not influenced by the external demands that
surround the current situation, but is instead formed as a mental process
within the individual – in this case within Lena.

What Lena does in reality is to reconsider her decision. Instead of get-
ting stuck in her earlier resistance, she mobilises the energy to satisfy new
visions and goals that can be combined with the activity that the teacher/
educator has initiated. In the current example, Lena sees the opportunity to
tease her friends Sven and Nils as a suitable reason to conform to and sub-
ordinate herself to the teaching situation. When she later looks back at the
event, she notices that she also sees a certain benefit to the task (“I suppose
you can get something out of it”).

The intention concessivity is meant to describe this particular ability –
the ability to take advantage of the situation in hand for one’s own purpo-
ses, possibly to conquer original internal resistance and take in the know-
ledge and/or the experience that the situation offers. The reason behind a
pupil’s decision to conform to and subordinate him/herself to the teaching
will thus not (necessarily) coincide with the reasons the teacher/educator
responsible had in mind. This, however, does not preclude the actual result
of the pupil’s decision from being in accord with the teacher’s ambition.
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In this example, the result of Lena’s wish to “argue for fun” with Sven
and Nils is that, apart from her having a lark with the two boys for a while,
she learns at least two things: one, how a staircase switch works and, two,
that she can manage this difficult task – which should be in line with the
teacher’s objectives for the lesson.

The fact that teachers/educators have no possibility to directly influence
concessivity among their pupils does not mean that this intention is uninte-
resting in pedagogical work. On the contrary, by trying to identify this in-
tention knowledge increases about one of the factors that have significant
impact on the teaching situation for the pupil in question, the teacher and
the rest of the class.22

Event 3 – Nadja and electrical couplings (class 3)

Nadja will be in focus in this third and final example of logic-of-events
analysis and interpretation. This time the class is working with electrical
couplings. The task is to make a bulb light up in a circuit. The lesson starts
with the group discussing together how to do this. Then the girls can try to
make one bulb light up and then several. After the discussion, everybody
starts. The girls chat to each other and everything seems calm and peaceful.

Analysis and logic-of-events interpretation of Nadja’s actions

NADJA

Nadja is very active initially (during the oral explanation) in the discussion and it shows
that she knows how to do the coupling. The pupils in the class get going with their work.
After a while the teacher notices that Nadja has stopped working. She has pushed aside all
of the material and tools, and is half-lying on her desk with her face down. When the
teacher asks what has happened, she starts to cry and says: “I don’t like these stupid things.
I don’t want to! It doesn’t work!”
Nadja’s actions show traces of the following intentions
wants (she seems – initially – interested in solving the task; she also wants to be “clever”)
duty (she tries but is incapable of acting in accordance with the pupil role of a clever
schoolgirl)
ability (lack of ability – she is incapable of making use of the necessary tools)
opportunity (she has regular lessons in technology at school)
concessivity (low degree of concessivity – she does not conform to and subordinate herself
to the teaching.
curiosity (low degree of curiosity)
Nadja’s actions in the current situation – that she gives up, gets sad and doesn’t want to
continue – could be understood and explained as a result of
– a lack of agreement between the epistemic attitude she has chosen (to appear to be a
clever schoolgirl) and her actual ability in the current situation and
– the above-shown intentions, of which the intention ability has been judged to be domi-
nant (in this case, the lack of ability to make use of the necessary tools).
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       Commentary

The “coupling problem” is not a problem for Nadja; her difficulties are on a
completely different level. A requirement for making the connection is that
the wire is “peeled” at both ends. The group has practised this work on
several occasions and most pupils have become quite proficient. During
some of the time that was spent practicing peeling, Nadja had a problem
with one of her hands and a friend helped her. When her hand got better she
still had help from the friend (of which the teacher was unaware). At the
time of the current task, Nadja and her friend had fallen out with each other
and Nadja did not receive any help. The fact that Nadia knows what to do
but is not capable of practically carrying it out makes her very frustrated.

In accordance with von Wright, the intention ability can thus be describ-
bed as a limiting intention. Wanting something is not enough in itself – in
order for an intention to be fulfilled the individual must have (or acquire)
the ability to do what the intention means.

Lacking practical/manual ability in technical situations leads to immedi-
ate and obvious consequences. For Nadja in this example, the fact that she
knows how to connect the circuit but cannot do it in practice makes the
situation intolerable to her. She gets both sad and angry and gives up all
attempts. What long-term consequences this failure leads to for Nadja can
be said to depend on how she normally perceives her technical ability (de-
gree of technical self-confidence) and the motivation this feeling gives rise
to. If she sees this event as a one-time failure, then it is very likely that she
will “swallow the bitter pill” and learn to handle the tool in question. How-
ever, if due to poor technical self-confidence she sees this event as further
confirmation of her own incompetence in practical/technical tasks, then it
is very likely that she will try to avoid similar situations.

In Nadja’s case her technical self-esteem was bruised slightly – she had
not thought that it was very important to be able to “peel”, but she recov-
ered and eventually the “peeling” ceased to be a problem.

Logic-of-events interpretations  – a pedagogical tool in the
teaching of technology

As has been pointed out previously, when it comes to technology behaviour
is of vital importance and the way one behaves results in consequences for
both the concrete result and the personal experience – a situation which,
when it comes to the teaching of technology in school, is not only of impor-
tance to the pupils, but also leads to consequences for teachers and educa-
tors whose task it is to convey knowledge in technology.

With the three examples of logic-of-events analyses and interpretations
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that I have shown here, I have attempted to point out how we teachers and
educators, by systematically analysing pupils’ actions, acquire deeper know-
ledge about the pupils we teach, which makes it possible to relate the teach-
ing of technology to the pupils’ experiences. The analysis model also gives
us the possibility to discern more general and recurring patterns of behav-
iour among the pupils – a knowledge that constitutes a valuable help when
it comes to dealing with future pupils in similar teaching situations.

But how does one know that a logic-of-events
interpretation is “correct” – who decides?

As in all interpretations, the picture of the course of events analysed or the
behaviour that is presented is in many ways a reflection of the observer (=
the interpreter) him/herself. Interpreting pupils’ actions based on logic of
events includes a number of subjective considerations. The fact that inten-
tions do not appear in a form of their own but appear only in the actions
they initiate gives room for more than one interpretation; moreover, this
room for interpretation applies to the entire process of interpretation – from
the choice of the analysis situation, the question of “labelling” the pupils’
epistemic attitude and the question of choosing what external circumstanc-
es could be considered relevant to how we judge which intentions are sug-
gested by the behaviour of the pupil. It is inevitable that there will be vari-
ation among different observers – the intentions credited to a pupil by teach-
er A in a certain situation will not necessarily be the same as by teacher B.

I believe that the great advantage of logic-of-events interpretation is not
only in the individual pupil interpretation. (It is possible to deal with, for
example, erroneously interpreting Greta’s behaviour in an imagined situa-
tion as a consequence of the intention wants rather than the intention curiosity.)
The advantage has more to do with the fact that the logic-of-events inter-
pretation model supplies concepts that put words to both the pupil’s “inter-
nal life” and the pedagogical situation in question – we become aware not
only of the effects of the pupils’ actions but also of possible reasons for
these actions.

The systematic structure of the model brings to the attention of the teach-
er/educator aspects of the pupils (which are of possible pedagogical signifi-
cance to the teacher/educator) that might otherwise remain undiscovered
and unexploited. Furthermore, every logic-of-events interpretation includ-
es the fact that the teacher/educator must decide how the pupil’s behaviour
relates to all “categories of intention” – not only those that the teacher him/
herself considers to be the most likely, but also other possible interpretat-
ions. The intellectual and mental preparedness that this leads to opens up
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the mind not only to the particular pupil in the current situation but also to
other pupils in similar situations.

Logic-of-events interpretations of students’ actions can thus be said to
increase awareness of the pupil as an individual and of the pupil as part of a
greater context – of the complexity that surrounds every teaching situation.
Knowledge and insight about this complexity should be valuable to every
teacher and educator – especially in formulating successful strategies for
the future of teaching technology.
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Notes

1. The terms internal and external logic have been coined by the school researcher
Sverker Lindblad (1994).

2. Linde (1993) p. 91.
3. In the past 40 years four different curricula have been implemented (Lgr 62, Lgr

69, Lgr 80 and Lpo 94). The fact that each curriculum is preceded (and follo-
wed) by extensive changes on the national and regional levels means that chang-
es in Swedish schools could be described as a continuously ongoing process.

4. von Wright (1983) p. 52.
5. Such didactic considerations constitute, in my experience, an important part of

pedagogical activities.
6. The question of how the municipalities spend money on computers has often

been taken up in general discussions. What happens to children who live in mu-
nicipalities that do not spend money on computers and the Internet, and further-
more do not have access to this technology at home? Will they be helplessly left
behind or can (should) such skills be learnt later in life?

7. A person who seldom or never reads a book will, not surprisingly, quite likely
face greater difficulties with reading compared to a person who reads a lot daily.
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8. Consequently, it is both reasonable and explicable that pupils who, for various
reasons, never had the opportunity to engage in technical activities are not parti-
cularly interested in this subject.

9. One could argue that since an individual’s opportunity to act seems to depend
on external factors it would be logical to consider this factor as an external deter-
minant. Opportunity is nevertheless regarded as an intention due to the fact that
the individual decides “internally” what an opportunity is. It does not help that
we as onlookers believe that we see that an individual is exposed to a number of
opportunities, since these opportunities become real to the individual only if he/
she perceives these opportunities.

10. The term concessivity is chosen with reference to the term concessive, which
means expressing concession (compare concessive conjunctions = subordinate
conjunctions are characteristic of concession). The Swedish Academy’s Dictio-
nary (1995) Publisher, Norstedts Förlag, Stockholm.

11. Of course there are pupils who know more than their teachers (who has not
heard of pupils with more knowledge than their teachers when it comes to using
computers?) But when discussing basic teaching, the teacher as a rule is more
competent than the pupils.

12. Not unexpectedly it is society and the adult world that set the rules. From time
to time suggestions are put forward to increase the pupils’ influence, but all such
initiatives depend on the extent to which adults in society allow that.

13. Peters (1967) p. 17.
14. Bourdieu (1991) p .121.
15. Andersson (1996) p . 55
16. Among von Wright’s intentions, the intention curiosity could be assigned to

the intention wants since the need to satisfy curiosity leads to well-being.
17. It is worth pointing out that it is not possible to observe the intentions “per se”.

It is, on the other hand, quite possible to observe the acts that follow the
individual’s intentions. See Näslund (1991) p. 40.

18. In the same way a pupil makes his/her own interpretation of the role as a pupil,
the teacher will also make his/her interpretation of the role as a teacher. To ana-
lyse his/her role as a teacher and then change his/her behaviour based upon this
analysis is probably very difficult for most teachers (as well as for the pupils).

19. The girls could estimate their own technical skills.
20. The aim in this case then is not that each pupil at any cost “find” the “right”

solution, but instead that the pupils achieve in different ways satisfactory func-
tionality, that they recognise and can use this technological solution in different
situations.

21. It is interesting to see how Lena values her technical ability. In spite of the fact
that Lena is very successful in doing what she does during the technology les-
sons, her statements show that she does not see herself as particularly technical-
ly successful.

22. The fact that pupils with a high level of concessivity are active and interested
affects, in different ways, everyone involved (the pupil him/herself, the class-
mates and the teacher/educator). This applies equally well to aspects such as the
atmosphere in the classroom, exchange of knowledge, teaching strategies and
working methods..
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Artistic and practical aspects. Experiences and
visions

When I was hired for the NyIng project, I was given these words by the
management group as the basis for my work. These served as inspiration
for a presentation at a NyIng conference and for the writing that followed.
They provide several interesting approaches to my task. I have chosen to
take a few somewhat different approaches in my work. The two more ex-
tensive sections below deal with related critical concepts and a few ways of
thinking about important aspects of the training of engineers for the 21st
century. Before I finish this article, I will summarise my findings and for-
mulate in the final lines a new title – a title that better reflects the ideas I am
developing.

Experiences

Many people who begin their training as engineers have what can be called
in somewhat imprecise terms ”creative” or ”cultural” interests. I find many
musically-minded students in particular at Linköping Institute of Techno-
logy. At the same time, there is something else in the background interests
of young people that has evidently convinced them that pursuing extensive
technical studies is worth many years of hard work for a career in advanced
technology, which offers them something interesting that is worth aiming
for. By adding a cultural term to these words, it would also be easy to attri-
bute this ”something” in their background interests to what is represented
by culture.

Higher technical education, represented by our universities of technolo-
gy, cultivates a field of knowledge that has grown and taken on its techno-
logical form in a relatively short period of time. It has been characterised by
modernism’s faith in change. It was shaped in the 20th century by positivism’s
quantitative ideal, thinking in measurable units in terms of cause and effect.
The preoccupation of technology – ”getting the thing to work” – which was
often linked to personal knowledge – has meant a superstructure of techno-
logical theories, impersonal knowledge articulated according to the scienti-
fic tradition. At the same time, the distance between the producer’s large-
scale manufacturing process and product complexity, on the one hand, and
the consumer’s user situation, on the other, has increased. We have greater

Jan Sjögren
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proximity to more and more technological products, while at the same time
we often lack knowledge about these items that are so close at hand. We
have more and more of these ”black boxes” in our everyday lives to deal
with. The need for higher technical education has increased in both scope
and depth. What was initially thought to be a quantitative change turns out
to have generated a need for qualitative change.

The content, forms of teaching and forms of examination in the first two
years of education have been critical in shaping the knowledge, skills and
attitudes of graduates with a technical degree. The introductory building
blocks in this education, what they have looked like until now (or did until
yesterday?), reflect to a large degree the 20th century approach to technical
education. More and more knowledge requires more extensive studies, a
growing number of important courses. First, all the important basic cour-
ses, and then … even more of them. In particular, the implicitly conveyed
conception of the role of engineers, the view of society and the view of
individuals, influences what students will get from, as well as take from,
their education. ”The hidden education agenda,” the university’s/faculty’s
not clearly explicit codes, underpins this construction. Perhaps it is in these
often unarticulated and undiscussed attitudes that we can find a new, inspi-
ring area of development if higher education is to produce 21st century
engineers. However, attitudes are not learned in a ”course on attitudes” but
in stimulating physical environments together with teachers, students and
visitors from life beyond the university, in work with relevant problems
which generate a need for knowledge in students.

Visions

The statement above reflects some of my experiences from teaching in the
last fifteen years. The description below should mainly be seen as a person-
al contribution whose aim is to stimulate thoughts about changes in the
education of engineers. The reader should understand the difficulties of ful-
ly adapting these ideas to the whole of this vast area of education. In reality,
it is not a question of the role or the training of engineers. There is a spec-
trum of roles and of training. I am talking mainly about product, bearing in
mind what is to be developed in professional engineers. In some cases, this
way of reasoning is also applicable to other areas like services, processes
and workplace environments.

I would really like to formulate some thoughts in the hope of taking part
in some kind of remodeling. A change in education should be able to give
us even better engineers. They should thus, based on the following descrip-
tion, be called ”human-technology-skilled,” which unites a career-related
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concentration on technology with an interest in people, in people’s know-
ledge and their representation of knowledge. The foundation should then
consist of a constructive, creative and scientific approach to technology,
which takes people into account. With a humanist technical approach as the
basis of discussion, I see technology as a tool for promoting people’s op-
portunities to create a better life. Technological progress is thus always
changes that enhance people’s opportunities to develop physically, intel-
lectually, aesthetically, morally, and in a pleasing environment. By clearly
shifting the focus from technology in its narrow sense to the relation bet-
ween technology and people, technology will be an important subject not
just for technical education in the spirit of the 20th century but with a view
to the 21st century. There is good reason to further develop technology as a
concern of faculties of arts and science in Sweden as well as the country’s
medical schools and law schools.

Key terms

In this section, I will present my perspective on a few terms because I think
that a discussion of them could generate ideas about education and clarify
what are dangerously ambiguous terms. These brief lines of reasoning can
also provide a map that the reader can use to become oriented in dealing
with the areas of interest suggested in the title of this article.

A discussion should not be stifled by defining terms to the extreme, which
is what happens if people think that the meaning of a term can be deter-
mined conclusively. At the same time, it has been demonstrated that some
discussions can make significant progress if people are agreed about what
is being dealt with.

Ideas about key concepts can also stimulate new thoughts. This is the
main reason for the following survey of terms – a change in education, yes,
but based on what fundamental thoughts about people, technology and
people-technology?

Technology

When one of the ombudsmen for the Swedish Association of Graduate Eng-
ineers (Sten O Andersson) spoke about the role of engineers, he quoted the
technology historian Fergusson, who prefers to link artist and engineer
rather than engineer and scientist. A slogan could then be formulated –
”Technology and art”. As far as can be judged from this, he wants to high-
light what is not always formally articulated knowledge which is needed
for creative activity and which also involves technology. At the same time,
I would like to quote the motto of the Royal Institute of Technology,”Science
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and art.” Perhaps there is an interesting triangle, ”Technology, science and
art.”

TECHNOLOGY SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY
AND AND
ART ART SCIENCE ART

The meaning of a term can be explored in many ways. One way is as illust-
rated above, to try to get at its meaning through its association with neigh-
boring terms that are to be defined. An etymological derivation can be an
inspiring start, but it hardly provides any good up-to-date definition. When
we look for the etymology of ’technology’, we find ’techné,’ which means
art, handicraft. A dictionary can be consulted for a dictionary definition,
which in my experience gives a rather general explanation, which does not
always correspond to general language use. For instance, in one dictionary,
’technology’ is defined as ”1. system of advanced production and extrac-
tion methods, 2. practical procedure in the exercise of something.” (Nor
should we forget that the meaning of the term changes in the contemporary
language environment. ’Art’ in KTH’s emblem today was introduced in the
1820’s.)

It is interesting to try to get at people’s active and passive understanding
of the word, which certainly gives an important definition to the term now-
adays: let us call this an everyday meaning of the term. People can also give
their own stipulative meaning of the term, which is subjected to testing. I
will try both paths.

”Under orderly scientific conditions,” I investigated the different senses
of the term ’technology’ in my dissertation Teknik – genomskinlig eller
svart låda? Att bruka, se och förstå – en fråga om kunskap [Technology –
transparent or black box? Using, seeing and understanding – a question of
knowledge] (1997). I interviewed eight-year-old, fifteen-year-old and adult
Swedes. How do people understand the term ’technology’? Based on these
interviews, the meanings can be arranged into groups as follows.

A. Artefacts, objects made by humans. A traditional picture of technology
is clearly discernible in the informants’ initial spontaneous utterances. 1.
Hard technology is most visible in its associations with metal, oil, mach-
ines and workshops and thus a man’s sphere. 2. ”Computer machinery”
is often mentioned as being near this sphere. 3. In every age group there
is also an awareness that there is soft technology which is associated
with textiles, food, the home and implements that traditionally belong to
the world of women.
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B. Procedure, practical skill. ’Technology’ is also understood as an action,
a process. Then it is a question of an ability, a practical skill, which
results in the manufacture of physical objects. It can also involve achiev-
ing an effect, playing a computer game, playing soccer, cleaning and
ironing shirts.

C. Competence, knowledge, which is expressed as an ability to explain and
evaluate production, objects and actions. It is the understanding of many
informants that the knowledge that a person has shifts between inven-
tion and production to objects. Technology, technical knowledge, is thus
found in the object. Technology as knowledge – only one of the eight-
year-olds identified this category. For several fifteen-year-olds, but es-
pecially for the adults, technology is also the same as what people know
and make visible in their actions and evaluations.

D. Mentality, thought patterns articulated to various degrees, that consti-
tutes a more or less conscious basis for thoughts and actions. The majo-
rity of informants, when they think in terms of the history of technology,
think that every culture has some form of technology that is an essential
part of it. Some also believed that different technologies result in diffe-
rent ways of thinking. The technological development of a society af-
fects the way people think. This is expressed most clearly by the adults,
who see this not just as a positive phenomenon.

These categories can be seen as one of the results obtained in this study. It
shows the various understandings of the term ’technology’ and the order in
which these different understandings often appear when someone thinks
about the meaning of technology; it is also represented as a set of stairs up
which we advance as we expand our concept of technology with age and
experience.

My own stipulative and condensed definition of the term in a discussion
relating to education would look like this: ”Technology is the term for
people’s different abilities and facilities – of thinking, knowledge and ob-
jects – focused on solving practical functional (physical and intellectual)
problems.”

This means a more extensive conception of technology than what is given
in dictionaries, which corresponds well with the view of philosophers of
technology in the late 20th century. The concept of technology has been
expanded to include people’s abilities and understandings. With technolo-
gy having this kind of meaning, education for engineers will also change.
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Art

As with technology, we can look at the etymology or a dictionary definition
of ’art.’ It is striking how similar the etymologies and definitions are for
’technology’ and ’art.’ When we looked for the etymology of ’technology,’
we found the Greek techné, meaning art, handicraft. The Latin ars has a
similar meaning, skill, innate or acquired ability in terms of scientific, ar-
tistic or handicraft ability; it represents both an ability (activity) and a pro-
duct. The English word art has this connection to Latin whereas in Swe-
dish, we use the word konst, which is related to the German Kunst, in the
sense of art and skill. This explains the technical sense of the Swedish word
konstgjord [’artificial’], as well as the Swedish word ’konstfull’, which
means ”done well as” ”done by a skillful artist or craftsman.”  The changes
that occur in the meaning of words reflect different language cultures and
the cultural changes that have taken place over hundreds of years.

The last hundred years in particular, with the breakthrough of modern
art, have influenced our understanding of the meaning of the term ’art.’
Theories about ”l’art pour l’art” vindicated products that were to be seen
mainly as expression without needing to have a practical function. Art took
on a positive value, as in ”good art.” Our perspective changed in particular
when decisions about quality in a work of art shifted from being based on a
quality that could be identified in the artefact to something decided by the
observer. This does not prevent us from retaining alongside one another the
various meanings of art in the sense of skill, as in the art of engineering, the
art of speaking, the art of food and the art of solving problems. The debate
in the 20th century made the concept ambiguous and difficult to identify,
almost unusable without stipulative definitions that hold in only a limited
context. As a result, the term ”artistic” has also been discredited. Perhaps
because of this, a discussion about a  new educational program for engineers
is better served by using other terms to get at a creative ability that should
be developed.

If I were to investigate what art means to people today in general lan-
guage use, I would probably find that there is a set of stairs which is quite
reminiscent of that for the meaning of technology, but with different senses.

My own stipulative definition would look like this: Art is the term for
people’s ability and products – thinking, knowledge and objects – usually
focused on describing and formulating understandings mainly about people
in their life context, to create (emotional and intellectual) understanding of
”reality” in a broad sense.
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Technology and art

What then is of interest in this link between technology and art? Engineers
are not supposed to become artists in their training. I will be very concrete.
As a teacher, I have had experience with the work in two-dimensional and
three-dimensional forms, color and construction in civil engineering train-
ing that serves as a gateway to a designer’s way of thinking (this mainly
concerns education in machine construction and industrial economics).
When those of us who initiated and taught the courses began this work, we
brought with us content and teaching methods from education in the arts
and in handicrafts. There were considerable positive effects in the new teach-
ing environment. In confronting design problems, it is a question of wor-
king like an artist (and a researcher) with a mix of intuition and articulated
knowledge. It is a question of developing an openness to opportunities,
solving a problem thinking in a way where there is no correct answer. It is
a question of having an ability to think in different ways. In addition, there
are opportunities to combine theoretical knowledge and immediate sensory
experiences in a teaching situation where handling two or three dimensions
is important (this involves both construction work in material reality and
virtual reality). Actually, then, it is not ”artistic” knowledge and experience
that are the focus. I would instead prefer to talk about ”aesthetic” know-
ledge and experience.

Aesthetic

The etymology of the word ”aesthetic” can be traced to the Greek word
ai’sthesis, ta aisthetaí, the sensual, the perceptual. This is a good beginning
for understanding the term. In the 1820’s, the term took on another sense, in
part through Hegel, and was linked to the narrower meaning ”the science of
what is beautiful,” an antiquated limitation that we still suffer from in cer-
tain contexts. Many different meanings have given rise to various theories.
There is research being done in such concepts as depiction, symbol, mean-
ing, expression and value as well as in factors that influence experiences of
appreciation and dissociation.

After the Second World War, there was discussion about an aesthetic
upbringing, which then took on the meaning of ”education of the senses”
and the name of ”education through art”. Analogous to this, we can translate
’aesthetic experience’ as experience gained through the senses, which has
its basis in the original meaning of the word. In education, we can then talk
about a physically experimental way of working as an aesthetic way of
working. The different senses are involved in both the acquisition and the
presentation of knowledge. But as is always the case when we talk about
learning situations, it is important to pay attention to the whole and not
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limit our sights. Obviously it is important to see the combination of com-
mon sense and feelings, non-verbal and verbalised knowledge, as useful
partners in achieving an aesthetic means of expression.

Society today is rapidly changing our contact with physical reality, for
instance, raw materials and products. This is largely because we are dealing
with industrial manufacturing. Few people today have experience and thus
knowledge of how a piece of furniture is made, how the clothes they are
wearing have been produced, how the food we eat has ”grown” to be trans-
formed into raw materials for the food industry and its packaged ”groce-
ries.” A related reason is that places of work involved in the production
chain are isolated from what our children come into contact with and from
the everyday lives of adults. Moreover, food, for instance, is purchased so
that we do not have a chance to touch, see or smell ”this object,” because it
is vacuum-packed or frozen into a frosty whole. Perhaps we could talk about
an ”obscuring of the senses” or a ” confusion of the senses.” The picture on
the front of the package can replace the other sense-based contacts. In the
same way, the raw material is invisible or difficult to identify in the case of
furniture, because the bearing matter is concealed by sheeting, which is
also sometimes a clever way of giving the illusion of a material that is not
present. Another opportunity would be to replace contact with the sensual
reality we have developed from the picture of it, through our ability to cre-
ate a virtual reality.

My own stipulative definition would look like this: Aesthetic is the term
for people’s ability to use their sensory experiences to understand ”real-
ity” in the broad sense of the word and create sense-stimulating artefacts.
Aesthetic can also be used as a term for things that clearly give rise to
sensory experiences.

Insufficient experience with materials and a lack of knowledge about
materials can cause concern for people who plan constructions in physical
materials. In the society of tomorrow, too, the development of our techno-
logical environment will depend to a large degree on engineers with inti-
mate knowledge of relevant constructions in three dimensions. The lack of
reflective experience with form and changes in forms can also result in
banal thinking about products. The aesthetic experience is of importance
for both the development of the efficient, practical, functional use of pro-
ducts and for a dimension of experience that can be called an aesthetic func-
tion. We are thus also concerned with issues relating to design in the sense
of the conscious construction and form of objects manufactured by humans.
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Design

Design is a key term for engineers. From the focus of activity in the US,
which was coloured by the economic troubles of the 1930’s, people in Swe-
den adopted a superficial definition after World War II: design involves
making a beautiful exterior for something that is already constructed. In the
worst case, it meant that the job of the artist was to jazz up the construction
of an engineer.

Design is used internationally as a term for the giving of form, which in
a broad sense means the forming of products produced industrially or by
hand. In compound expressions, the word takes on a meaning that is more
suggestive of industrial manufacturing: design management, engineering
design, industrial design. In this article, I am talking about design in the
sense of industrial design, which is a specific sense that is common in Swe-
den. Design can be used both as a word for the activity and for its result.

My stipulative definition would look like this: Design is the term for a
goal-driven activity that forms new products, usually for mass production,
and coordinates requirements for such products for practical, aesthetic and
social functions with regard to technical and economic factors of relevance
to consumers and manufacturers, taking into consideration resource and
environmental aspects.

Many product developers, in a broad sense, are involved in an activity
that falls under this notion of design. There is good reason to think about
what knowledge this very large group of people should have if we want to
develop products that are well-adapted to people in today’s society while
maintaining competitiveness in an international context. If design is seen as
an important field of knowledge and not as a narrow professional category,
questions arise concerning education for all groups of people who fall un-
der the category of ”product developers,” even though responsibility for
overseeing design matters can be divided differently in various projects. To
make progress, major demands will be placed on the ability of companies
to handle design, on the buyer’s knowledge and on the design process.

Creativity

Creativity was supposedly used in its modern sense for the first time in
1950 by the researcher on human intelligence Guilford. The effect of Sput-
nik in the US in 1957 is called an earth-shattering experience with regard to
the ”space race”. ”Why aren’t we best?” was the question, which was  an-
swered with ”More creativity and more science!” There are many questions
that must be considered in order to make the term meaningful. With good
reason, interest can shift between the person, the process and the product in
an attempt to define the term, and this has been the case in the abundant
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research on creativity. There is also the question of whether a valuable result
must be supplied or whether it is enough that the product be distinguished
as being ”new, not seen before.” The term ”new” would likewise need a
longer explanation.

What I think is essential in the context of basic education is our know-
ledge about the creative process. Modern literature, particularly that in the
US, nowadays uses the term ”problem solving.” Part of the debate has shift-
ed to ”flow,” which concerns the aspect of experience.

Experiences in this area are of great importance to everyone who works
with creative activity, like artists, designers and engineers. A number of
studies show that creativity is not synonymous with intelligence in its usual
sense. An easy way to begin a discussion would be, for instance, to describe
convergent and divergent thinking. It would also give nuance to the picture.
But we must then also emphasise that we need both these ways of solving
problems if we are to take action.

My own stipulative definition in such a discussion would look like this:
Creativity is the term for people’s ability, based on experience of existing ob-
jects, to create ”new” unique artefacts that are expressed as objects, knowled-
ge and thinking. We are working with the individual’s ability to solve problems
of different types by liberating ourselves from existing patterns.

Knowledge

Knowledge is an especially key term in the training of engineers. The im-
plicit and explicit understandings of technology, which are expressed as
research results, in teacher instruction, in course material and in curricula,
largely determine the results of education. Similarly, it should be pointed
out that the predominant view of knowledge, which is not always clearly
expressed, affects education in its entirety. Discussions about basic terms
can be useful and play a clearer role in the debate about a new education
program for engineers – not to lock in but rather open up reflections on
important issues about learning, teaching and examination – and even ex-
tending product development and the evaluation of technology.

There are several models that describe the way people acquire and use
knowledge. The view of knowledge that I will give a short summary of is
based on a person’s own experiences in artistic creativity and on the prac-
tical and theoretical knowledge of others in different activities. I will brie-
fly describe a model which is based in part on experience and on an analy-
sis of people’s interaction with everyday technology. The empirical and
theoretical background can be found in Sjögren (1997) (see above under
”Technology”). What is most important about the description below is not
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its construction in detail but rather its potential for regarding knowledge as
a broader concept than it is understood to be by engineers in past training
programs. There is a risk that students will view knowledge as the same
thing as what is tested in formal exams.

I consider there to be four categories (or aspects) of knowledge in the
model, which can be expressed as follows. Two dichotomies can be used
for the construction of a four-field diagram. In the first case, verbalising
action is opposite physical action. Similarly, reflective action is opposite
non-reflective action. I place stipulative knowledge, critical knowledge,
skill-based knowledge and knowledge based on familiarity with an object
in the four fields. But knowledge is not of itself verbalising or physical. Nor
is it possible to understand reflective or non-reflective knowledge by defi-
nition as having some kind of invariable form. These forms should instead
be seen as what can be understood when we use the knowledge we have
acquired or as visible forms of knowledge when we acquire it. From this
perspective, we can only observe knowledge when it is used in some way.

A person’s collective experiences, an individual’s knowledge, could be
visualised as the contents at the bottom of a box. This knowledge is tacit, in
the sense of having no form. All of our experiences and interpretations of
our reality contribute to this tacit reserve of knowledge. We use knowledge,
we take it out of the bottom of the box when it is needed. Only when it is in
contact with the outside world does the knowledge become visible and spe-
cific. All knowledge that we can account for is knowledge in context, and
the context influences the form of the knowledge.

My own stipulative definition could be formulated as follows: Know-
ledge is the term for the individual’s collective ability – basically tacit, in
the sense of non-verbalised – which can be used and thus observed, which
is focused on establishing contact with and dealing with reality.

The concreteness of vision

The demands on higher technical education are increasing as society be-
comes more complex and more difficult to grasp, as artefacts become more
complex and elaborate and as the quantity of information available expands
without limits. The world that we experience and are dependent on is grow-
ing. At the same time, it is possible to argue that the world is shrinking into
the global village – which may be the same thing, expressed in different
terms. Our possibilities for coming into contact with people now alive in
this big/small world are expanding. A lot of the contact between people is
made at a distance in faceless anonymity. In terms of production, both in
small and large companies, we likewise note the growing emphasis in the
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business world on the need for social competence in its workers. Many of
what were once considered obvious connections are changing in this game
of contrasts in a changing world.

Creativity and stimulation of the senses

The 20th century was marked by industrialism, materialism and modern-
ism. Many of the basic values remain even though we are trying to use new
terms for our ”society in change” by adding the prefix ”post-” in front of
these three established words. What we have found is a more or less infor-
mal and less hierarchical structure, increased mobility, internationalism, a
lack of interest in issues concerning the economic systems previously labe-
led socialism and capitalism, and the prioritising of creativity over produc-
tivity. Perhaps we can interpret this as an increased interest in qualitative
questions formulated in a different way than they were by the positivism
and scientific optimism of the early 20th century.

The role of engineers has been subject to scrutiny in the light of this new
society. There have always been creative activities in the field of technolo-
gy. When the term creativity was ”invented” and drew attention, it was
originally in a narrow context, where renewal was experienced as a politi-
cally urgent need in the US. Even though the word has been worn out with
so much use, particularly in popular journalism, the term has lived on as a
research field and as a challenge to a shift in perspectives. A change in
attitude of this kind is praised as being the way to development in every
respect.

Research in the last forty years has provided us with knowledge about
what happens in a process of ”new thinking” of this type. We have also
found that this kind of thinking can be cultivated in many areas. If we want
to develop education for greater creativeness in the technical field, there are
several ways of doing this. I see considerable potential for the training of
engineers in presenting this perspective early on in their training in a com-
bined practical-theoretical activity. Obviously theories about creativity
should be presented to develop a base of knowledge, but if it is done in a
lecture format or only by studying literature, it will result in knowledge
about creativity, but not in creativity. We need to look for situations that
develop both understanding of and experience with concrete practical labo-
ratory work. There are pedagogical reasons for such a change. But there are
also compelling reasons for making this a matter of developing the profes-
sional competence of engineers in 21st  century society.

After many years of experience at the university level with different stu-
dent groups working toward different careers and who need to develop their
individual creativeness, I would like to emphasise the following. First of
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all, it is important to work with problems that are simple and clearly formu-
lated. Exercises should also be completed relatively quickly so that links
and theoretical associations can be made at relatively short intervals. In the
beginning, it is helpful if the material that people work with is physically
tangible (stimulating multiple senses) and quickly yields results that can be
recorded as a visible result of the process and thus be a subject for discus-
sions. These aesthetic experiences are both educational content that is im-
portant in future productions and a pedagogical means of instruction for
greater creativity.

There is no creativity without content. For the prospective engineer, ba-
sic knowledge about form and colour is important for everyone employed
in the production of technical artefacts. This is said bearing in mind both
people who work with computer-based information displayed on screens
and people who will develop products in three dimensions, that is, more
obviously sense-stimulating objects. Laboratory work in this phase is best
based on work with two and three dimensions, pattern and movable con-
structions. Computer programs can also provide work material in this initi-
al phase for these ”exercises in creativity.” Among the advantages is the
speed in presenting solutions in such programs; among the disadvantages is
the limited range of sensory experiences.

It is useful to have students undergo some of the basic experiences de-
scribed here in creative activities using different materials, which provide
sense-stimulating experiences. At the same time, this experimentation is
linked with a reflective activity, often in the form of seminars. With this
kind of arrangement, we have a fruitful combination of theory and practice.
These work forms are critical for the development of this kind of knowledge.

There is also reason in this context to draw attention to the broader signi-
ficance of these experiences. There are great similarities between the pro-
cess that we can identify in these types of exercises and the chain of events
involved when someone invents an industrial product, when a researcher
formulates and works with a scientific problem and when an artist solves an
artistic problem. Among other things, a student must make discoveries re-
lated to dynamics. This is a process that can not be formalised in a step-by-
step schedule. Experience, judgement, imagination, and intuition are united
in different ways to describe and visualise the problem/task.

There is the view that creativity is a question of innate talent; a person
either is or is not creative. My extensive experience in different environ-
ments, in various university programs for technology and art, in teaching
handicrafts for various occupational positions, is that creativity can be de-
veloped in everyone. It is essential that individuals undergo their own con-
crete experiences of the creative dynamic process, while at the same time
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intellectual activity creates an awareness of the chain of events. What re-
sults from this kind of experience is a mental change. We will also most
likely see a change in attitude toward the possibilities of the creative process.

Aesthetic impressions and expressions, to the same degree as creativity,
involve a person’s innate assets, which can be expanded and developed.
The abilities that we possess through our five senses can be developed or
inhibited with resulting consequences, which have been scientifically in-
vestigated in several contexts. Experiences in the realm of aesthetics clear-
ly involve more than the very concrete suggestions that were put forward in
the text above. Perhaps the broad experience from a person’s own creative
activity in music, drama, pictures or handicrafts is a factor that opens up
new capabilities in the individual, which is also beneficial to the role of
engineer. Creativity in the areas that fall under art – with an emphasis on
personal expression – does not belong among the basic subjects in the train-
ing of engineers but can contribute, with its human development, to ”the
new engineers,” people who create technology for people.

Creative activity entails choices – choosing to add or take away. To take
a central area in higher technical education, questions about quality also
involve creative activity. Even in the most dangerous experiments and in
the adjustment to qualitative norms, it is a question of in some way com-
bining some of the traditional knowledge about people and things with a
new way of thinking, which changes what are perilously obvious structures.
Creativity is not a new phenomenon, but rather a human capability that was
made visible in the latter part of the 20th century in a critical way by using
this word. Nowadays we can also see it as a concrete realisation of the ideal
of modernism, a person in the state of continual renewal.

Design and communication

Swedish economic well-being is predicated largely on a successful manu-
facturing industry. The international market is changing; new technology,
changing production patterns, new players and tougher competition place
greater demands on the products we manufacture and plan to manufacture.
This suggests that there will be changes as a result of studying every phase
in manufacturing. One key term is product development. In this area, there
is one factor that has attracted insufficient attention, the role of the designer.

Among the steps that need to be taken in this kind of situation is a change
in education. Industrial design is a field of knowledge that requires greater
attention in a number of educational contexts if companies are to acquire
the skills needed for product development. Professional designers who have
extensive university training play a specific role but, for a number of rea-
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sons, can not fulfill all the needs for design work in the near future. The
tasks in the area of design are so large-scale and so integrated in the deve-
lopment of basically every product that we must try to find other paths for
the development of Swedish design instead of depending on ”the designer.”
One of the professional categories that may play a vital role in the work
with design is that of civil engineer/constructor (in the broad sense), on
condition that their education has provided adequate knowledge about de-
sign. I will comment on a few aspects of this kind of knowledge.

Design can be considered to be a question of communication. Commu-
nication is thus defined as the exchange or interaction of something (arte-
facts) between groups or individuals involved. These artefacts can thus be
considered messages. Seeing people as manufacturers and consumers of
technology can thus be considered as an indispensable double perspective,
both in terms of consumer and producer products.

The traditional model of communication could then be seen as in the
illustration below:
sender: receiver:
producer —>-> product —>-> consumer

intention interpretation
<-<— product <-<—
interpretation intention

In this kind of model, the dialectic sender – receiver (producer – consumer)
is of vital interest. As a result, it is also important how we see the role of
people, technology being manufactured by people for people. What know-
ledge and values are central in these roles if we are to work for optimal
solutions?

To help answer this, I would like to present some ideas about the concept
of function. (These thoughts are applicable in certain cases depending on
the product in question. This line of thinking largely concerns product de-
sign.) This presentation is made bearing in mind the simplified model of
communication given above. We are working with one party who by defi-
nition often functions as the person judging quality, the receiver. Some-
times, in fact, the quality of a product or service is defined as ”the ability to
meet the customer’s needs.” A more general definition of quality (in accor-
dance with SS-EN ISO 8420) expands this perspective, as I see it, by not
identifying any subject that is to do the judging. Accordingly, the sender is
also given a role.

We will restrict our argument to artefacts that we ”socialise with” in
many ways. They can be manufactured to fill a number of different func-
tions, not just practical functions. They should perhaps be manufactured to
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fill a number of different functions, but the manufacturer has missed one of
these. We use them in the way they were planned or for other purposes for
which they were not originally intended. We can justify talking about their
multiple functions.

The things around us help us manage difficulties of various sorts while
at the same time creating new difficulties for us. There is often a physical
problem to be dealt with, where the object can help us find a solution. The
object fills a practical function. In order for me to store my papers and
laptop easily, I put them in a briefcase. In order for me to quickly saw off
boards when I redo the roof of my summer cottage, I have purchased an
electric circular saw. It is easy to find other objects as examples of these
kinds of solutions to problems. Often it is a case of extending the different
abilities of my own body. For instance, I need to move my body quickly
and get out my bicycle, an extension of my legs. I want to retain the memo-
ry of an event I have been a part of and purchase a camera, an extension of
my pictorial memory.

At the same time, for millennia we humans have shown that there is
another role that we willingly assign to the objects around us. They are to
stimulate our senses. It is partly a question of wanting to amuse ourselves.
On weekdays and for parties, we let objects make us happy. With variations
in form, in colour, in texture and in the treatment of materials, we create
this influence on our senses. From the Greek word ai’sthesis we have crea-
ted the term aesthetic. This word fits well with the meaning of the role we
assign to objects, the aesthetic function. This can also be usefully combined
with the practical function, something it is easy to find proof of. This possi-
bility of combining different functions also applies to what is presented
below.

But it can also be a question of objects that are given a symbolic pur-
pose, meaning that they are supposed to influence people’s understanding
in some context. We have the Swedish flag and the combination of yellow
and blue, a red heart and many other symbols, often originating in the pea-
sant society and kingdom of Sweden. But there are also many sophisticated
varieties. These things can make us think of something, which is not im-
mediately present but which is nonetheless important. We speak then of a
symbolic function. We also use things to outwardly define our personality
(or company profile or organisational profile). The message is supposed to
clarify who the person (company, organisation) is in a given context. It is
also a question of making ourselves aware of our own existence and dis-
tinctive character, through things, for our own selves.

Often the feeling of solidarity is created if several people interpret a sym-
bol in the same way. We can also talk about the broader role of influence
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that we assign the object and are thus also subject to – when things create
solidarity among people: candlelight, a fireplace, the television set, photo
albums, but also objects and traditions associated with Christmas and Mid-
summer (this can also be transferred to the organisation level). We can then
identify a social function of the object. This function and the symbolic func-
tion work as important messages between individuals, in order to somehow
bring them together or communicate. It is thus never a case of a completely
private experience.

I can also think of several other functions. I would like to identify one of
these because it plays an important role for individuals. If we look around
our homes, we find many objects that have or have had a practical, perhaps
an aesthetic function, but which are really there for another crucial reason.
Things endure over the course of the years because they remind us of a
person, an event or a place. This reminder of something can be very private,
and the power of this function is sometimes difficult to explain. It concerns
something else, and something more complicated than the souvenir we
bought on our summer vacation. It concerns emotions; we can call this an
emotional or an affective function.

With these thoughts about functions, we gain tools for part of what we
call, in educational contexts, object-oriented analysis (or to extend the term
beyond objects, artefact-oriented analysis, where artefacts comprise both
physical things and mental/organizational constructions). It is worth point-
ing out that it is actually people who are at the center of these issues, not
things. Other aspects that are important for an incisive analysis include the
manufacture of things, their material and technology, and of course econo-
mics. But even here the role of people is interesting. Behind all the critical
decisions involved in manufacture, we find the knowledge, skills and values
of people.

Functions are always an expression of people’s ways of interacting with
things. If we want to get at the quality of products, we must expand our
knowledge about people and their basic needs. We need both consumer-
oriented and producer-oriented design. For this, knowledge about people
and knowledge about technology are needed, along with an awareness of
how these can interact. This can also constitute a productive basis for a
critique of technology, in the sense of broad reflection about technical arte-
facts.

As a result of what is presented above, it is possible to express the desire
that students acquire basic knowledge about the importance of the interplay
between people and product. A key term in this context is interface, which
highlights the face technology presents to the consumer. Education in this
context is aimed at increasing the ability of students to independently eva-
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luate and make decisions about products. Included in this ability is the in-
tellectual preparedness to shift between the perspective of the sender and
the user of technology. There are also elements here of empathy, the ability
to experience other people’s needs, ideas and reactions. Technology is a
question of producing ”technical constructions” that work. In the begin-
ning, technology was a theoretical superstructure for ”technology that
works.” Today we see more and more clearly that we are involved in tech-
nological systems. Extending the meaning of the term, technology in sys-
tems involves social questions, which are consequently part of the responsi-
bility of engineers. Curriculum plans for education should thus indicate that
students are to pursue knowledge about people’s needs, their thoughts and
reactions, and about the interplay between people and product and the link
between technology and society.

Representational forms of knowledge

Knowledge is the term for the total experience associated with a person. It
can be observed in several guises. These are visible when we acquire or
give expression to knowledge. A great deal of our success as creators of
culture depends on our way of giving form to and using what is in itself
invisible knowledge. Such transformations are made in many different con-
texts. I will call attention to a few of these. They all include an enduring
question: in what way can we give prospective engineers a broad register of
representational forms and the ability to shift between them? It may be tempt-
ing to talk about linguistic competence, if language is given a broad defini-
tion. We must respect non-verbal thinking, which has deep roots in techno-
logy and still helps us solve problems in the field of technology.

One context involves our ability to transform in various ways our senso-
ry experiences of the surrounding three-dimensional reality into different
representations. Knowledge about a three-dimensional box in the form of a
parallelepiped can be expressed verbally but also in a two-dimensional pic-
ture. When more complex forms are involved, it soon becomes clear that
verbal language comes up short. The two-dimensional picture can be a hand-
made perspective drawing or a sketch drawn in views/projections. It can
also take the form of a compute-drawn perspective drawing or be illustra-
ted as computer drawn views. Here is where some of the keys to much of
our product planning are found. Here is also an educational task which can
not simply stop at the teaching of a few three-dimensional graphic compu-
ter programs. The physical handling of forms provides a basis for under-
standing form, which in turn provides opportunities for insightful work with
both hand-drawn and computer-drawn languages. At the same time, the
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work is with representational forms, seen as language, a way to greater
knowledge about our three-dimensional reality.

Our understanding of three-dimensional reality as experienced through
the senses is dependent on previous experiences recording reality and our
ability to do so. With knowledge about drawing views, people will learn to
describe three-dimensional forms differently than if they have never had
contact with this language. This can be taken further: a person who has
worked with the cross sections or surface spread of projection theory clear-
ly has a different understanding about three-dimensional reality than does
someone who has not been taught. This follows from past experience: you
see what you know. In the cases given here, representational forms are what
make us understand and handle reality in a more advanced way than with-
out representations. Extending this argument, I would also dare to claim
that people will have difficulty forming and constructing free forms (be-
yond the basic simple stereometric bodies) if they have not incorporated a
broader register of their active store of forms and created a representation
in some form for this knowledge. With their passive store of forms (similar
to passive vocabulary), they can manage tolerably well in the everyday
world of forms. However, in this article, we are dealing with professional
constructors in a number of specialties in the various engineering programs.
There is then reason to contemplate the importance of acquiring the capa-
bility of handling three dimensions in material and in representation. Deve-
loping an active store of forms is one task of education.

There is also an extension of the discussion above going on today. It
concerns the relationship between the reality of pictorial graphics, especial-
ly VR (virtual reality), and MR (material reality). In order to create virtual
space and be able to develop the often limited forms of VR today, people
must have experience with the material world which has been subject to
reflection and to which an active register of forms has been added. An argu-
ment can be made for working with form workshops, where sculpture and
movable constructions develop their form. This kind of work will have the
greatest impact if there is an exchange between the graphic representation
of computers, the volumes and space of quickly-sketched pencil drawings
and experimental work in cellular plastic, plaster, wood, textile material
and metal. There is to some extent a connection between this and the work
with form that has been proposed which would serve as an introduction to
the various domains of creativity.

We are now experiencing a great deal of enthusiasm about the possibili-
ties of VR. There is every reason to be curious and take advantage of the
opportunities created by this technology, just as we did with past inven-
tions. At the same time, there is reason to take a critical look at the medium
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and its consequences. There are opportunities here to establish links with
the discussion concerning our need for sensory experiences and the stimu-
lation that multi-sensual impressions give us. Many museums are currently
creating presentations in virtual space. You can sit at your computer and
visit the Louvre or the Musée de l’Homme. You can zoom in on the pain-
tings and objects you would like to examine. The world has opened up as
VR. Wearing gloves and a helmet, you can, with great illusion, turn the
virtual objects around. At a later phase, when this is considered a ”normal”
museum visit, museums will provide visits where you can see the real ob-
jects and touch the items, MR. Not just researchers but people visiting a mu-
seum will be surprised by how ”real” things ”appear” to all of our senses.

As a direct continuation of what was presented above, which concerns
the view of reality and the qualities of reality, it is reasonable to discuss the
growing distance between the constructor and the materials used. For in-
stance, wood, metal and textiles are still used as materials in industrial pro-
duction. It makes sense that people planning for production in wood should
have what is called a feel for the material. ”Feel” here is meant as physical
experience with the material, which gives that person familiarity in evalua-
ting it. If instruction is needed in sculpture to maintain this contact between
form as experienced reality and as a representation of reality, we should,
given these basic comments, think about whether it may be advantageous
for some training programs to develop activities that provide experience
with materials through experimentation and processing. Textile materials,
wood, ceramics and metal have unique qualities that can not simply be stu-
died in textbooks.

Another aspect of the discussion concerning the relationship between
representational forms is our experience of how the representation of know-
ledge directly controls knowledge. Examination is a crucial part of the learn-
ing process. If people are ”studying for a test,” the form of examination will
to a large degree influence what they consider to be knowledge: problem
solving of real problems, analysis, synthesis and evaluation. If the test is
only in written form with questions that emphasise shallow knowledge, stu-
dents will quickly form a shallow concept of knowledge. The same holds
for deep knowledge. The representational forms of knowledge as establish-
ed through courses control the students’ understanding of what knowledge
is in a course. A key question then is whether we are unaware of this or
whether we have the pedagogical knowledge and ability to vary the forms
of examination in order to be able to control this knowledge consciously, in
a positive sense.

 The representational forms of knowledge and their effect on thought
and product, verbal and non-verbal representation, are of critical importance
in higher education.
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New title

There is no reason to believe that industrialism is the final economic and
technological phase of development. Manufacturing still plays a dominant
role in the social structure, but it is not the labor-intensive manufacturing of
the last hundred years. Knowledge has always been the core of human cul-
tures, but the amounts of available information that can be conveniently
stored and communicated have never been as great as now. The struggle
continues, since Daniel Bell published a book about the post-industrial so-
ciety in 1973, to name the change and thus influence our view of the ongo-
ing change. Post-industrial society, the information society, post-materia-
lism society, the IT society…

From a Swedish perspective, we can talk about how we are in the midst
of two crises of expectations. A century of ”obvious” economic progress
became less obvious when growth collapsed in the 1970’s. This view took
on a new dimension when we realised that Sweden was changing as a poli-
tically independent nation, given the globalisation of business and financial
markets. A positive interpretation of this is that, in this structural uncertain-
ty, there are fundamental conditions for a major structural change with new
opportunities for a different welfare society and an exciting life for people.
One thing that we can be sure of: the next generation will be characterised
by dynamic change. ”All that is solid melts into air,” to quote a view of
modernism by Marshall Berman (1982).

Are we taking part in change or are we at its mercy? A large part of the
answer depends on our own attitude to the actual phenomenon of change.
An important concept in the debate on education is reflection. Of central
importance then are our ability to be aware of what we do, of what the result
of various actions can be, and thus a comprehensive view. Education is to
be based on a scientific foundation, which has at its core this reflection.
Without this, we risk winding up in what can ironically be called universi-
ty-educated banality. The internal critique of technology is an important
part of the professional responsibility of engineers.

Unreflective knowledge is close to an immediate sensory experience or
action, which are in themselves essential. What is characteristic of reflect-
ive knowledge is evaluating alternatives, both in terms of an action and the
result of an action. What is then in focus is our ability to construct different
perspectives, see different alternatives, see what is selected and what is
eliminated. This is done by the individual through advanced learning. One
form of education that clearly promotes this kind of dialogue is the seminar.
If those of us involved in higher education want to increase the impact of
these dialogues in individuals and in groups, we should give prospective
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engineers some knowledge of scientific theory early on. This includes an
awareness of what distinguishes a quantitative and a qualitative perspective
as well as what consequences these different approaches have, which is a
solid basis for the development of a human technology.

It is time to give this article a title as was promised in the introduction. A
subtitle would emphasise the idea that we are producing artefacts, and through
these human constructions, we communicate: Reflective people who pro-
duce and consume artefacts.

I would like my main title to capture all these key terms: design and
functions, aesthetic and sensory experiences, art and technology, creativity
and knowledge, practical and theoretical, and experience and vision. But a
title is not supposed to be complete; it should capture the attention of brows-
ers. I will thus title this article:

Creating knowledge for human technology
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Jan Åke Granath

A Design-Theoretical Approach to Learning in
Technology

Introduction

At least in Scandinavia and most likely in the rest of the industrialised world,
higher engineering education is not among those programmes that young
people turn to as their first choice today. This is even truer among young
women. There are however some exceptions apart from booms of interest
in information technology and other “new areas”. In Sweden we see how
schools of architecture, as part of technical universities, attract many times
the number of students they can accept. The situation is similar with new
engineering educational programmes that combine disciplines like econom-
ics and technology or take new standpoints like engineering for sustainabil-
ity or combinations of the arts and engineering.

Our economy is less and less dependent on manufacturing things and
hardware. Our future lies in the production of soft goods like advanced
services, systems design and management as well as innovation and re-
search in areas where vast intellectual and economic resourses are needed
to compete. These new areas require an advanced education in engineering
but also a new kind of engineer that can handle new types of problems that
were out of reach for the traditionally trained engineer.

A design-theoretical discussion

From time to time, pedagogues and educators in engineering turn to archi-
tecture practice and schools of architecture to find inspiration in their met-
hods of learning and addressing design problems. In addition, many design
theorists use architecture practice as an example of design behaviour and
quite a few theorists in the area are architects by training.

A few words on the meaning of the word design might be useful, as the
broad English meaning that is used in this paper differs, at least from the
everyday Swedish meaning of the word.1 Design could be a noun, meaning
e.g. the style, form and other properties an object has been given, and a
verb, meaning e.g. to give form.
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Professions in transition

In this paper I will try to examine the problem field of learning in technolo-
gy from a design-theoretical point of departure. In technical universities,
we see a shift towards an engineering profession that relies on a technologi-
cal education in which the natural sciences and humanities are both core
components. We can also see how new areas of engineering bridge not only
traditional fields of engineering but also medicine, humanities and the soci-
al and behavioural sciences. This also calls for developments in the areas of
epistemology and methodology.

My empirical foundation1 for the discussion is almost three decades of
very inspiring practice in design, research and education with architects
and engineers with different specialties.1 As a genuine believer in design as
a learning method, my insight in the subject is a result of constant loops of
action and reflection combined with theoretical studies of other experienced
designers, teachers and theorists.

With this text I would like to contribute to a discussion on how the lear-
ning situation in elementary and high school might be designed in a way
that prepares students for a future career in engineering and other profes-
sions based on technical understanding. I will also suggest that a design-
theoretical view of technology shows that technology is closely connected
to questions of importance to young people today of both genders. To do
this I will use the training and professional practice of architects and engi-
neers to illustrate the possibilities of future technological professions.

Engineers and architects – two design professions

Engineering and architecture are both design professions. I will demonstra-
te important similarities between the way professionals think in action2 but
will also describe some obvious differences between and within each pro-
fession. In his book

The Reflective Practitioner, the American design theorist Donald Schön
distinguishes between a technical rational and a reflective way of connec-
ting knowledge to practice. Schön argues that both engineers and architects
take advantage of both ways in their practice but that engineers are taught
to treat knowledge in a technical rational way while architects mostly de-
pend on reflective behaviour in their practice. I will come back to this later
in the paper.

I am drawn to Herbert Simon’s view that “Everybody designs who devi-
ses courses of action aimed at changing existing situations into preferred
ones”.3 In this paper, however I will, for the sake of reasoning, focus on
certain aspects of the design of artefacts2. Artefacts are always designed for
a purpose in the real world3 and therefore always have an intended or so-
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metimes unintended effect on human beings and society.4 Both architectu-
ral and engineering practices are design professions in this sense.

Artisticness and architectural design

Many professionals have an urge to artisticness. By this I mean an urge to
express themselves through professional performance beyond what most
others can do. This urge is mostly an ambition resulting from the personal-
ity and the talent of the professional. In the training of architects, however,
this is a central aspect of the curriculum like in the training of performing or
fine artists. For some architects this becomes the paramount driving force
in their work. Even if the purpose of artisticness in architecture, in most
cases, is to make something pleasing, I do not connect this only to aesthetic
dimensions for two reasons. The first reason is that my experience from
working with engineers, and other professionals, has convinced me that
any serious professional has an aesthetic dimension in the way they design
or perform. Nonetheless, this is often implicit and often even denied by
them. Their aesthetic ambitions are therefore not only restricted to artistic
work. The second reason is that engineering designers often look on aesthe-
tics as a part of the functional properties of the artefact rather than as a
quality in itself or a way of expressing themselves. The aesthetic form in
product design is i.e. a semiotic property of the artefact aimed at communi-
cate with society and individuals.

In this sense I think of artisticness as an important aspect of designing.
The driving force for the artist is often to have an impact on the real world
but this is not an absolutely necessary condition. The driving force could be
merely introverted. Some philosophers would argue that this urge to fulfil
one’s own dreams or express oneself is the only valid driving force among
human beings.4 Research done in the US by Robert Gutman, the sociologist
and professor of architecture at Princeton, shows that the main goal of practi-
sing architects is to be appreciated by their fellow architects rather than by
users and society as a whole.5

Engineering construction and engineering design

On the other hand, we have what I call engineering construction. I am not
talking here about construction in the sense of erecting or manufacturing
something but the activity of giving the artefact its normative qualities, pro-
perties and dimensions following good professional standards. This is rem-
iniscent of a common definition of design, but in this case, I will suggest
engineering construction as a more restricted view of design in the same
way as I distinguished pure artistic work as a special aspect of design.
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In my conception of design, there should be a dimension of uncertainty
and ambiguity in both the problem definition and the process and in the
outcome to be. What I call engineering construction, which is different
from engineering design, lacks to a large extent this uncertainty and
ambiguity. I consider engineering construction to be a design situation where
the engineer knows very clearly what the outcome will be of his/her
construction efforts. The intellectual process is mostly about defining
quantities rather than qualities. The process of construction is often linear
and predictable, and it is obvious when the problem is solved. The engineer
uses methods and theories from his/her professional education in a formal
way to solve the problem.  And most important, the mastering of these
theories and methods makes it clear from the start that the designer is
proficient in solving the problem and that an acceptable result will be
achieved in the end.5

Therefore, on one hand I have distinguished artisticness in terms of pure
artistic design as a design activity in cases where the urge of the creator to
express him/herself is of paramount importance. On the other hand, I have
described what I call engineering construction as a special aspect of design
where the lack of ambiguity and uncertainty in the problem definition and a
linear cognitive process are favoured. It is however important to point out
that we find very few professionals, if any, who fit completely into these
two categories. When we discuss education in engineering and architectu-
ral design, however, I find it useful to make these somewhat “artificial”
distinctions the two opposite ends of what we think of as design activities.

Dealing with real life problems

The most demanding area of design is that dealing with poorly defined or
wicked problems6.6 In these cases ambiguity and uncertainty are always
present concerning the problem definition, the relevance of theories and
methods and often even the actual conceptual context of the solution. In
these cases design can be described as a simultaneous and iterative process
of i) decision-making, ii) problem solving, iii) communication and iv) con-
siderations of aesthetic and ethic values.

The decision making process involves rational logic7. This involves the
ability to master professional methods for collecting and structuring data,
setting up and evaluating alternative actions and being familiar with con-
cepts, rules and regulations of the profession and finally having the profes-
sional skills to follow them. These skills depend mainly on what Schön
calls technical rationality in its view of knowledge and professional design
behaviour.
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Problem solving, on the other hand, involves a more intuitive logic8 where
questioning rules, bending and breaking rules and developing new rules are
essential aspects of design. The problem solving process involves to a great
extent the ability to look at a thing as if it were the other way around.

Communication in design

Communication in design has two important dimensions, communication
with the real world in terms of users, co-designers and other actors and the
dialogue with the design situation itself. Schön describes the dialogue with
the design situation in terms of assessing provisional structures and solu-
tions to the situation and how the design situation “talks back” to the desig-
ner. We all recognise this from everyday design situations. We only have to
think about one way to solve a problem to immediately realise that it was
not such a good idea and we modify our thinking and try it another way.
The idea of communicating with co-designers and users has two main pur-
poses. One is to collect information and learn about the situation, the other
to make sure the solution will be satisfying to the real world situation.7

Simon’s claim above that everybody is a designer indicates a collective
design process9 as something that does not just involve professional desig-
ners like engineers or architects.

The problem solving and communication dimensions of design could, in
Schön’s terms, be described as reflective behaviour. Reflective behaviour
is well suited to situations where we do not or cannot, due to the character
of the problem, fully define it initially. The problem becomes gradually
understood and changes character upon closer contact with and growing
understanding of the design situation. This also means that the uncertainty
of the relevance of theories and methods and the development of theories
and methods is a part of reflective design behaviour.

Because of Schön, every designer uses a combination of technical ratio-
nal behaviour and reflective behaviour in their professional practice. A tech-
nical rational way of thinking is however more predominant and regarded
as the norm in engineering education whereas reflective behaviour is con-
sidered so in architect education. As a result, those engineers occupied
mainly with engineering construction often feel less professional when they
“degenerate” into what they feel is “sloppy” reflective behaviour. Artisti-
cally inclined architects, on the other hand, do not develop too many nor-
mative methods and general solutions in their work. To do so would be
regarded as uncreative and an obstacle to artistic quality. As detailed data
and normative methods are crucial to the traditional engineer, too much
knowledge and information sometimes make the design too complicated
for those architects merely seeking the artistically consistent solution.
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Dealing with uncertainty

Reflective behaviour is essential for solving poorly defined problems and
for innovating, and technical rational behaviour is needed to take advanta-
ge of expertise and scientific knowledge and above all as controlling beha-
viour for intuitive suggestions. Reflective and technical rational designers
have different strategies to deal with an overflow of information and ambi-
guity in the design situation. Technical rational behaviour delimits the pro-
blem to a safe area where the methods and theories at hand are relevant to
the simplified problem. This makes it difficult to deal with actual real life
problems that are not easily reduced to fit into single professional areas.
This restriction is not a problem for the reflective designer. He/she instead
relates the collection of information and data to the actual design situation,
which sometimes can be quite opportunistic and ad hoc.

Architects include information and data that are more general in the form
of rules and regulations set up by authorities or taken from handbooks and
manuals. The presence of such normative data however is controversial
among architects. It is argued, on one hand, that such norms are a help in
guaranteeing certain qualities that are essential to users and society and still
give architects great freedom to concentrate on the artistic aspects of the
design. Another view however is that these normative regulations are res-
trictions to creativity.

In an ideal situation, the collection of data should be retrieved from what
is scientifically proven, from the context and through communication with
the other actors and the situation. A combination of good methods for tak-
ing advantage of scientific knowledge and previous personal experiences
could make many of these normative regulations obsolete and entrust the
design to reflection and creative thinking. The situation however is far from
ideal in architectural practice when it comes to feedback from previous
design situations, procedures and methods that enhance the ability of re-
flection-on-action. This is an area where engineering practice has a lot to
offer.

The importance of context and values

The last aspect of design I mentioned above was considerations of aesthetic
and ethical values. For this purpose I would like to introduce a diagram that
I have modified from a model originally presented by the Swedish design
theorist and architect Jerker Lundeqvist and modified in other contexts by
the design theorist and informatics scientist Pelle Ehn. The original ideas
are related to the elements of architecture: commodity, firmness and delight
by the Roman architect Vitruvius8 (last decades B.C).10 Ehn used the model
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to describe properties of artefacts in general. I have modified the model to
discuss the education of architects and engineers.

The technical rational point of view, according to Schön, is that knowledge
based on science is the sole basis to build design practice on. Skills are
something that comes after knowledge and are not really regarded as know-
ledge at all. We know that discussions in pedagogy on life-long learning
and problem-based learning, on one hand, and discussions on practice-
generated theory and hermeneutic sciences, on the other hand, have called
this into question as the sole basis for professional education.

Two education traditions

Engineering education

Engineering education is for natural reasons based on structural knowledge
(see figure above). Structural knowledge is defined here as scientific know-
ledge, independent of the context; i.e. rules for how to calculate a concrete
beam are the same regardless of whether it supports a church or a football
stadium.

Relating professional knowledge to the context has traditionally been
left until after one’s professional degree. In practice, the engineer has acqu-
ired true engineering design skills, including reflective behaviour in his/her
design practice. With growing awareness among engineers of the need to
deal with poorly defined and wicked real life problems without delimiting
them to abstract pieces of a problem field, contextually-related training has
become more and more important in engineering education.

The first experiments with developing a method for using real life pro-
blems in graduate and post-graduate training in Sweden were made at the
School of Architecture at Chalmers University of Technology in the late
1960s, and this method is still an important part of teaching in the school.11

Unlike some modern problem-based courses, the basis here has always been
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real real-life problems, where the students have intervened in situations and
co-operated with people in their everyday world, whether it involve work-
places, housing projects or redesigning public facilities or communities.
Several projects have been realised or contributed ideas that were later realised.

Engineering education still has its basis in structural knowledge but in-
creasingly adopts the ideas of using real-life contexts or at least simulated
ones as a basis for professional training.12

Aspects of ethical or aesthetic values were long “off limits” in engineer-
ing education. A strong standpoint has been that scientific knowledge is
neutral and stands above political or moral considerations. This is support-
ed by the conception that all problems are or can be reduced to well-defined
problems with optimal solutions. There is a growing awareness that this
might not be a preferred standpoint in all situations. New cross-disciplinary
areas of research closer to real life have also emerged. This has also meant
that the scientific truths of the natural sciences have been subject to discus-
sion and considerations based on values among individuals and society.

Architectural education

We can find two main lines of development in architectural education. One
is the “académie des beaux-arts”, where the architect’s education is mainly
artistic. This tradition was always and is still strong in some countries. In
other countries, architectural training is part of an engineering school. The
education of Swedish architects was traditionally more similar to enginee-
ring education and had a larger part of its curriculum than today in the area
of structural knowledge. The contextual aspects and training in real-life
problems however have always been important. Before the change in the
late 1960s, real-life projects were more mono-disciplinary and formed the
basis for exercises in interior design, landscaping, housing design or struc-
tural design. They were also often made-up problems that simulated a real-
life situation or fantasy problems simply formulated to stimulate creativity
or challenge the students without feeding any useful solutions back to those
who lent their reality to the students’ exercise, if they at all existed. This
latter use of real life or fantasy in architectural training still exists and has a
value, but the importance of interaction and usefulness is predominant to-
day. It is interesting to note that in schools of the “académie des beaux-arts”
tradition, real-life problems and communication with laymen often are re-
garded not preferable. The argument is that reality will restrict creativity,
and the need to adjust to users’ demands and wishes, other than those deter-
mined by the architect’s own interpretation, will harm the artistic quality of
the result. Real-life restrictions will come soon enough in real practice any-
way.
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Values have always been present as an important factor in architectural
education and practice when it comes to aesthetics. In education, values in
other areas such as social, humanist and environmental issues are also im-
portant. Those who see architecture mainly as an artistic profession put
aesthetic values among designers, tutors and fellow professionals in focus
as something of major importance. It is clear that the balance between con-
text and real-life considerations, on one hand, and the artistic and ethical
values of the designer, on the other hand, changes over time both in educa-
tion and practice. So does the focus on the interest in aesthetic and ethical
values.

It is interesting to observe how traditional engineering education is ba-
sed on structural knowledge but increasingly tends to involve contextual
and value-based aspects in education. Architectural education is traditio-
nally founded on learning from the context and embracing values in terms
of aesthetics and ethics. In co-operation with engineering schools like civil
engineering, there are at efforts under way, at least at Chalmers University
of Technology, to marry structural knowledge in technology with the con-
text of human life and the built environment.13

A few reflections

In this text, I want to suggest that a design-theoretical approach to educa-
tion in technology could broaden young people’s conception of technolo-
gy. Introducing techniques for accepting and solving fuzzier problem defi-
nition might make technology more demanding and interesting. Discussing
contextual and value-based problems and solutions might, in the eyes of
young people, expand the relevance of technology to areas of greater im-
portance to them. Approaching technology in a multi-disciplinary way that
bridges humanities, art and the social and behavioural sciences might make
it more interesting and meaningful. I also use the engineering construction
tradition in engineering practice and the excessive focus on artisticness
among architects to illustrate different kinds of professional traditions that
might be obstacles for adopting and handling real-life problems.

Experiences from our university indicate that those programs and cour-
ses that have focused on the issues identified above have been successful
both in terms of attracting students from different schools in the university,
but also attracting women. I suggest this could be further enhanced if the
students were introduced to technology in a different way in their earlier
learning experiences.
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Notes
1 This is described in more details in my doctoral thesis from 1991, Architecture,

Technology and Human Factors: Design in a Socio-Technical Context.
2 The traditional definition of artefact is closely connected to physical things. It is

something manufactured by man. My view however is that this definition is not
sufficient in modern society, where so many things created by man are non-
physical, virtual or mental products. I therefore focus on the other part of the
traditional definition, namely artefacts as not being natural phenomena. My de-
finition of artefacts therefore includes anything created by man, including those
that originally lack a physical form like ideas, theories and mental models.

3 I use the expression the real world to distinguish it from the Cartesian division
into disciplines that is the tradition in engineering and the natural sciences, and
other sciences too for that matter. The real world means a more holistic approach
to the problems at hand, where we can bridge traditional disciplines and take on
problems that traditionally have been difficult to deal with. The concept is not
new, as it was used by the American designer Wictor Papanek in his book De-
sign for the Real World as early as 1985. He however focused more on the appro-
priation of artefacts rather than on the knowledge behind its design.

4 See e.g. Hinman, Lawrence M. Ethics: A Pluralistic Approach to Moral Theory,
Second edition. Chapter four: The Ethics of  Selfishness: Egoism. University of
San Diego.

5 The Swedish professor in Informatics Bo Dahlbom suggests a distinction bet-
ween the Swedish concepts of “konstruktion” and “design” in a contribution to a
design seminar at Chalmers University of Technology in the early 1990s. I have
elaborated on this suggestion in my own way since then.

6 The architect Peter Rowe identifies three categories of problems: 1) well-defined
problems, 2) poorly defined problems and 3) wicked problems. In the case of
poorly defined problems you know essentially what the problem is, but during
the course of your work you are continually forced to gather more information
and redefine and specify the problem further in order to reach a viable solution.
”Wicked” problems are those which elude clear definition. Furthermore, you
cannot be certain you have found a solution. Rowe, Peter H. 1987. Design Thin-
king. Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press: 39-41. Rowe’s points of departure are:
Churchman, 1967, Rittel, 1972 and Bazjanac, 1974. Cited from Granath, J ≈.
1991. Architecture, Technology and Human Factors: Design in a Socio-Techni-
cal Context. Diss. Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg.

7 I allow myself to use an expression here that, using a special meaning of ratio-
nal, could be a tautology. I use the term rational logic to distinguish it from
intuitive logic, used below. Intuitive logic would be regarded by some as a cont-
radiction so, by combining a “hard” tautology with a “soft” contradiction I try to
make a pedagogical point about the difference between the aspects of decision
making and problem solving.
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8 By intuition, I mean the ability to recall earlier experiences that are understood
by the designer. Referring to Simon and to discussions with Rudolf Arnheim
(Ann Arbor, MI. 1988), I see intuition as something individuals who have expe-
rience from certain situations can use to solve problems in similar situations.

9 Inspired by Schön, I suggested that the concept collective design is a reflection
of the process of designing a new automotive assembly plant for Volvo. The
process showed all the properties of what Schön would call a reflective design
activity but while Schön mainly spoke about individual professionals, my expe-
rience involved groups of designers like assembly workers, engineers, architects
etc.

10 This is an interpretation of the original Latin text in De architectura libri de-
cem, in which Vitruvius presents his ideas about the elements of architecture;
originally from an English translation by Sir Henry Wotton (1568 - 1639)

11 This is reported in Kjellgren K, Ahlner J, Dahlgren LO, Haglund L (eds) Pro-
blembaserad inlärning – erfarenheter från Hälsouniversitetet. 1993, Lund: Stu-
dentlitteratur.

12 I distinguish between real real-life problems, which involve the solution of an
existing problem together with people affected by the problem setting, and si-
mulated real-life problems, where the situation is realistic but not real.

13 A new strategic program on Aesthetic Form and Technology (Gestaltning och
teknik) is about to be launched in co-operation between the Schools of Architec-
ture and Civil Engineering. Strategic programs in Facilities Management and
Design also try to bridge engineering, architecture and other disciplines outside
the technical university.
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Creativity:
What is it? Can teachers asses it? Can it be

taught?

Abstract

Lars Lindström takes the subject of visual arts as the point of departure
in a discussion of how, with the help of portfolios, assessments may
extend to include both the unpredictable and the ambiguous. In the
author’s view, the notion that assessments of learning outcomes must
be either limited to superficial knowledge or completely arbitrary is a
misconception. Lindström has made a study of the progression of young
people’s creativity in the visual arts from preschool to upper secondary
school. The assessment was based on both product criteria and process
criteria (investigative work, inventiveness, ability to use models, capa-
city for self-assessment). The materials assessed were portfolios of work
containing sketches, drafts and finished works, log books, sources of
inspiration and videotaped interviews with the students.
Is there any progression in students’ visual design, in their ability to
work independently and assess their work? What is the degree of cor-
relation in the assessments of different judges of student portfolios?
These are some of the questions that Lindström attempts to answer in
this article, which concludes with a discussion of how schools can build
a culture of learning that fosters the creative powers of young people.

“The school is responsible for ensuring that all pupils completing com-
pulsory school have developed their ability to express themselves creative-
ly,” says the 1994 Swedish Compulsory School Curriculum (Lpo 94, p.
12). The broader statements in curricula about the kind of person, the kind
of knowledge and the kind of society that school is supposed to promote are
often referred to in the educational debate as “the poetry section”. It has
been generally accepted that these are high ideals that are diffuse by nature
and difficult to translate into the everyday reality of school.

What, then, is creative ability? Can it be expressed in words? Can it be
assessed? Does any development take place? What part does the student’s
background play? And can creativity be taught? These questions served as
the guiding principles for a study entitled Portfolio Assessment of Creativi-

Lars Lindström
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ty in the Visual Arts carried out by the author with two colleagues from the
Stockholm Institute of Education: Leif Ulriksson and Catharina Elsner
(Lindström, Ulriksson & Elsner, 1999). This was one of five studies that
made up the National Agency for Education’s “Evaluation of the Swedish
Educational System, 1998, with regard to the New Curricula (US98)”.

Earlier national studies were based on random samples of about 9,000
students in a particular year, who completed questionnaires, attitude forms
and written tests in a range of subjects. The 1998 Evaluation tested a new
approach, which consisted of a number of in-depth studies of comprehen-
sive, cross-curricular competencies in the latest curricula (Lpo 94/Lpf 94).
Of particular interest to the National Agency for Education were competen-
cies that required methodological development and innovative thinking to
make them assessable. The researchers involved in the project were encou-
raged to apply “innovative and open thinking, without giving too much
consideration to the structure of traditional evaluations of education” (Na-
tional Agency for Education, 1995).

The study of creativity produced a number of unexpected results. Or, to
put it another way, it suggested that some of the prevailing views about
children and the visual arts owe more to preconceived notions than to facts.
Readers who are interested in these sections of the study are referred to the
research report (Lindström et al. 1999) and the article, “Sju fördomar om
barn och bild” (Seven Myths about Children and the Visual Arts) (Lind-
ström, 1999). Here, I shall focus instead on the methodological develop-
ment that took place in the project, and on how portfolio assessment, criterion-
referenced judgement and grading may be used to nurture creative ability.

What is creativity?

While a visiting scholar at Harvard Project Zero in 1991, I had the oppor-
tunity to study Arts PROPEL, a programme of curriculum development in
the areas of the visual arts, music and imaginative writing (Gardner, 1989;
Winner, 1991). This programme encourages students to reflect and to make
their own observations about their work. Students reflect on the purpose of
their work, on decisions they have made, or on their strengths, weaknesses
and positive achievements. Norman Brown, a visual arts teacher, took part
in the project; Ella Macklin was one of his students. At the end of Ella’s
second year in high school, Norman and Ella went through her voluminous
portfolio (Wolf & Pistone, 1991). It contained a book of sketches and notes
and close to twenty works, accompanied by accounts of the way they had
progressed. They discussed what Ella had learned while working on her
“family series”. She leafs through her file and pulls out an early drawing of
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her father, who is holding her (Fig. 1). In working on this picture she had to
decide which was most important: expression or a naturalistic depiction of
reality. Ella remembers: “I felt that I didn’t draw the arm right. But I changed
my opinion of it when we talked about Matisse in class, and I saw pictures
in art magazines where the arms are somewhat distorted. My dad is just
like that arm. I mean, he is really protective.”

Ella now began to recognise that she had the right to develop and alter the
actual content of her family photographs. The portfolio contains a portrait
of Ella and her grandmother.“In my family photo album at home she’s sit-
ting on the couch in the living room, and the photo shows the whole living
room. But I just wanted my grandmother and myself, so I decided to put the
picture in an outdoor setting.” Norman comments on the way the open,
airy landscape brings Ella and her grandmother into focus. He turns the
attention towards the visual design of her drawing, and Ella remarks on the
way the soft, rounded shapes convey a sense of shared intimacy. “I think
there is more to this picture,” she says. “You see the way my grandmother’s
body hugs me. It is strength; it’s warmth; it’s caring. I think pastels help
achieve that – they can be blended and they can be smoothed even. Or they
can be left rough in certain areas, where you want it to be highlighted.”
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Ella pursued what she called “this family quality,” that is, the intimacy
she has captured with the help of soft shades in pastel oils - a surrounding,
embracing intimacy. A catalogue from a Harlem Renaissance exhibition
and a visit to the Carnegie Museum sparked her imagination. Ella found
other artists there, among them Giacometti, who had confronted similar
problems of visual design. The visit to the museum made her question the
individualisation that had hitherto been a characteristic of her family por-
traits: “One of the things that I noticed,” she says, ”was that the paintings,
and even some of the sculptures, didn’t have a face … So I could interpret
it; I could put myself into the picture; I could put in my own feelings … This
began the universal series that I later developed in which you have an adult
holding a child, a mother holding a daughter, whoever.”

Ella began to draw more of her figures with less detail. One was a mother
holding her child on a swing, a theme that culminated in Ella’s plaster scu-
lpture of a parent lifting a child (Fig. 2): “I liked the way the quality of
Giacometti’s Walking Man was rough; it was a very rough bronze statue. I
attempted to create that same roughness. Even though you have good rela-
tionships with your parents, you still have arguments. You have rough ed-
ges in a relationship. So I left that rough quality. Because to smooth every-
thing would be very unrealistic.” Later, she returned to the theme of pa-
rents with children, and produced a simple line drawing and a series of
prints in different colours.
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This is an illustration of the kind of learning that occurs in creative acti-
vity, provided the students are given the opportunity to constantly make
new observations and reflect on what they have done. Ella’s description of
her work process confirms the findings of other case studies, not only of
artists (e.g. Arnheim, 1962; Josephson, 1984; Lindström, 1993a) but also
of children and young people (Taylor, 1986; Wolf, 1988; Lindström, 1993b-
c). These studies show that creative work has a number of dimensions, among
them the ability to adopt a number of different stances or perspectives, to
harness both cultural and social resources, and to pursue ideas for a period
of time long enough to allow the sources of problems to be identified, and
ways of solving them to be found. These performance or process qualities
can scarcely be measured objectively. Neither can we measure the “beauty”
or similar qualities of the finished product. Nevertheless, as John Dewey
points out in Art as Experience (1934, p. 298 ff.), this does not prevent us
from employing various criteria to judge the qualities we appreciate in a
painting or, for that matter, in an essay, a scientific experiment or a histori-
cal study.

In evaluating creative performance for Sweden’s National Agency for
Education in 1998, we tested seven criteria. Three of these concern finish-
ed products, while four concern the work process. The selection is based on
objectives formulated in the national curricula, on qualities that are appre-
ciated in the art world, and on research into the creative process (for a diffe-
rent, inductive method for defining criteria, see Lindström, 2001). The pro-
duct criteria comprise: (1) the visibility of the intention behind the picture
or pictures (the student’s visual work communicates what he or she inten-
ded); (2) colour, form, and composition (the student achieves desired ef-
fects with the aid of visual elements and principles); (3) craftsmanship (the
student masters materials and techniques). Process criteria describe: (4)
investigative work (the student pursues a problem across several works or
experiments, feels challenged rather than discouraged by difficulties); (5)
inventiveness (the student sets up problems, tries new solutions, is willing
to take risks); (6) the ability to use models (the student actively searches out
models to emulate); (7) capacity for self-assessment (the student describes
and reflects on different qualities in his or her work). In addition, we inclu-
ded (8) an overall judgement in which the teacher takes into account what
degree of difficulty the student masters, his or her capacity to work inde-
pendently and other factors of significance.
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Can creativity be expressed in words?

Approximately 500 children took part in our study of creativity in the visu-
al arts, from preschool (5-year-olds), through the second, fifth and ninth
grades (8-, 11-, and 15-year-olds) of the compulsory comprehensive nine-
year school, to the final year (19-year-olds) or concluding courses in the
arts programme of the upper secondary school. The study was carried out in
Stockholm and Jönköping (one of the ten largest cities in Sweden. It is
located in the southern region of the country, which is known for its many
successful small and medium-sized enterprises) from 1997 to 1999. The
material studied consisted of portfolios whose contents, in addition to a
final product, included sketches and drafts, reflections in logbooks, models
used as sources of inspiration and a 10-15 minute videotape interview with
each student. The portfolios documented the students’ work over a period
of 10 hours (nine-year comprehensive school) or 30 hours (upper seconda-
ry school). During this time, the students worked within a visual arts theme
of a divergent nature, that is, a theme that could be approached in a variety
of ways, which was selected by the teacher.

All of the students’ portfolios were independently assessed by both the
student’s own teacher and a teacher at the same grade level from another
school. A general definition of what was to be assessed was formulated for
each of the seven criteria. The following quotation is an extract from our
description of “capacity for self-assessment” (Lindström et al. 1999, p. 79):

“Creative people often possess an ability to adopt a number of diffe-
rent stances or perspectives. When they look at their own work, they
focus alternately on the technical aspects, the visual design, the ideas,
and so on. They develop a set of standards or a checklist that directs
their attention and helps them to monitor the creative process. In ad-
dition, they master a vocabulary that enables them to assess their work
in multiple dimensions, so that they can pass more qualified judge-
ments than just ‘good’ or ‘bad.’ (…)

A capacity for self-assessment is not innate, it is something that
students can develop and refine. A student with a high ability to eva-
luate his own work can leaf through his portfolio and reflect upon the
content, on both the themes addressed and the materials and techni-
ques, and also upon colour, form, and composition. He can point out
works or parts of works that are successful or that require continued
work, and he can give reasons why. He can point to decisions taken in
the course of the work and explain why he chose to do something in a
particular way (for example, why he chose a particular colour or arr-
angement). He may also be able to say how the choices he made af-
fected his pictures and reflect upon how his future work may benefit
from the experience he has gained.”
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For each criterion the assessors had to choose between four rubrics, each
with “plus,” “medium” and “minus” (that is, a twelve-grade scale), present-
ed in a teacher’s manual. These rubrics describe levels of performance on
an ascending scale. They correspond to the development from novice to
expert outlined by the Dreyfus brothers in Mind over Machine (1986) and
thoughts about rubrics design put forward by Goodrich (1996), Wiggins
(1998, p. 153 ff.), and others. The development proceeds from solving simple
tasks with assistance to tackling complicated problems in an independent
and confident way. The progression on our process criteria corresponds
particularly well to this description (Table 1). The lowest level (novice) is
characterised by expressions such as: the student “does only what the teacher
requires.” Descriptors at the next level include the student being able to
assess his or her work “with some help” and “take a problem the teacher has
set and change it slightly.” At the highest level, students develop the work
on their own, set themselves problems to solve, actively search out models,
can justify their preferences, and so on.

Process criteria Expert  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Novice

Takes considerable The student does not Demonstrates a degree of Gives up easily,

pains approaches give up in the face of patience, tries out her own does not follow her

  Investigative themes and problems difficulties, preferring to solutions and approaches, own ideas to comp-

     Work in several different concentrate on a particular but does not develop them. letion, ways and uses

drafts, sketches or approach that she begins and only does  what

test work to develop to develop and refine. the teacher requires

the work. of her.

Often sets up prob- The student sometimes Can take a problem Does not set herself

lems or reformulates sets herself problems. the teacher has set any problems, shows

the problems set by She develops her know- and change it slightly. no sign of experiment-

  Inventiveness the teacher. Makes ledge, experiments fairly Shows tendencies to ing with colour, form

consistent progress often and sometimes experiment and play and composition or

and experiments finds unexpected with colour, form and materials and

regularly, is willing  solutions to problems. composition, or techniques.

to take risks and often materials and techniques.

finds unexpected

solutions to problems.

Actively searches Makes active efforts to The student shows an Shows no interest in

   Ability to out models to emulate find pictures for her interest in other people’s other people’s

 Use Models and can use them in own work. Demon- pictures that she or pictures  and cannot

her work in a multi- strates  an ability to the teacher has found, benefit from them

faceted, independent select images that suit but she confines even when the

and well-integrated her intentions. herself to copying them. teacher has

way. helped find them.

Clearly identifies As a rule, manages With some assistance, Cannot identify

merits and short- to see for herself the can identify her strengths strengths and

comings in her own merits and short- and weaknesses weaknesses in her

work and can select comings in her work, and differentiate own work or

     Capacity for sketches, drafts and and can select sketches, between good and less differentiate between

  Self-Assessment works that illustrate drafts and works that successful work. good and less

her progress. Can illustrate her progress. Her views about her successful work.

justify opinions and Is beginning to produce peers’ work are Has no views about

explain why a parti- qualified judgements limited to subjective the work of her peers.

cular result was of peers’ work. preferences

obtained. Can produce (good/bad, like/dislike).

qualified judgements

of peers’ work and

contribute constructive

criticism.
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Good descriptive rubrics, supported by examples of both high quality and
less satisfactory work, help students to assess their own work and to un-
derstand what qualities of performance the teaching aims to achieve. The
rubrics should satisfy the following requirements:
• They should be sufficiently general so that their connection with the

overall goals is evident. Rubrics that apply only to a particular assign-
ment are, no doubt, more concrete and easier to apply. However, such
rubrics may obscure the broader educational objective for which the as-
signment was designed, and may unnecessarily limit the freedom of stu-
dents and teachers to demonstrate knowledge and skills by various means.

• They should be descriptive. That is, they should describe unique and
typical characteristics of performance at different levels. To be informa-
tive, they should refrain from using purely comparative and evaluative
language, such as “unusually good composition” or “unimaginative com-
position”.

• They should be described in equivalent terms. Descriptors should make
it clear that the assessment is based on the same criterion; new dimen-
sions, explicit or implicit, should not be introduced in the transition from
one level to another.

• Rubrics should be neither too many nor too few. There should be enough
levels to separate and identify important qualities, but there should not
be so many that they become impossible to distinguish one from an-
other. From the educative viewpoint, three levels are perfectly adequate,
says Peter Elbow (1997), who considers the important factor to be that
the assessment is multidimensional, and not that it differentiates many
levels.

Can creativity be evaluated?

All student portfolios in our study were assessed independently by both the
student’s own teacher (the class teacher) and by a teacher who taught stu-
dents of the same age at a different school (the co-assessor). The assessors
used a teacher’s manual containing our descriptions of the seven criteria of
creative ability and the four levels of performance for each of these criteria
(Lindström et al. 1999, Chap. 5). They also judged, at each level on a crite-
rion, whether the portfolio demonstrated performance that was slightly be-
low, on a par with, or slightly above the average described in the manual.
As a result, the level on each criterion was assessed on a twelve-grade scale.
Such a finely-graded scale was essential for research purposes, because we
wanted to make statistical comparisons of students between the ages of five
and nineteen.
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We compared the assessments of the class teachers and the co-assessors,
applying all criteria on 458 portfolios gathered from 22 classes in 17 schools
(later on, another set of 32 portfolios from six preschools were similarly
collected and assessed). If there had been major discrepancies in the judge-
ments, with considerable differences between assessors, the criteria and le-
vels described above would not have been accepted as a reliable instrument
to assess and judge students’ creativity. Possible causes would be impre-
cise definitions of the criteria, inconsistencies in the criteria, the quality of
the material gathered (the portfolios) being inadequate, highly idiosyncra-
tic preferences among assessors, or irrelevant circumstances affecting the
assessment.

One of the methods we used to study the reliability of assessments was
to calculate the frequency with which the judgements of the class teacher
and the co-assessor differed by two steps or less. We considered a differ-
ence of two steps on a twelve-grade scale to be acceptable, particularly as
the teacher’s manual contained verbal descriptions of only four levels of
performance. Assume that Leif’s portfolio was assessed by applying the
“Inventiveness” criterion. The class teacher gave him a score of six while
the co-assessor scored his performance as being no better than four. Both
judgements are compatible with the following rubric: “The student can take
a problem that the teacher has set and change it slightly. He shows tenden-
cies to experiment and play with colour, form, and composition, or with
materials and techniques.” Even in cases where a difference of two gives a
different standard, we regard this outcome as fully acceptable. After all,
judgements contain a subjective element that defies precise verbal descrip-
tion; they presuppose that the teacher uses his professional judgement in
interpreting criteria, levels and the content of portfolios.

We found high agreement between class teachers and co-assessors in
ratings of both the students’ visual results (product criteria) and their ap-
proach to work (process criteria). In almost 3,100 comparisons between
class teachers and the co-assessors from another school, there was 78 per
cent agreement (≤ 2 steps on a twelve-grade scale). Given that other discre-
pancies between the two assessors were small and indicate an approximate-
ly normal distribution, this may be regarded as a satisfactory result. Were
we to consider the differences of three steps or fewer as negligible, which
would not seem unreasonable, then the level of inter-assessor agreement
would be as high as 90 per cent. Thus, the study effectively refutes the idea
that only superficial knowledge and skills can be assessed and evaluated.
By using criteria related to visual design and students’ work habits, we
managed to evade the assessor’s Scylla and Charybdis, that is, a tendency
to place undue emphasis on students’ skills in the use of materials and tech-
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niques on the one hand, and a judgement based solely on arbitrary prefer-
ences on the other.

The results of our study are in conflict with the view that process criteria
are intrinsically difficult or impossible to assess. They suggest, however,
that assessment of processes of learning requires the students’ thoughts to
be made accessible in a more explicit way than normally happens. It was not
until we supplemented the students’ logbooks with the videotaped inter-
views that different assessors arrived at similar results. The interviews address-
ed the students’ capacity for self-assessment and their work pro-cesses step-
by-step. The appropriate criterion, that is, what dimension of performance
a question is primarily intended to highlight, is given in brackets below.

What task have you worked on? (Criterion 1: Visibility of the intention)

Choose a picture that you like. Explain why. (7: Capacity for self-assess-
ment – quality)

Choose a picture you are less satisfied with. Why don’t you like it so much?
(7: Capacity for self-assessment – quality)

Choose a picture that says something about your way of expressing your-
self. How can one see that it is your work? (7: Capacity for self-assess-
ment – personal style)

What did you want your pictures to state or express? (1: Visibility of the
intention – can the picture stand by itself or does it require an explana-
tion?)

What inspired or suggested your pictures? (6: Ability to use models

– how actively and independently did the student use models and cultural
resources?)

What problems and difficulties did you encounter during the work? How
did you go about resolving them? (Criteria 4, 5, and 6

– information about the work process)

Have you attempted something you have never done before? How did you
get on? (5: Inventiveness – the courage to try something new and the
ability to learn‘from experience)

Choose a picture from which you learned something new about making
pictures. What did you learn? (5: Inventiveness)

Choose a picture that you would like to change or redo. What would you do
with it?

(7: Capacity for self-assessment; 4: Investigative work – the ability to de-
velop an idea)

How much help did you get? Who helped you and how? (This question is
relevant for assessment with reference to all the criteria.)
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Extracts lasting about five minutes each, from 46 videotaped interviews,
were converted to digital format. Together with the students’ portfolios,
these were put on a CD-ROM as illustrations that we produced as an appen-
dix to the final report (Lindström et al. 1999). These interviews serve not
only as illustrations of various dimensions of performance, and as a demon-
stration of the kind of evidence on which students’ portfolios were assess-
ed. They also have an intrinsic value as a source of knowledge about the
way Swedish children and young people at different ages and in different
types of school approach creative work.

Does any development occur?

A high correlation between independent judges is a necessary but not suffi-
cient condition for assessment outcomes to be accepted as valid. Another
condition is that the ratings on different criteria are independent. Everyday
experience, as well as empirical evidence from a few similar studies (Har-
greaves et al. 1996; Kárpáti et al. 1997), directed our attention to the risk
that both the class teacher and the co-assessor form a general impression of
a student’s work, which then influences their assessment on each individu-
al criterion. It is still interesting that the class teacher and the co-assessor
often had a similar general impression of a portfolio. However, a tendency
to over-generalise would make ratings on individual criteria less valid.

To examine this source of error, we recruited 30 students who were close
to completing their training as art teachers. Each of them was asked to ass-
ess a large number of portfolios, including videotapes, using a single crite-
rion. They were to ignore other aspects of the portfolios than those defined
by that criterion. Thus a student art teacher judging pupils’ “inventiveness”
had to examine all portfolios from that viewpoint alone, and ignore, for
example, how successful the final product was. The portfolios were ano-
nymous, and were sorted in random order to make it more difficult to esti-
mate the sex and age of the pupils.

Although this procedure took several days, it proved to be a good invest-
ment. A factor analysis (i.e., a statistical technique that allows for the re-
duction of variables representing a particular construct) supported the as-
sumption that teachers’ judgements were strongly influenced by their over-
all impression of a portfolio. However, with the more independent judge-
ments that the student art teachers made, we obtained two main factors:
“product criteria” and “process criteria”. All the process criteria were load-
ed on a common factor, as were the product criteria. None of the seven
process and product criteria appeared to be multidimensional, that is, to be
a manifestation of qualities in both process and product. This outcome sup-
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ports the hypothesis, on which this present study is based, that creativity in
the visual arts contains two main dimensions that must be considered sepa-
rately when assessing students’ work. At the same time, the results show
that teachers need training in applying one criterion at a time, if they are to
evaluate various qualities in their own teaching and give useful feedback to
their students.

The outcome of the student art teachers’ assessments indicates that pu-
pils in the comprehensive school improve their visual design and artistic
skills. That is, they make progress on two of the product criteria, one which
describes elements and principles of design, such as colour, form and com-
position, and the other the use of materials and techniques (craftsmanship).
However, with regard to process criteria, referring to their capacity to work
independently, evaluate their work, and so on, students in ordinary compre-
hensive school classes appeared to stagnate or show only insignificant im-
provement (Table 2).

Visi- Colour, Crafts- Investi- Inven- Ability Capacity Overall
bility form, man- gative tive- to use for self- judge-
of the  and ship work ness models assess- ment
inten- compo- ment
tion sition

Grade 9 7 7 8 7 6 6 5 8

Grade 5 7 5 5 5 5 5 5 6

Grade 2 7 3 5 6 6 5 4.5 6

Table 2. Median values on criteria for creative skills in the visual arts in compre-
hensive school. Assessors: student art teachers (individual criteria) and class teach-
ers (overall judgement).

Since it is ultimately the products of the creative process that count in so-
ciety, there may be reason to question the relevance of the process criteria.
If the art works steadily improve, does it matter how the improvement comes
about? To answer that question, we must examine the content of the process
criteria. The result for investigative work shows that the average student at
the junior and intermediate grades “tries out her own solutions and approaches,
but does not develop them” (Level 2 in the transition from “novice” to “ex-
pert,” see Table 1). The same applies to boys in the final grades of compre-
hensive school, whereas girls at that age begin to develop the approaches
they have chosen (Level 3). As regards inventiveness, most students, irre-
spective of grade and sex, can “take a problem that the teacher has set and
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change it slightly”; they also show “tendencies to experiment” (Level 2).
On the other hand, they do not set up problems of their own, and they have
not begun to experiment regularly (Level 3).

Most students in the comprehensive school lack an advanced ability to
use models. They show an interest in other people’s pictures that they or
their teacher have found, but they confine themselves to copying them (Le-
vel 2); they do not actively look for pictures or genres to get ideas, and they
are unable to select what can be of particular use to them (Level 3). The
ratings on capacity for self-assessment show that most students in the com-
prehensive school can, “with some assistance,” point out strengths, weak-
nesses and other characteristics of their work (Level 2); on the other hand,
they do not achieve this on their own, nor can they select sketches, drafts,
and works that demonstrate their own progress over time.

This examination of what the process criteria refer to testifies that these
criteria are significant in their own right. They show how well the school
has achieved one of its overall goals: the development of students’ creative
skills from solving simple tasks with support to tackling complicated pro-
blems in an independent and confident way. This is the very core of the
development from apprentice to master, from novice to expert in a domain.
Using a terminology that underpinned the latest Swedish curricula, we can
say that the students in our study acquired knowledge and skills as regards
how to make art. However, they did not develop the understanding and
familiarity that is required to apply what they have learned to new situa-
tions or to rely on their own judgement.

Criterion-referenced assessment, applied by teachers and students, can
draw attention to the processual dimensions of creative work and articulate
the “tacit” knowledge (Polanyi, 1962) or “dispositional” characteristics
(Winner & Hetland, 2001) that these criteria refer to. To that end, guidelines
for what should go into the portfolio must take into account not only the
quality of the product or performance, but also the student’s ability to re-
flect upon her work and choose appropriate materials, techniques, and con-
tent. A student with sophisticated reasoning and an appropriate approach
may still hand in flawed or careless work, while a less sophisticated student
can produce painstaking and well executed, albeit simple, work. With a
multidimensional assessment, each of these students will be both acknow-
ledged for her achievements and encouraged to progress.

Can creativity be taught?

A multidimensional assessment gives students feedback, which helps them
discover their strengths and identify areas in which they need to improve.
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The scores on such assessments can also help an educational programme to
review its results, consider its position and modify the course if necessary.
The 1998 evaluation of the latest Swedish curricula indicates that both stu-
dents and teachers need to be more aware of the processual dimensions of
creative work and to reflect upon the “dispositional” qualities that are in-
volved. The students made progress in terms of visual design, it is true, but
they did not improve on those dimensions of creativity that we have sum-
marised under the rubrics of investigative work, inventiveness, ability to
use models and capacity for self-assessment.

However, there was one exception. In the very area of the process crite-
ria, students in the final year of the comprehensive school who attended
Stockholms Bild och Formklasser (The Stockholm Visual Arts and Craft
Classes) completely outdistanced students of the same age in ordinary class-
es. Most of this difference is probably attributable to the culture of learning
that Stockholms Bild och Formklasser offer. “Children are given the oppor-
tunity to get deeply involved in and complete their various projects,” and
the art and craft teachers, whose classes are half the size of regular classes,
“are in constant dialogue with the students about their work as it evolves”
(from teacher interviews). These and other observations have been docu-
mented on a video film produced as part of the 1998 evaluation (Härlin,
Lindström & Zetterberg, 2000). They substantiate what has been found in
research on contexts and dispositions that foster creativity (e.g., Weisberg,
1993; Jay & Perkins, 1997; Nickerson, 1999; Cropley, 2001) as well as
experience from the Arts PROPEL (Gardner, 1989; Winner, 1991) and oth-
er attempts to promote creativity.

On the basis of these observations, I propose the following hypotheses
about how schools can attain the prescribed target of helping students to
develop their creative ability:

Investigative work fostered if students are given assignments that ex-
tend over a significant period of time and address
central themes in the domain.

The proliferation of subject matter and materials that schools are supposed
to deal with and offer causes major problems. In general, it is easier to add
new subject matter and extra materials, techniques and teaching materials
than to remove something. The underlying assumption appears to be that
the more information the school provides and the more activities the stu-
dents carry out, the better. It is easy to forget that if too much is crowded
into the syllabus, teaching breaks down into small segments and knowledge
becomes fragmented. Research on the psychology of learning lends sup-
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port to a motto that the school reformer Theodor Sizer (1992) took from the
Bauhaus School: “Less is more” (see also Dempster, 1993). The concepts,
principles and perspectives addressed in schools should be central to a do-
main of knowledge and skills. They should be exercised in different con-
texts over an extended period of time to allow the students to understand
their interrelationships and implications (Wiske, 1998). In order to further
creativity, students should be given enough time to investigate, test and
revise, to reflect and speak to peers, and to make critical assessments of
their own work.

Inventiveness fostered if the teacher emphasises the process as
well as the product and provides ample opportuni-
ty for research, experimentation, and revision.

Creative people have been characterised as problem-finders, since they of-
ten discover new challenges when working on a project (Csíkszentmihályi
& Getzels, 1989; Jay & Perkins, 1997). They try out new solutions, often
by combining ideas and suggested solutions in unanticipated ways. There
is a close association between these distinctive features and what has been
mentioned above, since one must get deeply involved with a work over
time to discover where the interesting challenges reside, and to find ways of
pursuing them. Discovery through mistakes or serendipity requires a “pre-
pared mind” (Merton, 1957, p. 12). Yet this mental readiness is not suffi-
cient for a creative leap to take place. To reformulate problems and try new
solutions, one also needs a certain degree of courage and a willingness to
take risks. Experiments and risk-taking do not always bring successful re-
sults. This is inherently true. Experiments that always succeed involve no
risk; they teach us nothing that we did not know already. If a student is to be
adventurous and willing to take risks, the teacher must show appreciation
and approval of her courage to take further something she did not already
know or master, even if the outcome is not always the intended one.

The ability to use models fostered if students are encouraged to integrate
production with perception and reflection.

Without exception, studies of creativity show the importance of other
people’s works and ways of thinking (Weisberg, 1993). Creativity is not as
private and individual a process as we often imagine. It is always part of a
social and cultural context. Looking for models to emulate, and finding
links between them and one’s own work, is a highly active and complex
process. This type of cultural influence should not be counteracted in school,
as often used to be the case. On the contrary, it should be encouraged and
appreciated, since the conditions for creative work are considerably im-
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proved if the student constantly intersperses her own work with observa-
tions of other people’s works, and reflection upon what can be learned from
them. Making active use of models means choosing what corresponds to
one’s own intentions and making something of one’s own from it. One
borrows what is useful from one or more works that have captured one’s
interest. This interaction between the student’s pictures and those of other
people is facilitated if pictures are discussed in class, if the students have
ample access to pictures of various kinds, and if they get help in finding the
cultural resources they need.

Capacity for self-assessment fostered if the students are given many op-
portunities to assess their own performance
and to get feedback from peers and teach-
ers; the most informative feedback origi-
nates from explicit criteria that tap the im-
portant keys to good performance.

The creative work of students, if taken seriously, can and must be assessed
and evaluated. Refusal to assess student work is a concession to those who
maintain that no learning is taking place. If we accept the assumption that
visual design is related to thinking and learning, and that students can deve-
lop their ability to appreciate aesthetic qualities, then it is also important to
establish what they have learned. A teacher who fails to assess what the
students do cannot decide whether or not she is contributing to or impeding
their progress. If everything, however trivial it may be, receives the respon-
se, “That’s good. Would you like to tell me something about it?” then the
student probably will conclude that what she is doing is not particularly
important. In his classic paper on “myths” in art education, Elliot Eisner
(1974) maintained that children respect considered assessments and criti-
cism, because they indicate that the teacher cares for them and is paying
attention to their work.

In Arts PROPEL, it is not simply the finished product that is assessed,
but consideration is given to the work process and the students’ ability to
make more subtle observations and reflect on what they have done in a
wider context. Assessment has an important part to play in the learning
process. It should not simply be a matter between teacher and student; it is
at least as important that students are given the opportunity to assess what
they themselves and their peers achieve. Criteria and scoring rubrics can
serve to focus students’ attention on qualities of performance that are other-
wise easily neglected; they give them instruments with which to reflect on
and communicate about their own learning processes.
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Technical Thinking as a Psychological
Category

Introduction

Technical thinking is a specific category in present-day psychology. Its great
importance, which is the result of the development of a new model of infor-
mation civilisation, requires that profound thought be given to what its con-
tents are. The development of a civilisation is determined by the creative
participation of more and more people in various forms of activity, i.e. work,
study, leisure activities and rest. Hence, many research workers are inter-
ested in the concept of creative thinking. A question thus arises about the
characteristic features of creative thinking with respect to thinking and,
furthermore, to technical thinking.

At the present time, no thorough studies have been carried out on the
issues mentioned above. As a matter of fact, among Polish psychologists,
only Edward Franus1 has focused his research on this subject. His work has
been continued by Witold Dobro_Bowicz2  Dobro_Bowicz W.: Psychika i ba-

riery WSiP, Warszawa 1992.

In this brief study, it is our intention to present technical thinking as a
truly independent psychological category.

Problems in defining the essence of technical thinking

As Franus rightly noted, in psychology there are still at least four reasons
for the failure to perceive technical thinking as a separate category:
1. The supposition that it is a popular expression;

2. The conviction that a concept is the same cognitive process as any other
kind of thinking;

3. The opinion that separating technical thinking is not sufficiently justi-
fied because the notion relates to technology;

4. The view that in the classifications of thinking used so far there is no
place for technical thinking.

Let us discuss each of these reasons separately.
The first reason also shows indirectly that psychology lacks a special

theory of technical thinking. However, such a theory could be developed

Waldemar Furmanek & Wojciech Walat
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once psychologists have conducted sufficiently thorough and precise stu-
dies of the specificity of the phenomenon. It has been thought, as can be
frequently attested at present, that there was no reason to define such a
category since there is only one type of thinking as a psychological process.

The second reason is actually the result of a mistake in methodology.
Only common features in thinking have been perceived, while different
qualities have been ignored. To date, psychological research carried out on
the matter has, in fact, aimed at generalisation. This has resulted in the
definition of such common qualities as: a conceptual and notional structure,
a catalogue of basic mental operations, a dialectic relation between recog-
nition and activity. However, they are not sufficient to show the specificity
of individual kinds (forms, types) of thinking. It seems necessary here to
emphasise the catalogue of different qualities. This may be done even to-
day on the basis of the findings obtained so far. An explication of the phe-
nomena of interest to us requires abandoning the methodological tradition
that still generally prevails in psychological studies. Adopting a systematic
approach is the only way to modify existing research procedures with re-
spect to technical thinking.

To help in the analysis and create a new situation for research, let us
introduce a simple cybernetic model made up of the following three com-
ponents: an information (signal) input block, a data (information) process-
ing block, and a processing result (reception) output block. In each of the
components, activity is controlled by the processes of thinking. We can
distinguish cognitive processes, found in the input as well as the process-
ing block, and executive processes, which are developed in the processing
of information and its application. Is the character of thinking the same in
both instances? Certainly not. Then, what does the specificity of these pro-
cesses consist in?

A similar problem is mentioned by Franus. He notes that in the process-
es of acquiring knowledge and applying knowledge, designations are re-
presented by distinct processes. Students think in a different manner when
they are acquiring knowledge than when they are applying it to solve pro-
blems. There is clearly technical thinking when students use their know-
ledge to solve problems. And there is cognitive thinking – when a process
of acquiring knowledge takes place.

The third reason mentioned above is of great importance since it refers
to the fact that technical thinking is a two-attribute concept. It should take
into consideration that aspects of both components of the contents have a
bearing on the scope and character of the approach in question. And here
the concept of technology is very important. Here, we are confronted with
an extremely difficult question concerning the essence of modern tech-
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nology, a question about its constitutive features and the dissimilarity of its
character with respect to the past. Technology as the objectification of thinking
cannot be understood in its narrow meaning as a concrete object or disci-
pline (such as biology, astronomy, etc.), but as a specific style of thinking
different from that of cognitive thinking. As was noted by Heidegger, the
essence of technology lies in discovering truthfulness.

In the analyses we have carried out regarding this point – which are
presented in the  book titled Zrozumie_technik_ (Trying to Understand Tech-
nology) – we have emphasised the necessity of formulating the concept of
technology in a multi-dimensional perspective. Its global meaning leads us
to the concept of metatechnology.

Let us say, that present-day technology does not resemble the technolo-
gy of the past by any means; it is a history-making phenomenon which
generates a new model of information civilisation; it has a global character
and it affects each person completely; it introduces changes in the present
axiological system and alters the character of modern culture.

All this makes it necessary to perceive each form of human activity in a
different way. It requires that people think in different situations, which are
increasingly influenced by technology. All the elements that are decisive
with respect to the structure and functions and,consequently, the position of
humans in a situation (which is, by nature, of a technical character), repre-
sent for humans the area of their activity. It also represents for humans a
system of sources of differentiated information, which is the basic material
for psychological processes (including thinking). Technical thinking proces-
ses depend on the character.

The fourth reason listed above is the least comprehensible. This is be-
cause it could be argued that it is based on research results on the essence of
technical thinking which have not been disseminated widely as yet. Those
who support this view may also produce evidence showing that the number
of studies carried out is not impressive and does not reflect the importance
of this category. And finally, one key observation is that there is a substan-
tial role played here by a system of prejudices, myths and controversies
which has consolidated into society’s views on the essence of technology,
its role in the lives and activities of people. Is it not true that we come across
too often as having a contemptuous attitude towards technology? Are tech-
nology and technical activity not identified too often with manual work,
physical labour, etc.? Although present-day technology is being developed
by only a few people, everyone can take advantage of it. And in spite of the
fact that no one is willing to give up its benefits and return to the spinning
wheel, prejudices tend to persist and often result in a negative attitude
towards technology. It is difficult to become involved in any polemics with
such views.
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Sources of technical thinking

Taking a historical approach to the issue, it could be said that thinking has
grown from a practice into the processes of human work. In fact, it involves
recognising reality, understanding and converting it, according to one’s needs.
A disposition to recognition and a disposition to action constitute two
different models and two directions of thinking which control the action of
human beings. In the first instance, information is gathered, compared and
generalised in the form of different judgements. In the second, the informa-
tion acquired is used in processes related to technological activities. What
is obvious here is that the experience gained in subsequent human activities
is used for further recognition of reality. The process is followed in a com-
plementary and continuous way.

In the 19th century, with technological development, it was necessary to
separate the technical sciences, determine their subject of study and build
their substantial and methodological identity. In fact, the technical sciences
were characteristic of the dominance of tasks resulting from the practical
function of scientific research. They were mainly aimed at inventing scien-
tific methods for converting matter into products used in everydaylife and
products used for the further recognition of nature. These tasks are still
characteristic of the technical sciences. The catalogue of tasks has been
supplemented with new tasks resulting from functions for explaining, esti-
mating and forecasting.

Modern technological disciplines have assimilated a great deal – which
is in their nature – and disseminated it to other branches of science. There
are many reasons for this. Nevertheless, the scope of interest of the techni-
cal sciences (as well as that of all technology) has expanded greatly. Today,
production technologies have become  merely a segment of modern tech-
nology. Research, which answers the questions what, what, how, is under-
going change. With a shift in their focus from materials to energy, modern
production technologies are concentrating on information. Nowadays, in-
formation technologies have become the ones that define the present-day
information civilisation.  Knowledge, information and human competen-
ce have become production factors which can often replace materials, tech-
nical resources and capital, which used to be production factors in the era of
the industrial society.

This has resulted in a change in the scope of research being conducted in
the technical sciences. In technical studies, the main emphasis had been
placed less on recognition that on the application of science to technology.
Cognition focused on practical tests of materials, energy and information;
on processing methods on utilising science – for the purpose of production
and exploitation. The technical sciences have never been concerned with
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the study of nature itself for the sake of its recognition but with the study of
artificial creations (artefacts). The objective of the study has always been
further improvement of production (means, methods, organisation) and its
results. But it has also been the study of phenomena related to their disse-
mination, their exploitation or the cancellation of the results achieved (with
the results being continuously differentiated).

It is obvious that both the character and objective of studies, and the
transformations in studying the technical sciences as a subject, have creat-
ed and are creating a new style of recognition and new standards of think-
ing, methods and strategies of solving problems. All this represents the basic
contents of technical thinking. This has also resulted, as Franus so rightly
notes, in a transformation of the essence of the relation: recognition-action:
Development of cognitive sciences Development of technical sciences
Development of studies with the help Development of technology with the
of technology help of science
Development of scientific knowledge Development of technical knowledge
about laws of nature about rules of technical operations
Development of cognitive thinking Development of technical thinking
Development of theories Development of technology

The isolation of the basic sciences from the technical sciences was broken
during World War II. The new phase was called a scientific and technical
revolution.

After World War II, the psychology of thinking was influenced by the
scientific and technical revolution. Closely linked to this, the revolution in
information science (and in the whole panoply of related sciences) contri-
buted to significant transformations in people’s opinions about technical
thinking, and in methodological disciplines, which underwent intensive de-
velopment. This resulted in the formation of a relatively stable theory of
technical thinking.

Selected theses of technical thinking according to Franus

In Poland, J. Kozielecki3, in his concept of thinking, admitted that it is an
intellectual activity which was created in the process of development as a
result of internalisation of motorial actions or interiorisation of these ac-
tions and which takes place in problem situations. Problem situations are
such forms of situations where people cannot solve a problem with the
knowledge they possess. They must find (devise) a way to solve the pro-
blem. We sometimes call this productive or creative thinking. Thinking, in
Kozielecki’s view, is not only a process of processing but also of producing
and selecting information. Producing information consists in using various
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intellectual processes, including processing, apprehending, comparing and
selecting.

Any information produced is subject to verification in the process of
thinking itself and in practice.

Making use of the views of others, Franus worked out a Polish theory of
technical thinking. He provided documents to prove that technical thinking
is a component of a technical aptitude4; it is developed in the process of
forming a technical concept5 and it is phasal in nature6. The process includes
the following four main phases:
• perceiving a technical disharmony

• thinking heuristically

• accepting the first good concept

• designing the technical form of a project.

Franus credits a special role in technical thinking to technical imagination.
He defines it as follows: imagination is a mental process subjected to ver-
bal and notional thinking which lies in the reproduction of images from
memory and their transformation and combination into new systems, in
compliance with the requirements of a task and in the course of thinking7.

Franus distinguished the following types of technical imagination: spati-
al, constructional, kinetic and operational imagination. In his latest paper,
he adds to the imagination list material substances, operation duration, graphic-
al language in technology as well as aesthetic presentation of creations8.

In his work, Franus has carried out a detailed analysis of various theories
concerning thinking and he relates it to specific technical situations and
human thinking in each type of situation. As a result of such an analysis, he
draws the following conclusion:

The most universal notion in the field of technology is creative think-
ing, which includes different forms of creation: composing, devising, sket-
ching, finding, testing, describing, establishing principles, standards, de-
terminants, designing, reconstructing, reproducing, manufacturing and model-
ing.

The most typical and exclusive type of thinking in technology is con-
structional thinking. What various types of thinking have in common is
their characteristic psychological structure, which includes two mutually
interlaced phases: cognitive and constructively creative phases which re-
present their dual nature.

In the objective characteristics of technical thinking (type of material,
determined by substance), there appears to be a differentiation of this type
of thinking with respect to other processes of thinking, which take place in
scientific, literary, musical and artistic creation.
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Objectifying means that thinking is combined with a certain type of sub-
stance, the properties of which are of fundamental significance with re-
spect to production technology and the qualities of the results of technical
activity. The substance of technical thinking belongs to the following:
• theories and scientific laws, technical concepts;

• ideas and understanding of knowledge;

• production technology operations, principles, rules, standards and pat-
terns.

The course of technical thinking is especially influenced by the following
four production technology categories:
1) what is to be made?
2) out of what?
3) how?
4) with the use of what means?

In the conclusion of the analyses concerning the specificity of technical
thinking, Franus9 proposes the following definition:

Technical thinking is a process of solving through an understanding
of technical problems which is distinguishable by: 1) a dual processu-
al analytical and synthetical (i.e. cognitive and creative) structure with
a two- or multi-phase course filled with microsyntheses or a final cre-
ative microsynthesis and 2) a binomial objective structure including
a) a subsystem of laws of nature scientifically discovered together
with requirements of ergonomics and ecology and b) a subsystem of
technical categories, concepts, notions, graphical language, standards
and principles of production technology used in designing or studies
of new technical objects.

With reference to the definition above, Franus10 precisely states the quali-
ties of technical thinking as an intellectual process:
1) phasic manipulating of analysis and synthesis operations in designing

and studies of new technical objects;

2) understanding as a warranty of efficiency;

3) making use of engineering drawings;

4) using specific conceptual and notional categories as well as terminologi-
cal categories;

5) applying the laws of nature;

6) implementing the humanistic principles of ergonomics and ecology;

7) following the principles of production technology.
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In his monograph, My _lenie techniczne (Technical thinking)11, Franus put
great emphasis on the question of sources of technical information. This
established a basis for distinguishing the following types of technical think-
ing:
• practical technical thinking (thinking in action), for which the source of

information is: sensorimotor activity – using tools, operating equipment;
manipulating activity (disassembly and assembly of equipment); recog-
nition activity (technical diagnostics, recognising equipment and techni-
cal structures). The source of information representing the substance of
technical thinking is practice;

• graphical technical thinking, of a drawing-technical type and a repro-
ductive character (reading engineering drawings) or of a creative cha-
racter (design engineering, drawing records). The source of information
is graphical records of technical structures;

• notional technical thinking (devising technical solutions in one’s imagi-
nation). The source of information is resources of conceptions;

• conceptual or theoretical technical thinking based on the system of
technical concepts which is employed in planning, explaining and justi-
fying the essence of actions which is the source of information.

The types of technical thinking presented above are only a formal differen-
tiation of intellectual actions involved in the course of solving concrete
technical problems. In reality, they interlace one another to create a com-
plex intellectual process. However, the fact that they are distinguished is
important from a didactic point of view, since it enables us to set in order
the systems of technical problems designated for individual stages of tech-
nical education.
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The Dual Nature of Technical Thinking
Summary of a Chapter from

WIELKIE FUNKCJE TECHNICZNEGO INTELEKTU

(Great Functions of Technical Intellect)

1. Cognitive thinking is always of an analytical character, while creative
thinking (of a constructional type) is always of a synthetic character.

2. In solving problems, cognitive thinking always performs an auxiliary
function, preparing the intellect for a creative synthesis. Therefore, cre-
ative thinking finalises the course of cognitive thinking. Both processes
play a role in solving a problem; however they are not identical.

3. If the operation of analysis is an essential feature of cognitive processes,
both in science and technology, and synthesis is an essential feature of
creative (constructional) processes, it means that there is a psychologic-
al border line between cognitive and creative processes that runs in the
thinking itself, between an analysis and synthesis both in scientific think-
ing and technical thinking. It is a transgressive border which divides the
process of thinking into two parts: a cognitive and analytical part and a
synthetic and creative (constructional) part.

4. The transgressive border is a kind of Rubicon, which is to be crossed by
a thinking process (in the state of consciousness or unconsciousness,
latency) in order to become a new quality. It occurs when the mind has
collected enough information and reflections, i.e. productive contents
which, in accordance with the dialectic principle, makes it possible to
change quantity into quality. This new quality still requires the furnis-
hing of some details, but it already constitutes  an outline for a solution
of the problem. Therefore, the transgressive border is at the same time a
symbol of transition from analysis to synthesis, from quantity to quality,
from the cognitive to the creative process, from recognition to action.
Thus, a question about transgression is a question about conditions which
are to be satisfied in order to solve a problem.

5. Thinking as a cognitive process ceases only when it finishes in effec-
tively. Therefore, definitions which describe thinking en bloc as a cogni-
tive process are wrong and deceptive; they set up a barrier to research on
creative thinking in all disciplines of science and technology.

Edward Franus
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6. Thinking for the purpose of solving problems can be of a dual structure:

a) a homogeneous structure, of a cognitive type only, if it is an ineffec-
tive process, limited to being acquainted with the contents of the pro-
blem and not resulting in the problem being solved;

b) a dual structure, i.e. a cognitive, creative and effective one.

7. With simple and easy problems, thinking always has a dual structure
and the simplest course: being acquainted with the contents of a problem
and solving it.

8. With complex and difficult but effective problems, thinking also has a
dual structure but its course is complex and consists of many attempts or
bad solutions, corrections, breaks – until “revelation” and acceptance of
a correct solution in the synthesis have taken place.

9. Also, penetrating analyses show that mental work on a difficult problem
does not follow a simple model from stage to stage, but includes many
synthetic microparticles, microsyntheses, which as links in a chain make
up the complex final creative macrosynthesis. Furthermore, in cases of
a multicomponent problem, the mental cognitive and constructional
structure develops in the form of a mosaic composed of many microsyn-
thetic particles.

10.Technical thinking, like any other kind of creative thinking, is not only
cognitive thinking (as some authors will have it), but a complex process
of a dual nature both with respect to simple and complex problems, and
both with respect to the structure of microsyntheses and the structure of
macrosyntheses.

11.Nowadays, Science and Technology represent two equipolent, mutually
co-operating and supplementing systems in our civilisation. An arche-
type of these links can be the unity of homo cogitans and homo technicus
to be found in the primitive man who under the harsh conditions of his
environment developed into homo sapiens. A primitive club, flint or a
flint axe as a tool was no less a creation of transgression for the pithecan-
trophus than a lightbulb invented by Edison or even the design of a nu-
clear power plant by Fermi.

12.A creative synthesis in scientific thinking is the heart of the matter in a
concept of a theory?? in a scientific discovery, whereas in technology it
is the heart of a matter of a concept of an invention or a structure of a
technical object. In both cases, we deal with objectified processes of
creative thinking, albeit processes very much different in terms of quali-
ty. Both develop in the sphere of concept and the imagination, but the
first processes always assume the shape of words and sentences, while
the others assume a drawing design and concrete material substance.
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13.Cognitive thinking performs various functions for the purpose of crea-
tive and non-creative processes. In scientific creation, it serves as a re-
search process to prepare information sets to be used in forming a theory
or as a recognition process in getting acquainted with the contents of
problems to be solved.

In non-creative situations, it performs different functions in everyday
life: indicatory functions in the environment, steering functions when
driving a car using tools etc., observational and control functions as well..

In technical creation, it works in at least four major instances: getting
acquainted with the contents of problems, getting to know scientific the-
ories, principles of production technology, formulae, etc.; controlling
the course of manufacturing processes; controlling the operation of a
completed object. In each of these instances, cognitive effects (decisions,
choices) are acts of a creative synthesis, key elements to complete the
creative process.

14.Technical thinking as an objectified process differs from other objecti-
fied processes in that it deals with building an artificial world (artificia-
te), designing objects and production technologies in the widest scope of
usefulness.

However, with respect to processual, psychological aspects, it is charac-
terised, as are other objectified (musical, artistic, literary) processes, by
a typically dual cognitive and creative (constructional) structure.

15.In complex sciences (e.g. in ergonomics), the dual nature of mental
processes has remained unchanged. There has been an enrichment in the
empirical method, which enables multi-aspect recognition of reality and
multi-aspect adaptation of the creations of technology to the expecta-
tions of humans.

16.In light of the discussions carried out so far, primarily the analyses of
problem solving processes, the view according to which technical thin-
king is supposedly cognitive thinking alone cannot be maintained. Al-
ready the very comparison with reality sounds irrational.

One cannot say that all mental processes are only cognitive, since this is not
true. Also, one cannot maintain that creation lies only in objectifying, since
this is not true either. The secret of both recognition and creation resides in
the processual structure of thinking which includes a cognitive phase in
the form of analysis and a creative phase in the form of synthesis. In the
case of difficult and complex problems, the structure becomes more com-
plicated and adopts a multiplied form which consists in cognitive and crea-
tive phases that occur alternatively, something like a chain made up of mi-
crosyntheses and a final macrosynthesis.
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In contrast, objectifying thinking, i.e. its contents, is based on a relation
with a certain form of matter and production technology. Various forms of
matter and different production technologies, operations and methods, as
well as results, creations and works of human intellect arising from them
each represent specificity of objectified thinking. The same matter, but in
different forms and using various methods (production technologies), is
subject to research and described in theories, used in design engineering, in
agricultural and horticultural production, in architecture, sculpture and in-
strumental music, and pictured in literature and poetry. Specifically-orien-
ted objectified thinking manifests itself in all these extremely varied forms
of creative activity.

However, the processual, cognitive and creative structure of thinking
always remains the same, as it is made up of the two basic operations, that
is, (cognitive) analysis and (creative) synthesis. Impulses reaching the brain
indeed provide it with cognitive information about the substance, but they
are synthetically transformed in the brain into a new quality and “returned”
in action already as a creative result. Thus, the secret of creation lies in a
synthetic act of thinking and not in the magical reflection of the peculiar
stamp of matter.

There may be some reasons why thinking is narrowed down to a cogni-
tive process:
1) the relicts of philosophical speculations deprived of any empirical stu-

dies;

2) the domination of reflection theory;

3) the mysterious nature of a synthesis process;

4) the influence of the  splendour of research in comparison with the sur-
vival of prepossession against manual work with which handicraft and
technology have been associated since the times of ancient Greece.
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Practical assumptions about the technical
education system in elementary schools and

upper secondary schools in Poland

Education is conventionally considered to entail phenomena and pedagogi-
cal problems  related to school practice. In this paper, I will attempt to
present practical assumptions about the technical education system being
modelled in Poland by using samples from a syllabus, textbook and work-
book for technology and informatics at the upper secondary level.

1. Model of a technical education system for elementary school and
upper secondary school

The construction of a model of the technical education system or of the
learning and teaching of a given school subject (block) provides a grid
of notions of practical solutions that are to be considered in any metho-
dological paper needed to examine didactic processes. A syllabus is the
basic methodological document for a teacher. Here a presentation is given
of detailed teaching objectives, teaching material for the subject, proce-
dures for achieving objectives, standards of achievement for students as
well as  didactic means to reach these, and sample sets of exercises and
experiments to be used with students. The model of a didactic system is
coloured by the philosophical and psychological approaches (metaorien-
tations) adopted by the creator of the syllabus and contained in the theo-
retical assumptions of the system for a given field of education – in this
case, technical education.

In our case, the metaorientation (attempt) of the model being developed is
based on the introduction of a paradigm which reflects the notion of hu-
manist technology. The notion of technology is designated by some pecu-
liar history-creating phenomena in civilisation. Technology is manifested
– through its results – in the way it helps people in various types of activity
for which they use their own potential abilities; they aim to improve  the
world and any activities in order to change the quality of their own lives
and of the other people’s lives as well 1. In today’s world, one of the basic
ways of improvement is the informatisation of any domain of human activity.

Wojciech Walat
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Four basic planes can be distinguished for formulating the assumptions
in the model of the system for learning and teaching technology and infor-
matics used in  elementary schools and upper secondary schools in Poland:
– an educational plane – which assumes the sustainable psychophysical

development of students as based on the multi-faceted and complex ac-
tivation of students;

– a psychological plane – which assumes development of technical think-
ing in students through technical activities undertaken by them;

– a substantial plane – which assumes a phasal character of human techni-
cal activity;

– a methodological plane – which assumes that the learning process of
students is organised on the basis of consciously finding solutions to
technical problems.

2. Development of key competencies – the educational plane of the tech-
nical education system

It is assumed in the educational plane that the basic function of techni-
cal and informatics education is to prepare people to live in a dynamical-
ly changing technical environment. Given this assumption, a system (not
a random collection) of technical skills must be developed which in-
cludes informatics skills which manifest themselves in key competen-
cies  determining the quality of human life (Fig. 1). We can recognise
the following as determinants of quality:

– the variety of individual experiences of values;

– participation in the construction of a system of values;

– awareness of participation in activities;

– self-reliance in initiating and performing actions;

– technical creation

– use of self-development capabilities2.
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Fig.1.  A humanist and systematic approach to modelling the system of technical
education
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In our case, we can identify two main dimensions (directions) describing
the development of students in the educational plane (Fig.1):

– the horizontal direction (multi-faceted and complex activity of students
at each educational stage);

– the vertical direction (initially non-directed activity which gradually
turns into organised  forms of activity and later into conscious technical
activity – creation – in the students’ adult lives)3.

This assumption is reflected in the modelling of objectives in technical edu-
cation. The ultimate objective in this field of education – at each stage – is
to help pupils come to an understanding and accept the truth about them-
selves and prepare them to develop their humanity based on accepted ethi-
cal values by participating in various technical, didactic-educational situa-
tions organised in secondary schools.

Programme core Programme
(programme foundation) extension

Technical activity system    Profiled
level     comprehensive

        school

Technical analogy level

Upper
secondary

school

Technical phenomena
observation  and
interpretation level

Technical Elementary
 orientation level      school

School maturity level

Horizontal  arrangement with allowance made for
the multi-faceted complex activity of students
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In other words, we can say that the objective is to develop the humanity
in humans, who realise their vocation (living, acting and working) in a dy-
namically changeable technical environment and who take advantage of
technology in accordance with the system of values they have adopted4.

Pursuing this objective requires that students know themselves, other
people and the world; understand the main rules to be observed in the phe-
nomena of interest to them, and evaluate each rule and include it in the
system of their own rational behaviour (or conduct).

An analysis of this objective presented in a descriptive way enables us to
formulate the ultimate (main) objectives of technical education as the re-
cognition and understanding of:
A) ONESELF – as a subject acting creatively in the technical and informa-

tics environment and taking advantage of the results of actions taken by
other people and past generations;

B) the place and role of OTHER people in the world of technology, in the
social distribution of responsibilities and work, who are destined to live
an active life under the pressure of up-to-dateness;

C) the human living ENVIRONMENT, including the technical and infor-
matics environment and its connections with the natural and social envi-
ronment;

D) the VALUES embracing the whole of mankind, their stability and chan-
geability caused by the developing civilisation5.

3. Development of the students’ technical thinking – a psychological
plane of the technical education system

3.1. The structure of technical thinking

Technical thinking is of a dual nature. It refers, on the one hand, to a
recognition of reality (through a number of analyses carried out) and, on
the other hand, to its transformation (through creation or a synthesis of
microsyntheses, building up to a macrosynthesis, depending on the de-
gree of complexity of a problem). This duality results from the well-
established practice of taking the two notions in opposition related to the
spheres of human activity, i.e. science and technology. Science plays a
cognitive role here and hence thinking in science is credited with a cog-
nitive function. In contrast, technology plays a creative, productive role,
and this is why (technical) thinking serves the purpose of formulating
new solutions6. Since the latter half of the 20th century, it has become
evident that marking a distinct division between science and technology
is not that sensible and that further development in civilisation must be
based on a simple equation: S+T (called the second technical revolu-
tion).
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Hence, it is assumed that thinking has a dual nature: cognitive and
creative (analytic and synthetic).
The dual structure is a universal feature of all thinking processes. In addi-
tion, thinking processes have specific characteristics, connected with special
qualities of the activity in a given field. In this respect, the processes of
theoretical scientific thinking, technical thinking, artistic thinking, musical
thinking etc., are different from one another. However, the definitions of
the processes of objectified thinking (e.g. technical thinking) should con-
tain both characteristics (processual and objective characteristics).

The process of thinking in modern human technical activity is phasal
and indirect in nature. A designer communicates with a manufacturer (a
contractor) with the use of technical drawings (generally speaking: infor-
mation technologies). Will the manufacturer be replaced entirely by infor-
mation and informatics technologies (CAM – Computer Aided Manufac-
turing) in future?

Fig. 2. A model of creative technical activity in modern industrial production

An expansion of the model described above is represented by the following
model, which consists of three subsystems:

A. Analysis and synthesis mental operation subsystem
(information processing and generating)

(microsynthesis and macrosynthesis generating)
in recognition and designing of technical objects.

B. Nature law subsystem

laws discovered by theoretical sciences
and requirements of ergonomics and

ecology.

C. Technical category subsystem
(containing notions and conceptions,

terminology, graphical language, standards,
patterns, regulations) – principles of
production technology. .technologii.

Understandingg

Fig. 3. A model of the structure of technical thinking
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Subsystem A constitutes a processual structure of thinking, which in-
cludes two universal and basic operations of analysis and synthesis, which
make up the cognitive and creative process which leads to the constructive
solution of a problem.

Subsystem B constitutes a scientific basis of thinking, which includes
the achievements of the theoretical sciences; it also includes principles of
the latest complex sciences, i.e. ergonomics and ecology.

Subsystem C constitutes a technical basis, which includes theoretical
and practical achievements with respect to means related to contents in the
form of categorial notions and conceptions, standards, graphical language
etc., as well as principles of production technology necessary to find sub-
stantial solutions to problems.

Subsystems B and C constitute a basis for subsystem A. This way, both
the processual features and objective features represent an essential centre
of technical thinking. In the functioning of the centre, which combines uni-
versal and special features, bonds are maintained between all the elements
taking part in thinking, based on understanding, without which the entire
process of technical thinking would collapse.

The following are the most important features of thinking as an intellec-
tual and objectified process:
a) phase manipulation of the analysis and synthesis operations in design-

ing and recognising new artefacts;

b) understanding as a warranty of effectiveness;

c) the use of a technical drawing as a graphical language;

d) the use of specific conceptual, notional and terminological categories;

e) application of the laws of nature;

f) observance of the humanist principles of ergonomics and ecology;

g) adoption of the principles of production technology.8

3.2. Development of students’ technical thinking

Technical education in its psychological plane is aimed at a situation in
which desirable changes, with respect to  knowledge, skills and a system
of values9, have occurred in the pupils’ mind. The changes consist in
one superordinate cognitive ability, which is technical thinking. This
means that the learning of technology must be carried out by developing
technical thinking (practical, graphical, notional and conceptual thinking)
as well as the students’ other cognitive abilities10 on the basis of charac-
teristic forms of technical activities (Fig. 3).
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Technical thinking is in essence a process of recognising and applying
the laws on nature and the principles of technology in human technical
activity (in an analysis of needs, designing, constructing, programming
actions, manufacturing, operation and liquidation).

3.3. Technical problems – a methodological basis for the development
of technical thinking (cf. a methodological plane)

In praxeology, as well as in theories of organisation, the notion of a
“problem” is connected with the notion of an objective, and the objecti-
ve defines the anticipated state of affairs and events which a person wants
to achieve. This means that states of affairs are for some reason very
valuable to people,and they can be achieved through a person’s own
activity.

W. Oko_ in his S_ownik pedagogizny (Pedagogical Dictinary)11 says:
a problem is a situation where a certain need or necessity to overcome
difficulties arises which causes a certain action to be taken, the result of
which are achievements in the material sphere or in the field of values.

Technical problems will be determined by various forms of technical acti-
vities occurring in the course of transforming motivational situations into
problem ones. A person acting in a technical situation understands the scope
and character of the emerging difficulties, so he or she knows what the
order of actions is and is aware of the expected results of the individual
stages of action. The nature of a problem is changed, and some elements go
missing or are modified.

Taking these comments into consideration, we can assume that a techni-
cal problem is a divergence observed (a technical discordance) between the
actual state of creations and technical phenomena (the results of technical
actions), the methods for taking advantage of them and the application of
the laws of nature in order to satisfy different human needs and enrich the
mental and physical properties of humans and the states they desire given
the values they have accepted12.

3.4. Types of technical thinking and types of technical problems

As regards technical thinking presented in the form of a model (Fig. 2,
3), technical problems can be arranged not only by assigning them to
individual types of thinking, but by constructing for them their own hier-
archy (Fig. 4).
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We can present the development of technical thinking in this model as a
four-level hierarchical system. This division of technical thinking was
introduced by Franus13.

The first level – practical thinking – is developed through the technical
actions of students on technical creations. Students carry out technological
operations (they shape materials), assemble and disassemble as well as di-
agnose the potential inapplicability of the equipment.

The second level – graphical thinking – is where technical activities
are pursued on the basis of technical drawings (methods of recording a con-
struction). Students read and make technical drawings.

The third level – notional thinking – involves technical activities which
consist in creating conceptions (projects) of technical creations and activi-
ties. Students analyse the characteristics of the creations being designed
(using notional schemes and then transforming them) and plan actions to be
taken.

The fourth level – conceptual thinking – is developed through techni-
cal activities which consist in analysing the functions of technical crea-
tions, analysing values and making calculations, e.g. constructional calcu-
lations. Students solve problems related to analysis,  classification and cal-
culation – in a general way – and they use notions on the categorial level.

Fig. 4.  In a psychological plane, development of the students’ technical thinking
is assumed to be based  on a series of technical problems selected by design.
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It is worth mentioning that technical problems which develop technical think-
ing on the first level are based on technical activities with respect to techni-
cal creations, whereas technical problems developing technical thinking on
the second, third and fourth levels are based on technical activities with
respect to technical productions.

Modern technology necessitates that, in modelling the processes of tech-
nical education, the technical problems of a productive character, which are
clearly aimed at preparing only makers and users of technical goods, are
no longer predominant. It is always forgotten that in each class there are
future creators of technology among the students, and therefore emphasis
should be given to the need to differentiate technical problems from the
point of view of developing the technical thinking of students.

4. Model of technical activity – a plane of the contents of technical edu-
cation

4.1. Functional approach to the contents of technical education

The way of selecting and then arranging the contents of a given field of
education, i.e. the structure they form, is decisive with respect to the
didactic processes taking place in a given school subject. The contents of
teaching are defined – to put it most simply – as what is being taught14;
we can say more precisely that  the contents of education are a set of
actions planned to be taken by the student which are fixed by the teach-
ing material and the mental change planned15.

Assuming that the contents are anything the teacher wants to teach the
student by organising didactic processes for this purpose, we can identi-
fy the following two concepts of teaching:

– the information concept, based on knowledge, which is focussed on
memorisation and reproduction of knowledge; it is a concept rich in in-
formation but poor in functions;

–  the functional concept, based on skills, which is focussed on the app-
lication of knowledge; it is a concept rich in functions but poor in infor-
mation16.

4.2. A model of technical activity

In a substantial plane, it is assumed that studying individual, distinct,
fields of technology and informatics should be abandoned in favour of
studying and using methods of an interdisciplinary (universal) character
and potential. This means they have to be set in order and arranged in
accordance with the characteristic actions taken by people. The model
of technical activity (Fig. 5) best serves this purpose.
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PROGRAMMING

MANUFACTURINGOPERATINGLIQUIDATION

CONSTRUCTINGDESIGNINGRECOGNISING

Technical
produc-
tions

Technical
creations

Fig. 5. A model of technical activity – a plane of technical education contents

The description of subsequent phases of technical activity shown in the
model has been illustrated with some sample pages from a textbook on
technology and informatics designed for the first year of upper secondary
school17.

– Recognising a technical situation
is connected with getting to
know and assessing all the com-
ponents contributing to the situ-
ation and thus the technical en-
vironment of people at a given
time; programs used for gather-
ing and managing information
resources are carried out here
(e.g. data bases).

Fig. 6. Recognising in a textbook for
the first year of upper secondary school
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– Designing leads to the develop-
ment of a conception of solutions
to technical problems being deve-
loped using computer-aided visual-
isation programs.

Fig. 7. Designing in a textbook for the first
year of upper secondary school

– Constructing involves formulating
solutions to detailed technical pro-
blems in the form of technical do-
cumentation; CAD (Computer Ai-
ded Design) programs are used
here.

Fig. 8. Constructing in a textbook for the
first year of upper secondary school.
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– Programming of activities includes
actions of an organisational charact-
er which result in the drawing up of
a plan of activities, for instance in
the form of a schedule, including
computer programs for activity plan-
ning.

Fig. 9. Programming in a textbook for the
first year of upper secondary school.

– Manufacturing involves imple-
mentation of  projects in a material
and the result is a ready technical
creation, including CAM (Compu-
ter Aided Manufacturing) methods.

Fig. 10.  Manufacturing in a textbook for
the first year of upper secondary school.
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− Operating covers any actions related

to using o f technical creations (here,

actions connected with operation,

adjustment and maintenance take

place), including software and

hardware.

Fig. 11. Operating in a textbook for the
first class of a gymnasium.

5. Liquidation of the negative results of

technical activity and also of worn out

machinery and equipment; here,

technical activity related to data

protection takes place.

Fig. 12. Liquidation in a textbook

for the first class of a gymnasium.
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With these characteristic phases of technical activity adopted as the basis of
the structuralisation of the contents of technical and informatics education,
it is possible to eliminate the need to continuously add knowledge (infor-
mation) from newer and newer fields of technology in favour of learning
skills related to technology and informatics  based on these methods.

4.3. A spiral system of the contents of technical education
The logic and arrangement of the contents of human technical activity alone
cannot decide the arrangement of the contents for the teaching and learning
of technology. To implement this, students should be prepared on the basis
of the actual level of their psychophysical development and a system of
motivation.

The arrangement of the contents can be as follows: a linear arrangement
(taking into consideration the basic criteria of logical coherence and regularity);
a concentric arrangement (taking into consideration the postulate that the
contents of education are focussed on a common leading idea) and a spiral
arrangement (where the ideas that the contents are to concentrate on form a
system of leading lines in the vertical arrangement of the contents for indi-
vidual classes).

Given the dynamic character of technological development, the model-
ling of a syllabus should be based on students learning the system of tech-
nological methods over time, learning elementary methods of technical ac-
tivity in elementary school and systems of technical activity at the upper
secondary school level. With such an assumption, the only acceptable mo-
del for the structuralisation of the contents of technical education is the
spiral arrangement (Fig. 6).

The model for arranging the contents proposed here is made up in essence of
a core of contents around which there are complementary, supplementary
and extensional contents. The arrangement as a whole resembles a trun-
cated cone with its base upside down, thus suggesting the idea of a spiral
arrangement of contents.

If we cut the cone into imaginary planes parallel to the base, we obtain a
number of truncated cones which symbolise individual stages of education.
The first two represent elementary school, the third lower secondary school,
and the fourth upper secondary school (cf. the educational plane). Mental
changes that take place as a result of technical actions taken by students at
each stage of education can be described as follows:
– the first stage represents a level of technical knowledge;

– the second stage determines the level of observation and interpretation of
technical phenomena in the human environment;
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– the third stage is a stage of technical analogies;

– the fourth stage is a stage of subsystems of technical actions (of full com-
petence).

Basic contents

Spiral arrangement of contents

based on the model of

technical activity

School maturity level

       Knowledge level

Phenomenon observation and

interpretation level

          Analogy level

Activity system level
PROFILED

COMPREHENSI

VE SCHOOL

Contents extension

GYMNASIUM

ELEMENTARY

SCHOOL

Fig. 13. A spiral model of the arrangement of the contents of technical education

4.4. Information technologies in the contents of technical education
One of the basic assumptions of modern technical education is that its con-
tents include forms of student activity that are characteristic of technical
activity at its present stage of advancement18

The present stage of technological advancement means, primarily, mul-
ti-faceted acquisition, passing on and recording of information. A charac-
ter-istic feature of the present time is the development of information tech-
nology, or informatics, coupled with other types of technologies – especial-
ly those related to communication – which contribute to its applications19.
It is no longer computers alone but the whole infrastructure, in combination
with them (called multimedia computers, or more correctly, information
technologies), that determines civilisation at the beginning of the 21st cen-
tury. Information technology has placed humans on the verge of progress.
We are thus standing on the edge of a precipice and do not seem to perceive
the dangers of the world, which exist only in the memory of computers. A
fundamental question then arises about whether people are able to spread
their wings wide enough so that they do not fall into the depths of the digital
mental illusion.
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Seeing the absolute truth constitutes a basis for the building and func-
tioning of not just technical education, but the entire system of general edu-
cation as well. Our future and that of coming generations depend to a great
extent on whether there are technical activities organised for students at
school that correspond with the activities of mankind as we enter the 21st

century; people who are creative and have an open attitude to life, who can
use multimedia not only to satisfy their momentary whims, but for the sake
of their own good as well as others’ – people who can see the beauty be-
hind the equipment’s casing which seems dead, but within which one can
feel the pulse of information being processed.

There have already been attempts made to find a way out of the difficult
situation that humans are placed in by information technologies. This is
what Michael L. Dertouzos20 says  about the future of informatics:

Enough of such designing! It is high time one changed one’s approach
and stopped focusing on the hardware – we must find informatics’
equivalents  of a steering wheel, brake and accelerator pedals. This
analogy leads directly to my idea for the near future: people should
use the latest informatics technologies so that they can achieve more
with less effort.

When I say ”achieve more with less effort”, I mean three things.
First of all, we must adapt new technologies to our style of life, and
not the other way round. We are not going to achieve this objective
when we put on special goggles and a spacesuit and submerge our-
selves in some metallic cyberspace where gigabytes are at large. In
the era of the industrial revolution we did not move into a motor spa-
ce after all. It was the motors that came to us hidden in a fridge where
we keep our food or in a car which we use to drive in. I expect that
exactly the same thing will happen with computers and telecommuni-
cation equipment: they will become a part of our everyday life and we
will begin to associate them with useful actions they perform for us.

Information technologies are to be found in two basic functions in technical
education – first, as a means of assisting students in their learning and teach-
ers in their teaching (computers linked up in a local area network and con-
nected to an external network - the Internet) – then we talk about informa-
tion technologies. The second function of multimedia is to play the role of
an object to be recognised (students learn the structure and functioning of
computers) – then they create information technologies. In modelling the
contents of technology and informatics programmes, the idea should be
abandoned of teaching students individual and mutually distinct fields of
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technology in favour of applying interdisciplinary (universal) methods of
technology. That is why we must assume that multimedia are one of the
symptoms of intensively developing technology and as such they must find
their place in the educational system.

Currently, we also observe attempts to create multimedia textbooks. The
same textbook would be a didactic means of assisting learning processes.
Using information technologies in this material realisation, it would be a
subject of recognition in a natural way. That is why these two functions of
information technologies should be seen as being integrated. This is the
future; it is difficult to say how far away it is right now.

1. Students solving technical problems – a methodological
plane of technical education

5.1. The notion of a problem, a technical problem
Praxeology, as well as organisation theory, associates the notion of a pro-
blem with the notion of an objective. An objective is defined as an anti-
cipated states's of affairs or events (desirable in future) which people want
to reach.

This means that people assume, with respect to these state of affairs, that
they are for some reason of great value and importance to them and that it is
worth achieving them through their own activity.
The basic characteristics of objectives are manifest given that.21

a) they always refer to future states of affairs or phenomena;

b) they can be built first in a person’s imagination; and as notions they are
schematic, fragmentary and foggy;

c) it is possible to make them more detailed through the processes of think-
ing that depend on a person’s cognitive abilities, volume of knowledge
and experiences;

d) they always refer to essential, important matters for a given person so
that they have a stimulating character which motivates that person to act;

e) they are connected with a system of values of a given person and are
evaluated and assessed by him or her; formulating objectives means pro-
nouncing postulate (evaluative) judgements.

In general, we assume that: a set problem or objective also refers to future
(anticipated) events or states of affairs which are described by one person
and delegated to another person in order for them to be solved.
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5.2. Technical problems from a psychological point of view
According to a psychological point of view, problems have the following
characteristics:
a) they are a divergence between the actual and anticipated states of affairs

perceived;

b) they have an explicitly specified objective which they control; they di-
rect actions;

c) they are always connected with the description of a problem field;

d) the experience and knowledge of an individual play a particular role in
them;

e) individual functions of the awareness of the objective are fully expressed
in them;

f) imagination plays an important role in them with respect to the descrip-
tion of an anticipated state;

g) they activate different acts of motivation, conditioned by objects, de-
pending on a person’s knowledge and experience;

h) the action of a person in a problem situation lies in drawing up plans.

Taking into consideration the characteristics of problems identified above
as well as earlier definitions of technology, we can say that: technical pro-
blems are divergences perceived (called technical discordance) between
the actual state of affairs of material objects (creations) and ideal objects
(the results of technical activity).

In other words, we can say that solving technical problems requires
methods of recognising and applying the laws of nature to be mastered in
the creations being formed in order to satisfy different human needs and
enrich the mental and physical characteristics of the individual. The point
of departure is a comparison of actual states with desirable states on ac-
count of the values accepted by that person.

5.3. Elementary technical problems
The technical education process is a well-ordered sequence of didactic and
educational situations of a technical character. We understand the notion of
”a technical didactic and educational situation” to be an arrangement of the
conditions of the technical environment accompanying an educational inte-
raction which enables it (among various forms of student  activities) to rea-
lise such forms of technical activity that have been assigned by the opera-
tional objectives of technical education.

We will call this type of technical problem, in which the problem field
with respect to the structure and function constitutes a matrix for one or one
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type of educational situation, Elementary Technical Problems (ETPs) or
Minor Technical Problems.

The technical education process is connected with sequences of elemen-
tary technical problems that reflect those forms of student technical activity
that are required by the operational objectives adopted by the teacher.

The structure of an ETP sequence should be subordinated to the regula-
rities of transformations in the personality of an individual under the influ-
ence of technical activity. However, ETP sequences must be also subordi-
nated to the technical activity of logic, as purposeful, rational activities re-
lated to satisfying the changing and different human needs.

From a technical point of view, Elementary Technical Problems are
connected with clearly distinguished phases of technical activity: e.g. in a
manufacturing process, such an activity is one part of a manufacturing
technological process; it is a technological operation. Here it is a conti-
nuous action performed at one work station by one operator on one subject
of work.

5.4. A methodological model of the system of learning and teaching
technology
The structure of the system as a whole, prepared by design, can be seen in
the methodological arrangement that has been accepted, given that teachers
mainly express ideas which characterise the entire contents of education.

ETP - Elementary Technical Problem,
TPS - Technical Problem Sequence (elementary problems) (topical unit),
CTP - Complex Technical Problem (modular unit)

Fig. 14. A model of the methodological structure of textbooks for learning techno-
logy and informatics
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One basis for the sequences of technical problems that are treated as basic
elements in the structure of textbooks is the notion that a methodological
plane (axis) of teaching technology and informatics is the solution of tech-
nical problems by students using information technologies22.

CTP

ETP

TPS

Fig. 15. Combining technical problems related to recognising technical situations
– an example from a textbook for the first year of upper secondary school23.

Individual phases distinguished in this model of technical activity consti-
tute structural blocks made up of a system of elements – Elementary
Technical Problems (ETPs). Being properly selected and connected with
ETPs, they compose Technical Problem Sequences (TPSs) which are equi-
valent to a corresponding phase of technical activity (e.g. designing), and
TPSs in turn make up Complex Technical Problems (CTPs) (Fig. 14, 15).

The need to ”combine” technical problems into sequences was noted
long ago by various authors. For example, H. Pochanke24 justifies this with
certain substantial and didactic considerations. He mentions requirements
concerning the contents (the need, resulting from the programme, to pre-
sent the organisational cycle to students) as well as formal requirements
(indirect combining) resulting from the structure of a syllabus. Furthermore,
the principles of connecting elementary technical problems have been defi-
ned in a complex and creative way by W. Furmanek25.
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Combining technical problems into sequences creates a foundation for
the multi-stimulus and directed process of learning technology and infor-
matics which is to be differentiated in its functional aspects. This is in ac-
cordance with the assumptions of the theory of education through technolo-
gy that is expressed in the statement concerning the praxial character of
technology.

2. Exemplary solutions of practical assumptions adopted in
the technology and informatics syllabus in an upper

secondary school

It appears from the model assumptions that the learning of technology and
informatics in a secondary school means recognising, understanding,
internalising and adapting the systems of values in human behaviour
in technical situations, the carrier of which is modern technology26.

The basic way to employ the cognitive processes described above is in a
multi-faceted and complex student activity expressed in didactic and edu-
cational situations organised (created) by the teacher. This assumption ex-
plicitly identifies the functions of the teacher and students in the processes
of learning technology and informatics. They become evident in the sys-
tems of actions (behaviour) of people in the course of technical activities
they undertake at school.

In elementary school, we emphasise the need for students to understand
that technology is created by people to serve human needs. It is very import-
ant to get pupils to understand that modern technology is different from
technology in the past. Nowadays, technology is connected with anything
that is done by people; it is omnipresent in various forms of everyday hu-
man activity and is based on the advancement of information technologies.

Modern technology can effectively serve people when people – even
within an elementary scope – have learned and understood its fundamental
principles and have become familiar with its relations with the results of
scientific research. This requires the development of the ability of students
to assess and evaluate technical phenomena which surround them.

The following extract from a syllabus has been prepared on the basis of
one author’s programme (Item 3, titled Procedures for achieving objectiv-
es) Technology – Informatics in One Upper Secondary School27. The ex-
tracts have been compiled in such a way as to make it possible for them to
be analysed in a vertical arrangement from Class One through Class Three.
Actions and activities to be undertaken by students have been rendered in
capital letters.
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Class One
Procedures for achieving objectives related to:
c) constructing: students PREPARE methods of testing and changing pro-

perties of materials (with the example of metals); they COMPARE the
results obtained with the parameters for other materials; they READ and
PREPARE an elementary design documentation; they TAKE ADVAN-
TAGE of computer graphics programs; they DEFINE the principles be-
hind the development of material engineering (on the basis of their own
observations and analysis of literature); they BUILD and ANALYSE
physical MODELS of machinery from the past (flat, three-dimensional
and  experimental) out of various materials: paper, plaster, clay, timber,
metals, plastics, etc.); they ASSEMBLE constructional and functional
units of machinery out of ready-made mechanical and electric sets; they
DISASSEMBLE and ASSEMBLE machinery intended for the purpose
(typewriters, sewing machines, drilling machines).

Class Two
Procedures for achieving objectives related to:

c) constructing: students DEVELOP their own designs for sensors and
converters of various signals (dusk sensor, temperature sensor, motion
sensor, moisture sensor, smoke sensor, etc.); they READ OUT the values
of electronic elements in the form of codes (bars, dots, shapes); they
SELECT elements of the sensors being constructed in accordance with
design and construction assumptions; they ASSEMBLE (out of ready
elements) protection systems, e.g. doors, windows, a courtyard, a room,
etc.; they DRAW blocks and structure diagrams of the systems being
created; they MAKE TRIAL start-ups and adjust the systems being as-
sembled; they TEST radio sets with different operational parameters.

Class Three
Procedures for achieving objectives related to:

c) engineering constructing: students ANALYSE different technical draw-
ings that illustrate constructional designs of various types of equipment
with built-in microprocessors (e.g. household appliances: washing mach-
ine, refrigerator, TV set, microwave oven); they DEVELOP graphical
models of household appliances with microprocessor systems; they
CARRY OUT a computer simulation of the operation of equipment used
for the reception, transmission and processing of information; they PRE-
PARE sample service manuals; they MODEL utility robots: industrial
robots (e.g. a robot placing glasses, plates, electric bulbs on the assem-
bly line), household robots (e.g. a robot placing tableware on the table,
cleaning the floor, etc.)
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Summary

The problem of modelling technology and informatics syllabuses is a very
complex process both from the point of view of pedagogical theories and
didactic and educational actions taken by teachers, often based on their own
educational experience. Modern technology is completely different from
what was found even ten years ago. Should this not be reflected at least in
the selection and modelling of the contents? Many researchers dealing with
this field of education perceived the problem as early as the 1970’s and
1980’s. However, it was not before the end of 1990’s that changes took
place. A new model of technical education is slowly being introduced in the
schools.
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Waldemar Furmanek

A New Model of Technical Education

Introduction

The complicated nature of the problems discussed in this paper forces us to
confine ourselves to the questions of greatest importance. Therefore, I would
like to adopt the terminological conventions adhered to in the field to de-
scribe the research subject of the theory of education through technical
activity and the theory of technical education; I would also like to point out
the basic research considerations of the problems in question. However, I
would first like to pose the most important questions concerning such
studies which require deeper reflection.

The catalogue of assumptions included in the completed model of Polish
technical education currently being implemented - and which is presented
in this paper - is, out of stern necessity, of an introductory nature. It requires
further development and, above all, arrangement. This will be possible once
this paper has been revised by wider circles of research workers and above
all by those who adopt different theoretical and methodological standpoints
with respect to the questions raised.

Terminological Conventions

1. An analysis of selected phenomena in terms of the assumptions of the
pedagogical sciences usually leads − sooner or later − to a pedagogical the-
ory. Depending on the basic subject of research, they assume their peculiar
character.

The subject of interest to us is pedagogical phenomena as a whole which
relate to the development of the humanity of humans by making use of
pedagogical values purposely introduced into the processes of education
through technical activity. In this case, we are then dealing with the theory
of education through technical activity1.

When we try to analyse the problems generated by this theory from the
point of view of educational practice, we are then dealing with technical
education2 and, in connection with this, modern technology didactics 3.
Adopting these as the basic subject of pedagogical studies, we can talk about
the theory of education through technical activity or the theory of techni-
cal education.

In this paper, we fix our attention on the presentation of the basic as-
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sumptions of this theory, while treating technical education as a compo-
nent of compulsory general education.

2. Also of some importance for the explicitness of our standpoint is the
question of defining a grid of notions, which provides the meanings we
will use to carry out our analysis.

The adoption of a chosen current – or trend, or simply a few ideas about
modern pedagogy – as our foundation greatly determines the direction of
the analysis and the structure of the pedagogical theory4 of interest to us.

The grid of notions is of fundamental significance not only for unifica-
tion and communication of the problems discussed. It serves to prove that a
given discipline is mature in terms of its methodology and that its level of
identity is sufficiently high. However, as I like to say in such circumstanc-
es, let us not start with ABC. We cannot always start from the very begin-
ning. Adopting such a position, we focus only on fundamental issues in this
paper, the explanation of which seems to be necessary for the consistency
of discourse. We discuss other questions in the context of papers already
published and refer the reader to the footnotes.

3. The notions which occur in the context of our analysis of basic problems
for the theories mentioned above require some explanation. I include the
following among such notions:
education, education through technology, technical education, teaching of

technology.

It is also important to explain some notions which are subsumed in other
notions, i.e.

technology, technical activity.

4. However, the analysis of the questions raised in this paper concentrates
on the superordinate category, which is education.

The following five different groups of definitions in pedagogical litera-
ture concerning education can be distinguished: praxeological, evolutional,
situational, adaptational, modern (humanist, personalist). From the point of
view of the questions of interest to us, it is worth mentioning that various
authors use different interpretations of the notion of education. However,
most often they refer to the praxeological meaning of education belonging
to technological pedagogy, which lays particular stress on educational ac-
tivities such as actions moulding and shaping pupils (on the analogy of
moulding and shaping some material into utility objects). We must reject
this objective style of analysis as well as the objective approach to the edu-
cational process and to persons taking part in it. This requires a reinterpre-
tation of all the objectives and tasks of education through technical activity
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which contained the recommendations for the need to mould the individua-
lity of pupils, mould and shape their abilities with respect to various aspects.

Somewhat closer to the needs of the questions discussed are the defini-
tions of education established by educators in circles promoting progres-
sivist tendencies, who place a special focus on the conditions and stimuli
involved in the development of pupils. Let us take, for example, the follo-
wing two definitions: education is preparing for life through life (O. De-
croly, early 20th century); education is … organising the children’s expe-
rience through amusement, work, conversation, creative expression as edu-
cational situations (P. Peterson, 1920’s).

Adaptational definitions express the results of educational activities in
terms of the categories of adaptation to the environment (social, technolo-
gical adaptation). F. Znaniecki (1930’s) defined education as preparing a
pupil for performing the tasks of the member of a social group with his full
rights. Let us point out that, in light of the threat of the occurrence of what
is known as social exclusion, which is discussed later in this paper, that
definition may prove useful for the purpose of technical education.

However, from our point of view, the most appropriate definitions of
education are used in modern pedagogy, and in particular personalist and
humanist currents in it, including pedagogy and the didactics of value.

We must postpone a precise analysis of the issue for another occasion,
but let us just mention here a descriptive definition of the concept of educa-
tion which we use most frequently in our analyses: it is the most important
thing in modern education to assist in the many-sided development of the
mental state of people so that they can live in the conditions of a changing
modern civilisation and be able to cope with the tasks (challenges) imposed
by it, so that they can take advantage of the development possibilities which
exist given the achievements of civilisation so that they know what they
should aim for and how and where to derive a joy of life from. In brief, we
can say that education means assisting in the development of humanity
in human beings5.

At present, in the theory of education through technical activity, there
are different ways of understanding the key notion of education. This re-
flects the pluralism of pedagogical views, but above all, the fact that mo-
dern pedagogy is of a polyparadigmatic character. The theory of educa-
tion through technology should also have such a character 6.

5. We discuss the analyses carried out in the theory of education through
technical activity as a whole against a wide background of civilisation
and cultural references7. In such a context, it is necessary to explain the
contents and methods of interpreting this group of notions in our analyses
as well. Additionally, this necessity is stressed by the fact that we connect
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the contents of the notions with features describing the character of a civili-
sation when we talk about industrial civilisation, informative civilisation,
industrial society and the informative society.

According to these interpretations, we also use such notions as: technic-
al culture, informative culture, and information culture as well as praxeol-
ogical culture, labour culture, economic culture8.

These notions are recognised as basic concepts for the purpose of descri-
bing the objectives of the field of education in question.

To conclude, the assumptions mentioned here have clear repercussions
for our position with respect to evaluating the currents aimed at making
education known more practically from its history. Let us only mention
various types of handicraft, utilitarian models, and finally solutions propo-
sed by what are called ideas of the spread of technology in education, which
used to be developed in the former socialist countries9.

Basic Assumptions

We find it extremely important to formulate a catalogue of basic assump-
tions for the model of technical education theory10.

In this paper we focus only on the assumptions related to the methodolo-
gical and pedagogical character of the theory in question.  In the paper by
W. Walat, we present a catalogue of assumptions of a practical nature that
are inherent in the technical education system we are providing.

1. As was already mentioned we recognise technical education as a com-
ponent of compulsory universal general education. For this reason,
we have to refer to solutions concerning problems related to the issue of
interest to us that are already known, have been used for many years and
are nowadays in educational practice in various countries.

This also puts us under obligation to adopt our standpoint with respect
to the significance of the objectives of this branch of education for the
general education of human beings. At the same time, the results of this
position should be included in the canon of general education11.

2. Analyses and studies conducted so far lead us to conclude that problems
related to the technical branch of education should be discussed
among those people espousing humanist and personalist pedagogy,
and, as regards educational solutions, by those promoting the didac-
tics of value.

This implies that it would be necessary to find such currents of a theoretical
analysis of modern technology phenomena which might also include mo-
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dern technology as a humanist theory. This means that they will expose
the humanist dimensions of modern technology. And such a theory should
find its expression in revealing all the traits and development trends of
modern technology which recognise, more than before, the priority of the
needs and values of human beings, while contributing to the programme of
changing the quality of people; they serve the purpose of consolidating their
goodness. At the same time, the theory enlightens us about the necessity of
adopting in our studies a paradigm emphasising the priority of human
beings over technology12.

3. Adoption of the standpoint mentioned above implies that it is necessary
to acknowledge the priority of human beings in all pedagogical
processes. This assumption becomes evident in different ways in all the
components of the technical education system being modelled.

4. In the methodological catalogue, it should be established that we will
conduct studies of the problems in question using a systems approach,
assuming that it is necessary for such an approach to be taken with re-
spect to all the components of the system. Therefore, we depart from an
additive, or holistic, methodological approach which has been used to
excess. At the same time, it is worth noting here that there is a greater
need than before to make allowance in our studies of the problems in
question for models of quality studies or quality and quantity studies.
This explicitly shows that it is also necessary to abandon a naturalistic
approach to the subject of pedagogical studies. Using an anti-naturalistic
paradigm13 which owocowa_  includes in his methodology, one can expect
that the experimental studies carried out so far will be reevaluated.

To conclude, in light of analyses of the results of research carried out so far,
but also in light of my own experience in phenomenology and the catalogue
of the assumptions mentioned above, we can say that none of the models
for using technological values in pedagogical activities can be conti-
nued. Thus we reject the models for making education practical in its solu-
tions using different forms of handicraft; we consider the models propo-
sed by pedagogical utilitarianism to not be useful enough for the purpose
of modern pedagogy; and we reject an objective style of education and the
theoretical assumptions adopted in constructing the models of polytechni-
cal education as proposed by Marxist versions.

We consider the preparation and implementation of a modern model
of education through technical activity14 to be a necessary and extremely
urgent task for modern educational sciences.
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Main areas of analyses and studies needed as a result of the
challenges of civilisation

1. Modern technology – apart from modern science – is one of the most
important causative factors responsible for civilisation transformations.
It is not an easy job to establish a definition of modern technology. We
make an assumption that technology is a special history-creating phe-
nomenon. It results from the many centuries of collective work of man.
It has always served and still serves the purposes of people in those forms
of activities where they strive for perfection with respect to themselves
and their activities so that they can in fact change the quality of the world
and as a result their standard of living15.

2. The character of modern technology is also determined by its direct
coupling and feedback with science. What is essential are those pro-
perties which result from the global and total character of modern
technology. These features require precise interpretation and an indica-
tion of what the consequences are with respect to educational sciences
and technical education.

3. Modern technology is an omnipresent phenomenon. Although it is
created by a few people, everyone can take advantage of it. This po-
ses new challenges. For example, can one restrict oneself in the teleolo-
gy of education through technology simply to the need to develop tech-
nical culture among the users of technology? How can one interpret the
concept of the technical culture of a user of information technologies?

4. In light of such an understanding of the notion of technology, it is impor-
tant to try to indicate what challenges man is confronted with by futu-
re civilisation. If civilisation itself is to be recognised as a value, one
should also indicate the values which constitute it and their relation to
pedagogy. Values are inherent in modern technology and the techni-
cal activities of man. What sort of values are they? Any answer to that
question must first consider the fact that modern technology is diffe-
rent from technology in previous eras. How is the dissimilarity ex-
pressed? It is extremely important to show the humanist dimensions of
modern technology16. To what extent does it contribute to the program-
me of present-day humanism17? What conditions are to be satisfied so
that modern technology can complete its historic mission?
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5. How can one model all the phenomena which make up the contents
of modern technology? Each field of modern technology is worthy of
notice. Each, to some extent and with certain dynamics, affects the cha-
racter of modern and future scientific-technical-informatics (informa-
tion) civilisation. Which catalogue categories of modern technology re-
flect to the greatest extent the contents of the most important of its phe-
nomena? In the model we prefer, we rely on three mutually coupled ca-
tegories: matter, energy, and information. An urgent task is to show a
relation grid, but also the tendencies of their development since the re-
sults of such analyses are of key importance for modelling the contents
of the branch of education of interest to us18.

6. However, at the same time, the great number of forms of human techni-
cal activities, the multitude of means and methods of modern technology
(including information technologies), but also the diversity of forms for
organising activities make it extremely difficult to develop a model of
technical activity which, while not losing some important properties of
modern technology, would present it from a personal point of view
(from a creator of technology) as well as from a cultural and civilisa-
tion point of view19. The technical activity model structure adopted in
some detailed studies, after reinterpretation of the contents of individual
phases, shows in full our position with respect to the modelling forms of
technical activities using a horizontal approach.

7. Also of some importance is the statement that informatics – or to be more
precise, information technologies – should be regarded as a component
of modern technology. Nowadays, it is this complex of indicating phe-
nomena that is determined most by the trends of present civilisation trans-
formations: from an industrial civilisation to an information civilisa-
tion20. What challenges confront man given the dynamically develo-
ping information civilisation and information society that are being built
and which are characterised by: variability, dynamism of transforma-
tions; transitory character (enhanced transgression); multiplicity and
complexity and even a systems character of transformations; novelty
(creation, creativity)? In this context, how can we interpret the notion of
human information culture?
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8. Recognition, description and evaluation of the properties of infor-
mation civilisation and information society represent a set of impor-
tant tasks for pedagogy. Adaptation to civilisation transformations poses
not just a challenge for pedagogy and individual branches of education.
Pedagogy should participate in them and be ahead of them21. That is
why one should constantly recognise the world and be able to foresee
its development trends22 and make recommendations on that basis for
educational practice23. We will learn all the fruits of this practice in
people’s activity in future because they constitute important references
to the objectives and tasks of present-day education, which are always of
a prospective character. And although educational processes are ongo-
ing here and now, they are still employed with the intention of achieving
future objectives. The perspective of the future, its interpretation, and
the establishment of main courses (tendencies) of development are of
special significance for the educational sciences. Education is always
education for the future, for a better tomorrow for the world24. To
what extent should elements of the history of technology be taken into
account in education through technology? To what extent should pupils
be shown the sources and scope of threats – to human beings and their
environment – which come into existence because of processes that take
advantage of technological achievements which are recognised but which
people are not sufficiently intellectually prepared for?

9. As was mentioned above, civilisation transformations include all the
spheres of human life. Given their nature, we call them revolutions, as it
is a process of rapid quality changes in this area which results in a fun-
damental transformation of the existing state of affairs or a system of
relations and their sudden transition from one development stage into
another25. A revolution refers to a transformation of the most important
and fundamental phenomena for the system and always has the charac-
ter of a landmark. According to the convention of science methodology,
we say that revolutions are always connected with a change of para-
digm. Which of these should be made a central point for the analysis of
problems related to challenges that confront pedagogy and education?
Within our scope of interest, which is education through technology and
technical education, various and different directions of analysis can be
indicated. However, in my personal opinion, an axiological analysis
should be the basic area of studies.
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10. A global information society issues different challenges. These refer to
all the spheres of human activity. It is important to indicate these para-
digms with respect to the problems connected with civilisation transfor-
mations of interest to us. Among the numerous attempts to solve the
problem, the proposal of A. Tofler26 is worth mentioning; he points to
the fact that civilisation transformations appear in the transformations of
the system of values predominant in a given civilisation model. We can
label this observation transformations in the axiological paradigm. The-
refore, we ask not only what values constitute an information civilisa-
tion model. We also pose questions concerning pedagogical implications
of the phenomena at the time of civilisation transformations, which F.
Fukujama calls a great disruption27. Although the development of civi-
lisation proceeds under the influence of various factors, it is revealed
first of all in transformations of the system of values. So, for an agrarian
society, land constituted a value – the area of crops necessary to support
the community. In an industrial society, capital, the labour force, and
the means of production represented values. An information society is
a society of information, knowledge and competence.

Challenges for Education

1. The character, scope and direction of these transformations are of
some importance for the educational sciences. It is from here that di-
rectional recommendations for pedagogical activities take their origin.
What mental dispositions should be cherished and developed so that
pupils can single-handedly – and in a way that is adequate for human
beings – take advantage of the achievements of information civilisation
to change the quality of their life? Therefore, we focus on the ethical
dimensions of the analyses carried out.

2. Information civilisation and information society models built in it are
based on information, knowledge and the competence of people.
Educational systems must prepare people not to make use of knowled-
ge acquired at school and possessed once for their whole life to perform
repeatable actions (these can be algorithmised, i.e. they can be replaced
by information technologies), but to create knowledge. Nowadays, this
competence is reserved for only a few people. In an information society,
it must be shared by all classes in society. An information society, the
fruit of information civilisation, is a society of creators, of people infa-
tuated with themselves, consciously aiming to take full advantage of the
single, unique, non-repeatable features of their psyche, including their
intellect.
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3.  Creation is a disposition to perceive the world in full, to be surprised, to
ask questions and accept dissimilarity for the dynamic and continual
development of a human being. The psychodidactics of creation is con-
fronted with new challenges. They can be expressed in an abbreviated
form as tasks to establish an educational model of creative man. This
is necessary to direct educational activity. However, it seems that even
now - on the basis of an analysis of literature from this field - one can
show the most important features of human creative attitudes. Un-
doubtedly, they include the following:

� The particular way of perceiving the world, and the resulting way of
recognising the world: by means of the senses, rationally, concretely
and notionally;

� The openness of mind and tolerance of ambiguity; flexible thinking;
coping with cognitive situation problems;

� Independence, reflection and courage;
� Spontaneity and expressiveness;
� No fear of the unknown;
� The ability to concentrate and a fascination with tasks;
� Friendliness and a sense of humour;
� The ability to integrate contrasts.

4. This poses new challenges to educational systems but also to the educa-
tional sciences: how to teach everyone to recognise and assess:

� themselves;
� their abilities, aspirations and aims;
� the spheres of their curiosities, interests and likings.

5. A challenge for the education system is constituted by a need:
�     to educate a large majority of society on the level which today is

called tertiary education. Hence, already today, the 21st century is cal-
led the century of universities28;

� to more frequently brush up on and enrich knowledge which quickly
becomes out of date; at the same time, the volume of knowledge will
increase exponentially.
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6. Another serious challenge facing education is the changeability and
growth of knowledge. We know for sure that the volume of knowledge
will increase exponentially. At present, we do not know the dynamics of
these changes (we do not know the rate at which they will occur). The
educational model which is obligatory in an information society and is
expressed by the formula “20 years of education, 40 years of professio-
nal activity” can no longer be followed. This model prepar-ed people for
one occupation or at least for a change in their workplace. For the educa-
tional system, this means there is a need to develop a new model and
organisational principles of education of learning through a person’s
whole life (LLL model)29. The adoption of such an educational para-
digm means a transition from the principle of acquiring knowledge once
for one’s whole life to the principle of learning throughout one’s life.

This determines the need to develop readiness to study and learn further.
Also, this entrusts education with subsequent tasks, which are none too
new:
� Develop the conviction that continuous learning is necessary;
� Teach everyone methods of learning30.

7. Changes in the system of values have always been accompanied by
significant social phenomena, including an axiological loss of people
and related pathological phenomena. Finally, as we are in the sphere
of these phenomena, we must ask about transformations with respect to
human work which we treat as a value and source of new values. Are
the quantitative and qualitative transformations in the labour market
determined by the end of work foretold by J. Riffkin31?

It is commonly known that as agrarian society was transformed into
an industrial society, the demand for workers in the agricultural sector
decreased. Those changes were magnified by the introduction of crea-
tions of industry but also by scientific achievements related to agricul-
ture (mechanisation and chemicalisation of agriculture as well as trans-
genic breeding). Even now, agricultural employment in highly develo-
ped countries is at a very low level.

Initially, the demand for developing industry in the 20th century
was great enough to also provide jobs for what are called manual work-
ers or in fact poorly skilled labourers. Over time, production technolo-
gies have been improved, causing substantial changes in the organisa-
tion and processes of production. The introduction of new generations
of machinery and technological lines (nowadays robots) has also been
of some importance. All this has resulted in decreased industry dem-
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and for workers in general, and particularly for manual workers. They
have been replaced by machines which are continuously being impro-
ved. Human beings lose out to machines (including computers).

One can expect that with the transition from an industrial society to
an information society, the demand for what are called white-collar
workers, who perform a number of actions related to the processing of
information for the purpose of administration, will also drop. These
jobs will be done by information technologies and computers. Let us
add that this phenomenon refers not only to the administration staff in
industry but also employees in most types of service32.

6. A question then arises: what workers will be required by an informa-
tion society? First of all, workers for such jobs where humans do not
lose out to machines (computers). In our opinion, this means work based
on mutual relations between people, and what is called creative work.

7. A market of employees will assume the character of a market of com-
petencies. And this means there will be no continuity in the traditional
labour market, a market of employees. Some new forms of employ-
ment have already been propagated: outsourcing, employment cont-
racts; telework has also emerged.

8. The labour market in the models of information societies will force the
educational system – more than ever – to pursue their interest in the
problems connected with education through work for work. This be-
ing so, there should be an expansion of pedagogical studies on new edu-
cational solutions related to these problems. At the same time, this chal-
lenges the educational system to provide pupils with systems of compe-
tence which will enable them to get along in a difficult labour market.
We can mention some exemplary competencies here. They include: cre-
ative competencies, abilities to use knowledge in an interdisciplinary
way, abilities and skills for collective action as well as self-reliance in
initiating and performing tasks.

9. For education, this means that educational systems have to prepare
people:

� � � � � to co-operate in teams responsible for solving specific problems
(and not ∠ as has been the case so far ∠ to operate equipment or handle
customers);

� � � � � for the changeability of work, mobility, known as a stepwise profes-
sional career. In an information society people will be forced to change
their profession several times throughout their professional career. This
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is both because of the growth of knowledge, which is a scientific basis
for a given professional activity, and the evolution of professions.
Some of these will disappear while new ones will emerge.

10. Within the framework of this model, it is necessary to formulate new
methodological solutions, including:

� models for working with adults;
� abandoning the approach where knowledge is imparted by teachers in

favour of one where knowledge is acquired by teachers together with
students;

� shifting the focus from knowledge possessed by the teacher to know-
ledge needed by the student;

� developing abilities to solve problems, particularly important problems
related to making decisions and diagnoses;

� inventing and implementing methodology for team work, teaching att-
itudes and intercommunication skills as well as organisation of work
into teams and groups;

� developing new methods of work using new information technologies,
including teleducation, virtual schools, etc.

� developing a new model of educational services which takes into con-
sideration the needs of the public sector, employees and employers;

� inventing methods of work which develop the essentials of creative
activity;

� inventing a methodology for developing people’s cognitive interests
and likings.

Basic Ideas of the Technical Education Theory

1. Preparing people for a change in life quality as the reality of civilisa-
tion changes should be considered to be the basic mission of the educatio-
nal sciences and educational practice.

No sphere of life can escape civilisation transformations; neither can the
pedagogical sciences and education system or the theory of practice and
education of humans. Pedagogy is interested in all the transformations rela-
ting to the theory and practice of human education through a person’s par-
ticipation in various technical activities. In other words, we seek an answer
to the question to what extent the values of technology and technical activi-
ties can be used to induce and consolidate changes in the human psyche.
Furthermore, educators are interested in how to organise a didactic and edu-
cational system so that the effectiveness of the actions undertaken can be
the highest. What model of the technical education system is to be proposed
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to make it possible to attain objectives resulting from the civilisation chal-
lenges briefly mentioned above?

2. For the pedagogical sciences, everything is essential which refers to
human development in all its dimensions of personal, mental and spiritu-
al life. What really matters, above all, is humans and their development;
this defines the essence of pedagogical activities, and this results from doing
anything in the pedagogical processes which is good for humans.

We adopt the paradigm which recognises the priority of humans over
technology and the organisation of pedagogical processes as a basis for
our discussion.

Therefore, we assume that:
� technology constitutes a value and carries a syndrome of values. They

remain connected with the system of values embracing the whole of
humanity. This system of values is to be interpreted and viewed in terms
of pedagogy;

� the values which represent inherent components of modern technology
should be the subject of interest of educators given the contents of pe-
dagogical processes being modelled;

� the values mentioned above are essential to humans (otherwise they
would not be values); they are important from the point of view of the
needs of humans, their aspirations, and more precisely from the point
of view of their influence on the contents and quality of changes in
human life;

� modern technology and its entire results will constitute values for hum-
ans only when they can be acknowledged by humans as such or as a
result of their possibilities of creating new values.

3. Education through technology or education through technical activity
represents a domain of education. It is a component of the system of gene-
ral education. The essence of this domain of education manifests itself by
aiming to take advantage of the values of technical activities to make cons-
cious changes in the psyche of pupils who are willing to actively take part
in differentiated and complex-arranged systems of technical situations.
Owing to this, it will be possible for THEIR psyche to develop to such an
extent that THEY are prepared not only to take advantage of the benefits of
civilisation, but also to make active changes in the quality of their lives.

With this approach, education through technical activity – as a do-
main of compulsory universal general education – integrates all the peda-
gogical actions taken by these teachers, who aim to develop the instru-
mental side of the psyche of their pupils (instruction - teaching of techno-
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logy), as well as all the pedagogical actions taken by these educators,
who aim to develop the directional mental dispositions of their pupils
(technical education).

Learning technology means aiming consciously to study, understand,
internalise and adopt one’s actions in technical situations whose systems of
values are carried by modern technology.

Teaching technology – in this context – should be assisting pupils in
learning technology. Assistance should find its expression in organising
systems of technical didactic and educational situations at school where
pupils can take certain actions and consolidate their actions, which are in
accordance with preferred values.

Technical education means a process of conscious and organised use
of information in order to prepare people to take advantage of infor-
mation in order to solve the problems they face in their lives.

4. This way, pupils will be active at school in the environment of values
which will constitute the contents of their adult life.

As the activity (both professional and non-professional) always takes
place in a given technical situation, it thus becomes necessary to refer pe-
ople to the components of technology which are found in such a situation.
Giving sense (significance, a role) to certain actions of people constitutes
their behaviour in a given situation. Repeatablity of this behaviour as ex-
pressed in organised didactic and educational cycles is requisite for attain-
ing an expected level of skills and consolidating the types of behaviour of
great worth.

5. How should the processes of pedagogical actions understood this way be
modelled in order to maintain the priority of humans over the organisation
of the information society? At the same time, this means that a pedagogical
model must be sought which, while recognising the autonomy and identity
of individuals, their uniqueness and the non-recurrence of their mental dis-
positions, will assist in their aspirations to further development – even after
leaving the system in future.

6. Once modern technology can and actually does change the quality of
human life, a question arises about the criteria for the quality of human
life. We assume that such a list should contain the following:
A. A variety of subjective experiences, and in particular, a variety of

personal experience with respect to values;
B. A high level of consciousness, being conscious of taking part in the

activities offered;
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C. Self-reliance in undertaking and performing actions;
D. Creation, including technical creation;
E. Participation in adhering to preferred values;
F. Possibilities of self-development and taking advantage of them to ac-

hieve one’s own aspirations and plans33.

7. The criteria for the quality of human life given above are of a subjective
character. As a result, some recommendations can be made in terms of ex-
pected features of the system of education through technical activity
that is being modelled.

One should aim to make the system that is being modelled friendly to
pupils. Therefore, its features should include, among others:
� Many-sided and complex technical activities for pupils;
� Intellectualisation of technical activities; awareness of participation in

technical activities; an enhanced role for the processes of understan-
ding;

� Activating high levels of cognitive actions; self-reliance in performing
technical actions;

� Technical creation which is adequate for the level of the pupils’ cogni-
tive abilities;

�     Participating in the world of values; abandoning preparation for social
roles, including the role of a rational consumer;

� Developing a disposition for self-education;
�     Elasticity with respect to pedagogical solutions.

8. A more precise analysis of the features mentioned above enables us to
establish a catalogue of pedagogical instructions for the organisation of the
technical education system.

A. Giving this educational domain a clearly humanist character. At the
same time, it should be added here, that the character and contents of
the concept of modern (new) humanism34 need closer consideration.

B. Restoration of subjectivity in the processes of technical education
should be the main task of theoreticians and practicians from this field
of education. It requires a precise analysis and pedagogical reflection
on the priority of people in educational processes. It is necessary to
introduce instructions for the practice of implementing the style of sub-
jective education, overcoming the style of objective education35.

C. Showing modern technology as a causative factor of civilisation trans-
formations, which is at the same time closely connected with the sys-
tem of values embracing the whole of mankind. The continually dyna-
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mic development of science and technology changes the character of
human activity. This makes it necessary to prepare pupils for changes,
for continuous study;

D. Generally, the doctrine of education has to be changed. It is necessary
to abandon the adaptation doctrine in favour of the creative educa-
tion doctrine. The purpose of schools should be to promote the many-
sided development of their pupils and to prepare them for independent
study throughout their lifetime. The creative education doctrine should
stimulate pupils to innovation, creation and change. Pupils should learn
to make their own decisions without restraint but trustworthily, to think
independently (and also creatively), to estimate sensibly, to act with a
full sense of their responsibility and openly express their own ideas and
feelings36.

E. Showing modern technology in its multiple connections with all forms
of human activity: professional work, learning, culture, leisure, crea-
tion. Showing the fact that modern technology both advantageously
and disadvantageously changes people’s environment. This requires
making pupils understand basic phenomena of importance for the pre-
sent day;

F. The contents of technical education should be modelled in such a way
that it can ensure many-sided activities for pupils, who assume the
task of solving systems of technical problems since this is a requisite
for multi-stimulus influence on the pupils.

G. At the same time, each of the forms of technical activity undertaken
should be widely based on cognitive processes which are strongly in-
tellectualised, and the processes of understanding technical pheno-
mena should be the basic ones.

H. Intellectualisation of the processes of education through technology in
the context of   the diversity and differentiation of the contents of tech-
nical education means the need to accept, in the model being construc-
ted, all the conditions determining the development of cognitive
processes as conditions which constitute all the methodological solu-
tions being implemented in the system. It is necessary to adopt the de-
velopment of technical imagination, creative technical thinking and
technical language as a matrix of all pedagogical actions. Nor should
the processes of the development of memory and attention be neglec-
ted.

I.  Diversity with respect to the contents of technical education as the
consequence of reference to modern technology forces the need for con-
tinuous optimisation of the solutions proposed by the theory of edu-
cation through technology. This should apply both to the entire system
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being modelled and to the pedagogical processes which are to take pla-
ce in it, but also to all types of methodological studies which will ap-
pear in the system.

J.  Methodological and organisational flexibility obliges educators to in-
troduce a great number of methods and educational forms for practice
in this field, with the principles of good practice being observed.

K. The necessity of a systems approach to the problems of technical edu-
cation will be expressed by a unification of solutions in a horizontal
plane, i.e. for individual stages of education. This is manifested by pre-
paring and accepting a uniform point of view with respect to the struc-
ture and character of the technical activities proposed. In our solution,
we propose a systems approach to various technical actions in the mo-
del of technical activity. A detailed presentation of this can be found in
the paper by W. Walat.

L. Of no less importance is the solution to the problem of a vertical
approach to the issues related to this field of education or integrating
the solutions around some old ideas for various stages of education. We
propose that the point of departure for the processes of technical educa-
tion, employed on a systematic basis, should be the level of the school
technical maturity of students (which is required at the start of the
student’s school career). Subsequent stages include the following: the
level of technical knowledge (a standard of achievement for students
completing their early education); the level of observation and inter-
pretation of technical phenomena (the level of understanding for ele-
mentary technical phenomena; this applies to students who complete
their elementary education); the level of technical analogies (a stan-
dard of achievement for students completing their upper secondary edu-
cation); and the level of technical activities systems (a standard defi-
ning the achievements of students completing their secondary educa-
tion and other types of complete comprehensive schools).

The theory of technical education is aimed at the description and operation-
alisation of individual levels. This is the more urgent task as the solution to
these issues has a bearing on the level and contents of educational stan-
dards, including the programme standards. It thus affects the selection of
the contents of technical education and their didactic instrumentalisation.

Conclusions

In this paper, we have undertaken the task of giving a synthetic presentation
of the catalogue of basic assumptions which we take into consideration in
our work on a new model of technical education.
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It is not possible to discuss all the necessary questions in one study.
Therefore, although we consider this paper to be introductory, we reckon
that time will allow us to present these problems concerning the theory of
education through technical activity in a wider monograph.
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Serendipity in Technology and Education

Serendipity is a word that was coined by the British statesman Horace Wal-
pole in 1754. On January 28 that year, Walpole wrote to the British envoy
to Florence, Horace Mann:

“… This discovery indeed is almost of that kind which I will call
serendipity, a very expressive word, which as I have nothing better to
tell you, I shall endeavour to explain to you: you will understand it
better by the derivation than by definition. I once read a fairy tale
called The Three Princes of Serendip: as their highnesses travelled,
they were always making discoveries, by accident and sagacity of
things they were not in quest of …”

The fairy tale Walpole was referring to told the story of three princes who
were highly trained in the arts and sciences. They were sent on a prolonged
journey by their father, the king, to acquire empirical experience. On the
journey they met a camel driver searching for his lost camel. Although the
three princes had not seen the camel, they asked the camel driver if the lost
camel was blind in one eye, missing a tooth and lame. This description was
based on signs they had observed along their way. They also deduced that it
probably carried a load of butter on one side and honey on the other and
was ridden by a pregnant woman. After this detailed description of the ca-
mel, the camel driver was convinced the three princes had stolen it,and they
were imprisoned. Later on, when the camel was found, they were released.

How the three princes, deduced their description, through knowledge
and sagacity, I will leave to the reader to find out.1 But the concept of seren-
dipity, making unexpected discoveries and insights by accident and wis-
dom, and how this could be related to technology and education is somet-
hing I would like to discuss. I would claim that serendipity plays a great
role, more or less deliberately, in everyday life as well as in science, tech-
nology and art. I also believe that serendipity can be used as a tool or ap-
proach in educational contexts.

Jin Kjölberg
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Serendipity in practice

Serendipity of Science is a series of three radio programs that was recently
broadcast on BBC’s Radio 4.2 The program was made by Simon Singh, a
British author, journalist and TV producer known for the books Fermat’s
Last Theorem and The Code Book. Singh focuses on how serendipity has
led to several great breakthroughs in science, such as antibiotics, microwa-
ves, and the post-it note. He points out how some lucky accidents made the
inventors aware of new perspectives on what they studied, or new applica-
tion areas for their discoveries.

Gary Fine and James Deegan have also stated that serendipity plays a
role in research. In the paper Three Principles of Serendip: Insight, Chan-
ce, and Discovery in Qualitative Research,3 they argue that “serendipity is
the interactive outcome of unique and contingent ‘mixes’ of insight coup-
led with chance,” and that “planned insights coupled with unplanned events
can potentially yield meaningful and interesting discovery in qualitative
research.”

Relating to my own experiences, I find that serendipity is an important
concept used more or less deliberately in several contexts. Working with
art, engineering, research or in everyday life, what you eventually come up
with is not always decided in the beginning. It is often a result of several
small incidents and would not be the same without this specific journey.
Reflecting on and perhaps realising why the process and result evolved as
they did could be a great step towards an understanding of how you learn or
work, and could be very useful in both education and technology.

My own experiences lead me to at least state this: developing a software
application and making dance choreography are two areas where serendipi-
ty is included in the process. I also find these processes comparable to seve-
ral extents. By from my point of view, it is mostly the form of the result that
separates the two. To illustrate this, I will present a simplified and generali-
sed description of the two serendipitous processes.

When I confront a task, I often get an immediate and subtle vision of
how to solve it or what the result will look like. This vision could be a partly
detailed picture or just a feeling, a sense of something. It could be based on
my previous knowledge and experience of similar tasks or related ques-
tions. I may find inspiration from totally different problems that for some
reason, at this moment, seem relevant. In a dance context I often “see”
geometric patterns or directions in the room in which the dancers should
move. After I have finished the task, I sometimes end up with a completely
different result than the original vision. But more often, the result shows
traces of my vision, albeit with crucial parts which I could never have
thought of in the first place.
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In addition to the task and vision, the process consists of five more or
less fixed points, which I jump between, reuse or combine when I need to
(Figure 1). The references I use for the different points in this example are
taken from the software engineering industry. This field has developed and
marketed several different methods and named them, in contrast to the ar-
tistic field. But as you will see, some of the working principles are the same,
at least from my point of view. As I started making choreographies and
teaching dance before I did any programming, I drew direct parallels be-
tween the two processes when I became familiar with software develop-
ment methods.

Requirements

AnalysisDesign

Implementation Test

VisionVisionTaskTask

Requirements

AnalysisDesign

Implementation Test

Requirements

AnalysisDesign

Implementation Test

VisionVisionVisionVisionTaskTaskTaskTask

Figure 1. A serendipitous process

To be able to solve a task, you need different resources. Your result will
always depend in some way on what resources you have access to. These
are part of the requirements that are present in the process. Money, space,
time and material are examples of external requirements. The choreograp-
her or system developer may also have internal requirements like personal
preferences or skills, for instance dance technique or a programming lang-
uage. Other requirements could be what functions the system should con-
tain, the target group or target audience and the context in which the chore-
ography or system should be presented.

Another step is to analyse your task with respect to your requirements.
What is really the problem? What do you want to convey to the audience?
Is it possible to do this despite the given requirements? By what means will
this be done? Working with a certain material, you will have to deal with its
properties and constraints. Certain trained dancers will perform differently
from others, and different programming languages and platforms have dif-
ferent properties.
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A third point is the design, in which you decide what you are going to do
and how you are going to do it. This relates of course to your analysis. I
may start visualising the choreography in my head or sketching on paper.
That means drawing the big picture. After that, you can separate the task
into sub-tasks, like trying out some movements, building the choreography
or application.

When all the planning is done, it is time for implementation. In a softwa-
re development project this would consist of writing the code. In a dance
context this would be the rehearsal.

Running tests is always important for checking the reliability and usabi-
lity of the system, choreography or whatever the result consists of. Does the
application provide the functions? Does the system or dance piece work in
the right context, on the actual stage? Are the dancers able to perform the
choreography?

There is no sharp dividing line between the five points presented, and
the process may consist of several iterations and refinements. Depending
on the circumstances, you have to move back and forth, between them,
combine them and always look out for new possibilities and solutions. So,
independent of the task, whether it be developing a software application or
making dance choreography, I use similar methods or the same systematic,
serendipitous approach.

Still, it is important to note that the result will differ in several ways,
depending on what the aims of the processes are. A system developer cer-
tainly has different intentions than a choreographer and might focus on oth-
er aspects of each step. But what I want to emphasise is that both processes
include aspects of serendipity, and require an open-minded attitude in order
to increase the quality of the result. If you are too focused on the goal, you
will not be able to see the new possibilities that lie hidden there in front of
you or use them when they arise. There will always be changes during the
process; a dancer could be injured, the system should function on several
platforms etc., and then it is important to use these opportunities in a cons-
tructive way.

 In a serendipitous approach I include the methodological and systema-
tic work towards something you have a vision of, the intended result. But in
this process, I find it important to be open to new insights, possibilities or
directions, the serendipity. To be able to use these unexpected possibilities,
you have to use your knowledge and sagacity. In order to know how to
relate them to your previous work, you need basic and sometimes expert
knowledge on the subject.

In the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, 5th edition, the word “se-
rendipity” is defined as “the ability to make pleasant and unexpected disco-
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veries entirely by chance”. This definition, from my point of view, is an
inaccurate one, as the aspect of sagacity is left out. I find sagacity, know-
ledge and wisdom to be very important aspects of serendipity, especially in
educational contexts. You cannot rely on luck alone.

Technology as a school subject

When I think of the word “technology”, one of my first associations is mach-
ines, big machines and small ones. Other thoughts that occur are compu-
ters, industry and complex systems. I also imagine men developing this
technology and specialised, competent, men working on their own using it.
I think of dark colours, black and grey, and I sense a hard, edgy surface.
Spontaneously, I think of education, in contrast to technology, more as in-
teraction and collaboration between teachers and learners – both humans. I
think of light colours and soft objects.

These pictures could be considered stereotypical and conventional, and
not very well thought out???? logical??. Still, they are my associations and
other people’s as well. So where do these stereotypical associations come
from? After second thought, I realise and know that both technology and
education should be described in a much broader sense.

When I attended the conference Technology and Education – a Socio-
Cultural Perspective, I was curious to hear about technology as a school
subject. It is a subject that I have no personal experience of, as I grew up in
Norway, where this subject is non-existent. Because of this lack of expe-
rience, I tried to sort out what the subject represented. But the conference
left me with even more questions and thoughts.

One aspect that made this even more complicated was the fact that the
name of the subject in Swedish is “teknik”. In Swedish, this means both
what in English is called “technology” and what is called “technique”. As a
result, when I think of the Swedish word “teknik”, I think of gadgets, mach-
ines, etc. But I also think of the technique or method by which you could
operate these gadgets. To confuse people even more, the Swedish language
has a word called “teknologi”, similar to the English “technology”, which
means the science, “teknik”. (This distinction between technology and
“technology science” does not exist in English.)

To continue my investigation, I studied the syllabus for technology as a
school subject, made by the National Agency for Education (Skolverket).4

Skolverket emphasises the importance of technology as a multi-disciplined
subject and its connections to science, sociology and the fine arts. Techno-
logy should also be a meeting point for ideas and knowledge of different
kinds, something that has characterised technology since ancient times, ac-
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cording to Skolverket. They also argue that technology has an emotional
dimension and relates to other forms of creativity. This indicates that tech-
nology as a school subject should contain more than just knowledge about
technology per se, which thus also means the relation between technology
and humans, and between technology and society.

Technology as a school subject aims to give students an understanding
of how production, society and the physical environment in relation to tech-
nology affect our living conditions. This includes making everyday techno-
logy more visible. Students should develop a basic technical understanding
of its concepts and a historical overview. They should also be able to reflect
on and solve problems using technology. The syllabus for technology sup-
ports the idea that learners are discovering human beings. It also insists that
discoveries should be made through the learners’ own experience and acti-
vity.

Serendipitous learning processes

So is it possible to include more serendipity in today’s education, especial-
ly in teaching technology as a school subject? In my view, this subject pre-
sents a great opportunity to encourage learners to pursue their own inven-
tions and experiences. Most people have experiences where they have sud-
denly arrived at an insight or made a connection when they least expected
it, or found a solution to a problem while aiming for something else.

It may seem impossible to have a totally serendipitous attitude towards
education, as teachers and learners have certain goals they have to achieve,
and time is limited. But instead of teaching what to think, I would argue
that it is important to teach how to think. That means that the teacher should
function as a serendipity guide and encourage learners to use serendipity in
their work. This certainly requires sagacity and wisdom from teachers. They
should also encourage reflection about findings, or why the process or re-
sult was what it was.

To be able to include serendipity in educational contexts, and especially
in the subject of technology, there are three aspects I think are important to
highlight. First, dealing with technology means dealing with humans in se-
veral ways. Technology has often involved humans striving for better solu-
tions to everyday problems, trying to find more cost-effective ways of pro-
ducing, extracting, etc. Technology is developed by humans, and humans
the ability to draw unexpected conclusions. People are sensitive to impres-
sions, other people’s opinions etc., and can change their mind just because
it feels right, while a machine is programmed for a certain behaviour. Mach-
ines are not wise, and can therefore never make any serendipitous discove-
ries.
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Second, as Skolverket also points out, technology is and should be mul-
ti-disciplinary. Today’s technology is extremely complex and leading-edge.
We need collaboration between different sciences and between people from
different backgrounds to develop new high-tech products and services.
Having different perspectives and experiences is a way of increasing the
possibilities for new insights and non-traditional solutions. What I find im-
portant is accepting an open-minded environment and respect for each
other’s knowledge and sources.

Third, the difference in backgrounds also includes differences between
male and female cultures. It is a well-documented fact that male students
are over-represented in higher education in technical disciplines. A com-
monly-held view, and a rather obvious one, is that the whole society and
technological development would gain from increasing the representation
of female technology students. It is therefore important that both boys and
girls are given the same chances to experience different aspects of techno-
logy and related areas. In order to improve the gender balance, I think it is
important to focus on people’s preferences and why they find technology
interesting, and use that as a starting point for the learners’ further investi-
gations of the subject.

As teacher I have found that an open-minded serendipitous approach is
often useful. I feel that an important aspect of my work, and my professio-
nal as well as personal development, is meeting and discussing with other
people and, through their perspectives, finding new approaches to my ma-
terial. So when I systematically aim for and work towards a certain goal, I
am always looking out for traces of serendipity that might enrich my work.

The same approach could also be used in education. That means trying
to use the students’ different perspectives and experience. Something that
seems absolutely logical to one person could appear totally irrational to
another, and it is therefore important to keep in mind that there are often
several different correct answers rather than one that is correct and several
that are wrong. Starting from this point of view, we could create opportuni-
ties for a new serendipitous approach to teaching and learning.
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Notes
1 The original story, Peregrinaggio di tre figluoli del re di Serendippo, by an aut-

hor who called himself Christophero Armeno, was first published in Venice in
1557, and exists in several translations, e.g. Serendipity and The Three Princes:
From the Peregrinaggio of 1557 (University of Oklahoma Press, Norman: 1964).
The article The Three Princes of Serendip by Richard Boyle retells the fairy
tale and can be found at www.livingheritage.org/ (September 2002.)

2 Audio links to the programs can be found at www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/discover/
archive_features/36.shtml  (September 2002.)

3 The full paper was first published in Qualitative Studies in Education, 1996, Vol.
9, No. 4, and can be found at www.ul.ie/~philos/vol2/deegan.html (September
2002.)

4 The syllabus for technology as a school subject can be found in Swedish at
www3.skolverket.se/ki/SV/0102/sf/11/kurs/_TK010.html, and in English at
www3.skolverket.se/ki/eng/comp.pdf, pages 94-98. (September 2002.)




